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Summary 1

Summaiy

The development of new pharmaceutical drugs is an expensive, time- 

consuming task with an often low success rate. Traditionally, once a therapeutic 

target and its role in disease is identified, the process of identification o f new drugs 

was performed through combinatorial chemistry. This is a technique for rapidly and 

systematically assembling a variety o f molecular entities, or building blocks, in 

many different combinations, to create tens o f thousands o f diverse compounds that 

can be tested or screened with in vitro assays to identify potential valuable 

candidates. Chapter 1 gives a general overview o f vHTS techniques and algorithms 

with particular emphasis to those methods that will be used later in the following 

chapter.

Chapter 2, in the context of virtual screening, investigates and evaluates 

different tools designed for the generation o f molecular 3D structures. The chapter 

investigates the effect that different SMILES (Simplified Molecular Input Line 

Entry System) strings permutations and other classical 2D structural formats have on 

chemical databases to be screened. In particular, the effect on the generation of 

conformers and their effect within the context of vHTS is explored.

Chapter 3 describes the development of parameters and techniques needed to 

carry out a successful virtual screen for ligands that bind to Peroxisome Proliferator- 

Activated Receptor (PFARy), a nuclear receptor of particular interest due to its role 

played in varies diseases including Type II Diabetes. A biological introduction of 

PPAR is included at the beginning o f the chapter. The outcome of this chapter is the 

identification of a novel putative agonist for the PPARy receptor and a Structural 

Activity Relationship (SAR) o f a class o f known agonists. A biological in vitro 

assay was used to determine the activity o f the novel compound identified is 

presented.

Whilst Chapter 2 and 3 were focused on pre-processing techniques. Chapter 

4 explores how ligand bias can contribute significantly to the number of false 

positives observed in a virtual screening campaign. A post-processing normalisation
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procedure to reduce the dependence o f certain scoring functions on molecular 

weight was developed.

Chapter 5 finally introduces a new statistical protocol, combined with a 

virtual combinatorial enumeration, to post-process, optimize and decorate the ranked 

output list obtained from an enriched set o f data such as the one produced by a 

scoring function. The aim is to create a solid post-processing method to enhance the 

fit o f novel molecules within a receptor pocket.
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overview
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1.1 Part I: Drug discovery and the advent of VHTS

The development o f new pharmaceutical drugs is an expensive, time- 

consuming task with an often low success rate. According to recent surveys the 

average pre-approval development cost is estimated at $800 million per 

compound' with a seven year average time from initial Investigational New Drug 

(IND) filing until approvaP’̂ . Traditionally, once a therapeutic target and its role 

in disease is identified the process o f identification o f new drugs was performed 

through combinatorial chemistry. This is a technique for rapidly and 

systematically assembling a variety o f molecular entities, or building blocks, in 

many different combinations, to create tens o f thousands o f diverse compounds 

that can be tested or screened with in vitro  assays to identify potential valuable 

candidates. Virtually every product o f human genes and every pathogen can be a 

potential pharmacological target resulting in a combinational explosion i f  

multiplied by the number o f chemicals that can be synthesised. It is thus clear 

that a fully combinatorial approach is not feasible and a rational approach to 

pharmaceutical chemistry is required to lead and drive the drug discovery 

process. Hence, in recent years, there has been major investment in techniques 

to improve the discovery and development process with benefits in reduced cost 

and time.

1.1.1 Overview of the drug discovery Process

As with many disciplines, biochemistry and drug discovery have 

undergone an evolution due to the impact o f computer science. In parallel with 

the increased performance and functionality o f computer hardware and software, 

advances in protein crystallography and NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) 

have laid the foundation for the development o f Computer-Aided Drug Design 

(CADD)'*'^. The identification o f the three-dimensional (3D) coordinates o f 

protein-ligand complexes led to the development o f a wide series o f CADD 

techniques aiming to predict the interactions taking place in those complexes. A 

main area o f the drug discovery process that has benefited by the introduction o f 

computational techniques has been the initial screening o f potential hit molecules 

to elucidate those that exhibit some activity against relevant pharmacological
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targets through Virtual High Throughput Screening (vHTS). vHTS takes 

advantage o f the great calculation power offered by modem computers and the 

3D model of receptors provided by crystallography and NMR techniques. It is 

possible to replace or integrate combinatorial chemistry by simulating the 

synthesis o f random molecules using informatics tools with “chemical” 

intelligence. Basically, by applying bio- and cheminformatics techniques the 

“hits” identification stage is shifted from in vitro to in silico testing. This is 

accomplished by simulating and modelling the biochemistry through the 

conversion o f chemical atoms to binary sequences o f zeros and ones. The final 

aim of in silico screening is the prediction and estimation of the ability, or 

affinity, o f a set of molecules to bind to a target (e.g. a receptor). Subsequently, 

this simulation allows one to focus the in vitro screening towards just a small 

subset of compounds selected by the vHTS, in order to increase hit rates in the 

drug discovery process.^'^

vHTS can be divided into two categories: ligand-based (indirect methods) 

or structure-based (direct methods)'® drug design. In ligand-based virtual 

screening (LBVS), properties and features of known active ligands against a 

target are determined. Based on the assumption that active molecules should 

have similar physical and chemical characteristics, these properties are used as a 

filter^ or as guide towards the identification of similar compounds. LBVS can be 

divided into further classifications depending on the categories of properties 

calculated. There are be one-dimensional, such as number of hydrogen bond 

(HB) donors or acceptors and molecular weight (M W )"’' ,̂ two-dimensional 

(substructure searching, identification o f maximum common s u b s t r a t e ) a n d  

three dimensional properties (pharmacophore, 3D similarity, 3D fingerprints)^ '^’ 

'^. The prevailing trait that gathers together these methodologies is that the 3D 

coordinates of the target protein is not required but rather a set of known active 

molecules is required, from which specific properties are derived.

In contrast, for structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) a more detailed 

knowledge of the target protein (usually derived from crystallographic studies or 

NMR data)^’̂ ° is required. A pre-requisite for this approach is an understanding 

o f the rationale of molecular recognition in protein-ligand complexes. When the
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3D structure of a given protein is known, this information can be directly used 

for the retrieval or design of new active molecules considering the receptor’s 

coordinates. Analysis of the 3D complexes reveals the binding mode between a 

specific ligand and the ligand binding domain (LBD): non-covalent bonding 

interactions, ligand conformations, shape complementarities, secondary and 

tertiary structure changes upon binding o f a ligand etc. A wide number of 

computational tools have been designed to help in this process through the 

visualisation and the calculation of the ligand-protein interactions. The 

knowledge gathered in this phase can be subsequently used as a query for the 

screening of large libraries of compounds^. For example, common 

methodologies used in SB VS include receptor based pharmacophore, molecular 

dynamics calculations or virtual protein-ligand docking. As docking is the 

predominant method employed in this work it shall now be discussed in further 

detail.

1.1.2 Docking

Docking techniques are extensively used today for drug discovery of new 

leads or, to a lesser extent, lead optimisation. Docking is defined as the 

prediction of the structure o f receptor-ligand complexes, where the receptor is 

usually a protein or a protein oligomer and the ligand is either a small molecule 

or another protein, and the estimation of their binding affinity. Virtual protein- 

ligand docking is always a two-step methodology. In the first step, a 

conformational search o f the ligand is performed and subsequently or 

simultaneously poses are generated within the binding site o f the receptor'*. The 

second step involves an evaluation of those poses and the estimation of the 

binding affinities; the so called scoring phase. With regards to the 

conformational search of degrees of freedom of the ligand, rigid docking and 

flexible docking methods can be distinguished.

In Rigid docking the search algorithm explores different positions for the 

ligand within the receptor. A pre-computed set of conformers are virtually 

individually introduced in the binding site, translated and rotated until a rational 

pose is generated. In other words, the conformer is generated prior to virtual
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docking in the receptor, and only in a second step each conformer generated is 

fitted within the LBD, which is also one of the main disadvantages o f rigid 

docking. On the other hand, the main advantage is the high speed o f the 

algorithms utilised, which allows the screening o f very large databases of 

compounds in a relatively short period of time. This method is outlined in 

Figure 1-1.

Figure I - l In rigid docking a library o f  ligands is pre-generated (B) and then the best f it  fo r  each 
conformer is found within the receptor (C).

Flexible docking adds exploration o f ligand torsional degrees of freedom into 

the docking process within the confines of the binding p o c k e t ^ I n  a typical 

flexible procedure the ligand is first fragmented into rigid blocks. The fragments 

are then placed in the pocket and the molecule rebuilt exploring different 

conformational solutions. The process is depicted in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2 In Flexible docking a fragment o f  the molecule (seeding phase) is first placed within 
the receptor (A) and further extended by additional blocks (B and C).

Thus, with rigid docking the conformers are pre-computed ‘‘‘'outside" the 

receptor, whereas in flexible docking the conformers are computed ^Hnside'" the 

receptor, taking into account the features of the receptor itself
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Flexible-flexible docking. As a key objective of docking is the prediction o f the 

structure of protein-Iigand complexes, methods that account for both ligand and 

receptor flexibility (flexible-flexible) have been investigated. Receptor flexibility 

can be considered during docking, either accounting for different conformations 

of the protein (from crystallographic data or from in-silico simulations) or using 

the so called “induced f i t ” method developed by Schrodinger^^. Using the 

former method the ligand conformers are docked (rigidly or not) in different 

conformations of the receptor. Conversely, the latter is a method for the 

prediction of ligand induced conformational changes in receptor active sites by 

combining docking with protein structure prediction techniques^^. The 

Methodology simulates the modification of the receptor tertiary structure by the 

docked pose of the ligand thus producing the induced fit.

1.1 .3  Scoring

in the second so called “scoring” phase, the poses generated during the 

docking (either rigid or flexible) are evaluated and for each one a “score” is 

calculated, which represents an estimation o f the binding affinity. In this step a 

mathematical algorithm, the “scoring function”, is applied to recognise which 

poses yield the most stable interactions with the protein. Based on this estimation 

of the binding affinity the compounds are then ranked in an output list. A large 

number of scoring functions are available based on different methodologies, 

algorithms and developed using different tools. It becomes evident in the 

following paragraphs and in Chapter 4, that this may lead to completely 

different approaches and, even often, contradictory results^^'^'’. Moreover, 

evidence exists that there is a strong correlation between the type o f interactions 

and the scoring prioritisation^'. Thus, a scoring function may perform 

impeccably for one receptor and at the same time poorly for another. More 

details about docking and scoring algorithms will be explored in the following 

sections.

In the second part o f this introduction an overview of a typical vHTS 

protocol according with the established procedures^^ is outlined. The aim is to
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provide examples o f  the different tools that are applied to virtual screening (VS) 

for novel pharmaceuticals.
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1.2 Part II: High-throughput screening protocol

In this worlc, we have applied a virtual screening protocol to a validated 

target o f therapeutic importance, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor 

gamma (PPARy), where several different pre-processing techniques were used to 

narrow down the number o f molecules considered before the docking step. A 

typical protocol for VS is depicted in Figure 1-3.

A target protein is selected and 3D coordinates are taken from crystal structures 

available in the RCSB Protein Data Bank^^ or NMR results.

•  A library o f drug-like molecules is then selected and/or filtered.

•  Conformers for each molecule in the dataset are produced and fitted 

within the receptor in the “ docking”  step.

•  Poses are subsequently evaluated and their binding affinity estimated.

•  In order to refine the result from the scoring, some post-processing steps 

are usually required.

• Finally, a number o f hits are selected and tested with a biological assay in 

vitro.
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Figure 1-3 Outline o f a SB VS protocol (see the text fo r more detail).
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1.2.1 Source of 3D structures of receptor-ligand complexes

Major advances in protein expression and purification, sample 

preparation, microcrystallisation^^ use of synchrotron light^^ and automation^^’̂  ̂

have led to an explosion in bio-macromolecular structure determination. 

Subsequently, in the past few years the protein data bank (PDB) grew 

dramatically and presently over 47,625 protein structures are available, both in 

the unbound form and complexed with a variety o f small ligands, other proteins 

or nucleic acids^’̂ .̂ The PDB repository represents the backbone of SBVS as it is 

the main source o f information on the atomic Cartesian coordinates of drug 

interactions with proteins. To perform vHTS, the first step is target selection. 

Proteins and their binding pockets must have some “druggable” properties 

suitable for drug design. For example, it is preferable a receptor with a small and 

well defined by crystallographic study binding site, which can increase the rate 

o f success in SBVS.^* Having a snapshot o f a target protein, allows for the 

identification o f cavities and putative binding pockets. If a static 3D 

representation o f a receptor-ligand (RL) complex is available it can be used as a 

reference structure for ligand docking. The following questions can be posed: do 

the ensemble of conformations generated, during the docking, contain a structure 

similar to the bound form o f the ligand as found in the crystallographic data^^ or, 

in other words, is possible to reproduce the crystal structure binding mode?

Additionally, estimations of protein flexibility can be extracted from the 

crystallographic data. The B-factors of protein crystal structures reflect the 

fluctuation o f atoms about their average positions and provide important 

information about protein dynamics'*®. Furthermore, we can predict the flexibility 

o f the main chains in the proteins. FRODA (Framework Rigidity Optimized 

Dynamic Algorithm), a software developed by Thorpe et al., identifies first the 

rigid regions in the protein, and then replaced them by ghost templates which are 

used to guide the movements of the atoms in the protein'*'.

Examining macro-molecular flexibility is critical for a thorough 

understanding o f the principles that control ligand binding to proteins. Structural
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changes are commonly induced in the receptor upon ligand binding'^ .̂ Therefore 

by ignoring this effect it may have a strong impact on vHTS. A very common 

approach to incorporate receptor flexibility is the use of multiple receptor 

conformations derived from crystallographic data or as generated by such tools 

as FRODA. With regards to the first option, sources of different receptor 

conformations can usually be retrieved from the PDB. Different PDB entries of 

proteins complexed with ligands offer structural information about the 

mechanism underlying either the activation of the receptor or the antagonistic 

effect. For example, in nuclear receptor-like structures, a macromolecular 

rearrangement o f the receptor upon the binding of a ligand can be detected by 

comparing the agonist bound and the antagonist bound PDB entry.

1.2.2 Receptor Preparation

As X-ray crystallography is not able to locate 3D coordinates of hydrogen 

atoms, they must be added manually to the protein (numerous software tools are 

available to carry out this task: SYBYL'^'' are just a few examples).

Furthermore, the position of hydrogen atoms must have the correct spatial 

orientation, according with the geometry o f the root atom and their non-covalent 

interactions. Hence, a molecular force field minimisation step is also required to 

correct and refine the positions of hydrogen atoms in the receptor. Different 

molecular force fields are available: widely used are MMFF94 (Merck Molecular 

Force Field"' '̂^ )̂ or AMBER99^'’ (Assisted Model Building with Energy 

Refinement). AMBER is specifically parameterised for proteins and nucleic 

acids. Partial atomic charges are also added during this step to each atom of the 

protein since the PDB file does not include such information. The rational behind 

the partial charge calculation is that valence in molecules is not fixed to any one 

particular atom, but moves around the molecule as a whole. Since the electrons 

are likely to spend more time in proximity o f more electronegative atoms, this 

distribution is not uniform in some parts o f the receptors. Partial charges affect 

the scoring process, being part o f columbic term used in evaluating the binding 

affinity o f the ligand (see sections below).
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1.2.3 Database Preparation: Pre-filtering and pre-processing

SBVS consists o f the screening o f large databases o f drug-like molecules 

to determine potential hits able to bind to a target protein. A wide number of 

commercial, non-commercial and academic compound databases are available 

today (e.g. ZINC, SPECS, WOMBAT Furthermore, datasets of ligands are 

also available pre-focused on particular chemical-physical properties, such as 

those exploring particular regions of chemical space or having drug-like 

characteristics (e.g. natural compounds, G-Protein Coupled Receptor -  GPCR 

libraries).

From a biological point of view, an ideal screening library should contain 

low toxicity, orally bioavailable compounds. This excludes peptides or proteins 

as they are usually broken down by peptidases during digestion. Depending on 

the tissue localisation of the target, one might be interested in compounds with a 

high tropism for a specific organ. Also, from a chemical prospective, the 

compounds in a virtual library must also be synthetically accessible or available 

for purchase.

Generally, those collections of compounds are already oriented and 

downsized by clustering or filtering. The former is needed to ensure coverage of 

the largest possible expanse of chemical space in the search for bioactive 

molecules without greatly increasing the size of the libraries. This is formulated 

by the “Similar Property Principle” : if structurally similar compounds are likely 

to exhibit similar activity, then maximum coverage of the activity space should 

be achieved by selecting a structurally diverse set of compounds. To obtain 

chemical diversity one needs first to quantify the chemical diversity and then, 

based on the dissimilarity, a group of molecules can be divided into clusters 

where objects in the cluster are similar, but objects in other clusters are 

dissimilar^'*'^^. This sort o f calculation first requires a definition of diversity, or 

similarity which is the inverse of the diversity (typically, similarity lies in a 

range between 0 and 1, thus a similarity o f 0.8 corresponds to a diversity of 

0.2)̂ ^
Dissimilarity/Similarity searching involves the comparison of a set of 

descriptors that define or characterise a dataset o f one or more molecules with 

the corresponding set o f descriptors defining each structure in the database.
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The two most important types o f descriptors described are the “fragment 

substructures” and “physical properties”. In the former case, a molecule is 

checked for the presence of various atom- or bond- centred fragment 

substructures and their presence encoded in a Boolean bit-string vector, or 

fingerprint. A common example is represented by the daylight fingerprint^^. In 

detail the Daylight fingerprint algorithm examines the molecules and generates 

the following:

• A pattern for each atom

• A pattern representing each atom and its nearest neighbours

• A pattern representing each group o f atoms and bonds connected 

by path up to two bonds long

• A pattern representing each group of atoms and bonds connected 

by path up to three, four, five, six and seven bonds long

The similarity between the two molecules is calculated by a comparison 

o f the fingerprint. The “physical” descriptors depict inherent properties of the 

molecules, such as number o f HB donors, logP, topological features, van der 

Waals (vdW) area or surface, polarisability and so on. Calculation o f the 

similarity between two objects, each characterised by a common set of 

descriptors, can be achieved by using different coefficients.

As an example, a molecular object can be defined by means of a vector of n 

attributes such that:

— { ^ l A ' ^ 2 A i ^ 3 A

Where Xja is the values o f the y'*’ attribute o f object A. The values of 

attributes may be a real number or bit. In the former we have a “physical 

properties” type o f descriptors: values can any numerical value (i.e. MW). In the 

latter, a bit indicates the absence or the presence of a particular property or 

feature in the object and it can have value o f I (feature is present) or 0 (feature is 

absent).

In the case of a molecular object the bits may also represent topological 

features of the molecules (Daylight fingerprint, extended connectivity 

fingerprint), physical properties or a combination o f both o f them^^. Where the
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attribute values are restricted to 0 or 1 (binary bits), the expressions used for the 

calculation o f the similarity and distance between molecular objects can be 

substantially simplified^^. For objects A and B characterised by vectors Xa and 

Xb containing n binary values (such as fingerprints) we can write;

J=n

JA N um ber o f  bits "on" in A. 1-2
J=\

jB  N um ber o f  bits "on" in B. 1-3
7=1

7= «

JA jB  N um ber o f  b its "on” in bo th  A a n d  B. 1-4
> 1

^  /  -I \  ^  jA  ^  jB  ^  jA  ^  jB  /  N um ber o f  b its "off" in both A a n d  B. 1-5
7= 1

And hence:

n = a + b - c  + d  i-6

Thus to measure the distance between object A and B, the Tanimoto coefficient 

(Tc), one the most commonly used coefficients, can be used (Equation. 1-7)

{a + b - c )

Tanimoto coefficient is most widely used for binary fingerprints. Other similar 

methods are the Dice coefficient. Cosine similarity or the Euclidean Distance.

In order to perform the clustering based on dissimilarity, various algorithms are 

available. As an example, the general steps o f one o f the most widely used 

algorithm called general maximum dissimilarity (Figure 1-4) are as follows.
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1. Initialise subset by transferring a compound from Database to it

2. Calculate the dissimilarity between each remaining compound in

Database and the compounds in Subset.

3. Select that compound from Database that is most dissimilar to Subset and 

transfer it to Subset.

4. Return to Step 2 if there are less than n compounds in Subset.

Figure 1-4 General maximum dissimilarity algorithm. Database represents the collection o f  
molecules prior the clusterisation.

The initial molecule selected in the first step can be (i) randomly selected, (ii) the 

most dissimilar one from all the other or (iii) the nearest to the centre of the 

Database relatively to the other molecules. The algorithm will loop until either, 

the pre-defined number o f clusters or an average number o f molecules per cluster 

is reached.

Filtering is used to remove non drug-like compounds from a collection 

and to decrease the number of compounds in the docking process thus reducing 

the computational time required^^. Even though the virtual vendor libraries are 

often already filtered, it is common to restrict chemical space to the area of 

interest by applying more filtering or pre-processing techniques. This is done to 

decrease the number o f in silico false positives brought forward to biological 

tests in vitro and speed up the process by further downsizing the collections. 

Watson et al.'̂ ® also indicated how the inappropriate selection of libraries may 

produce artificial results. They highlighted the necessity o f consistency between 

the libraries and the ‘‘‘"target” chemical space, usually identified through known 

active molecules. It is important to screen a library o f compounds tailored 

towards compounds that display similar characteristics to known actives or 

ligands o f a particular target^^ as shown previously. A large variety o f filters are 

available, implemented in several software applications (FILTER^', Pipeline 

Pilot“ ) and are widely customisable. Molecules containing specific functional 

groups, known to be toxic, can be discarded early in the screening protocol 

(alkyl-bromides, metals etc). Next, there are functional groups that are not 

strictly forbidden, but are not allowed in quantities o f more the one. For instance, 

para-fluorobenzene, or trifluoromethyl have specific purposes, but heavily 

fluorinated molecules are usually eliminated.
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Beyond simple functional group filtering, one can consider both simple 

and complex physical properties which can be used to filter compound libraries.

These filters attempt to consider “drug-likeness” properties, such as 

bioavailability, solubility, toxicity and synthetic accessibility before the primary 

vHTS. The best known of the physical property filters is Lipinski’s “rule-of- 

five”^̂ , which focuses on bioavailability, where the molecules should not have;

• Molecular mass greater than 500 Da

• High lipophilicity (expressed as cLogP greater than 5)

• More than 5 HB donors

• More than 10 HB acceptors

However, many other physical properties, such as solubility, atomic 

content, ring structures and surface area ratios can also be considered.

Finally, compounds that can be problematic at later stages should be 

eliminated at this point. For instance, Shoichet’s aggregating compounds often 

produce false positives in in-vitro assay^. It can save enormous resources if they 

were identified by virtual or high-throughput screening. Similarly (and 

sometimes concomitantly), dyes can appear to be inhibitors by interfering with 

colorimetric/fiuorometric assays or binding non-specifically to the target 

protein^^. Moreover, pre-filtering the database by focussing in on regions of 

chemical space containing known actives on one’s protein of interest increases 

the likelihood of finding novel molecules that also target that protein^^.

We shall now explain how knowledge of known actives can be exploited

(Table 1-1). WOMBAT is a compounds collection containing 154,236 entries,

totalling over 307,700 biological activities on 1,320 unique targets. Known 

active ligands against a set of proteins for which the crystal structures were 

available^^'^^, have been extracted from the WOMBAT^^ database ensuring the 

removal of duplicates. As described in Table 1-1 the original list was narrowed 

down from -3000 (known active against the targets illustrated in Table 1-1) to 

569 molecules: general drug-like filters were applied using components 

implemented in ‘Pipeline Pilot’^̂  (PP), a multi purpose data management and 

manipulation software platform. This selection of compounds will be also used 

in chapter 4.
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PDB code Receptors Retrieved Selectivity Bioeffect Lipinski

1 IGLQ GSTase 9 9 9 9

2 lAQl CDK2 1158 300 300 259

3 IDQ PTPase 29 29 29 29

4 4DFR DHFR 219 219 219 139

5 1I7I PPARy 587 149 79 58

6 1P93 GR 151 151 142 39

7 3ERT Era 903 167 59 30

TOT 3056 1024 837 569

Table 1-1 Report from a pre-filtering protocol: PDB code: RCSB database ID o f  the protein; 
Receptors: common name o f the protein; Retrieved: known active retrieved. Selectivity Filter: 
selective exclusively towards that receptor; Bioeffect Filter: agonists/ant agonists depending on 
the receptor considered. Lipinski Filter: compounds passing the Lipinski drug-like filter.

The MW distribution of the active molecules versus each target has been 

calculated and plotted as depicted in Figure 1-5. Each class of actives shows a 

particular MW profile. Therefore, when designing a screening dataset for vHTS, 

ideally the same profile should be maintained. In other words, if PPARy agonists 

have a MW in the range between approx 320 and 620, we should explore and use 

a screening database in this MW range to increase the chance of finding hits.
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Figure 1-5 MW distribution fo r a set o f  known active compounds fo r the 7 receptors in the box 
(pdb Id entry).
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On larger scale, ZINC (Zinc Is Not Commercial)^' is a freely available database, 

was selected as the screening database. Each molecule in the ZINC library 

contains vendor and purchasing information and is ready for docking using a 

number of popular docking programs. This database is available for download 

(http://zinc.docking.org) in several common file formats including SMILES , 

mol2 "̂*, 3D SDF^^. ZINC contains about 2,700,000 drug-like molecules. Within 

certain limits, the molecules are prepared in multiple protonation states and 

multiple tautomeric forms. After applying various filters and clusterisation 

mentioned above the number o f compounds was narrowed down to 11,000 for 

the same targets in Table 1-1.

Figure 1-6 compares the MW distribution o f ZINC before and after 

filtering against the MW distribution o f PPARy agonists. As depicted in Figure 

1-6, the distribution of MW in the case o f the PPARy receptor after filtering still 

coincides with the MW distribution of known actives giving an appropriate 

coverage for further analysis (distribution o f known actives molecules against 

PPAR target is considered).
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Figure 1-6 M W  distribution o f  ZINC before and after filterin g  against the M W  distribution o f  
PPARy agonists.

Another way to visualise the result is using Principal Components 

Analysis (PC A), (Figure 1-7) on the physicochemical descriptors of the molecule
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dataset. Applied to molecular modelling, PCA is a method to visually represent 

the chemical space “explored” or covered by libraries o f compounds. In this 

example the red sphere depicts a chemical space occupied by the commercial 

database SPECS . The blue sphere represents the filtered database using 

focused filtering. Finally, the yellow solid sphere shows the space occupied by a 

set o f known PPARy agonists. It is clear how pre-filtering the database narrows 

down the library in a chemical space area where PPARy ligands are located.

Figure 1-7 PCA results: the red sphere represents the chemical space occupied by the whole 
SPECS database. Blue represents the SPECS after fdtering and a substructure search.

Furthermore, upon expansion of a database o f 2D structures to 3D 

structures, accounting for HB donor and acceptor capabilities is imperative, as 

changes in the positions o f hydrogens in 2D format denotes conformational 

changes in 3D format’ .̂ Accurate representation of the correct tautomeric and 

protonated forms of a compound, depending on the ultimate physiological 

environment o f a compound, is also extremely important in this case. It is 

computationally expensive and difficult to assign the most probable state o f a 

compound, thus all physiological relevant states are typically enumerated as a
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representation. Similarly, it is necessary to generate all physiologically relevant 

stereoisomers o f a compound arising from ambiguous stereo center descriptions.

Conformational changes (see section 1.2.4) must also be accounted for as 

ligands rarely bind to a receptor in their lowest energy form and usually 

experience some strain upon binding that induces an increase in the energy o f the 

ligand’ .̂ It has been previously noted that in order to reproduce the binding 

mode o f  a ligand in a receptor it is beneficial for the docking algorithm to 

provide a number o f docked poses on the basis o f RMSD (see section 1.2.8.3)^*.

In a recent publication^^ we provided an insight into the implications of 

cheminformatic pre-processing o f a validation database o f  compounds where 

multiple protonated, tautomeric, stereochemical and conformational states have 

been enumerated. Several commonly used methods for the generation o f ligand 

conformations and conformational ensembles are examined, paired with an 

exhaustive rigid-body algorithm for the docking o f  different ‘multimeric’ 

compound representations to the ligand binding site o f the human estrogen 

receptor alpha.

Different scoring function (see section 1.2.6) with intrinsic chemical knowledge 

was combined with a consensus-scoring scheme (section 1.2.7.1) to rank output 

from the docking protocol, and enrichment rates (section 1.2.8.1) calculated for 

each screen. The overheads o f  CPU consumption and eflFect on relative database 

size (disk requirement) for each o f the protocols employed were considered. 

Assessment o f these parameters indicated that SB VS enrichments are highly 

dependent on the initial cheminformatic treatment(s) used in database 

construction. The interplay o f SMILES representations (Chapter 2), 

stereochemical information, protonation state enumeration and ligand 

conformation ensembles were identified as critical in achieving optimum 

enrichment rates in such screening.
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1.2.4 Docking algorithm and tools

Docking and scoring allow the user to search for structures that have the 

correct geometric and electrostatic features to fit in the protein binding site. 

Conformational searching during docking is essential as usually it is not known 

which conformation o f a ligand interacts most favourably with a receptor. 

Algorithms able to simulate flexibility o f a molecule and generate conformers 

have been classified by Kuntz'* into three main groups: systematic, stochastic and 

deterministic algorithms^’̂ .

Systematic search algorithms are based on a grid o f values for each 

formal degree o f freedom, and each o f these grid values is explored in a 

combinatorial fashion during the search. As the number o f the grid values 

increases, the number o f evaluations needed increases exponentially. Examples 

o f systematic algorithms are represented by the anchor and grow (incremental 

construction) or the hammerhead algorithm*^’.

The anchor and grow method usually divides the ligand into flexible 

fragments and rigid fragments. A  particular fragment is docked, and the full 

ligand is built up either incrementally or separately docked fragments are joined 

together*'. In the anchor and grow algorithm one or more rigid fragments, or 

anchors, are placed within the binding pocket considering either sphere 

matching*^'*"* shape complementarities (DOCK4.0, LIGIN*^), chemical
o f i  87  Rfi

interaction (FlexX ’ ) or HB interactions as used by Leach .

In the hammerhead algorithm^^ method fragments are determined 

automatically by disassembling the ligands, aligning the fragments within the

binding pocket using probing dummy atoms and finally retaining just the

fragments showing the best interactions. A process called “ chaining”  links 

together the different fragments by considering bond angles. Therefore, instead 

o f systematically searching torsion angles, the ligands are optimised after each 

fragment is added using energy minimisation. The algorithm was specifically 

developed for database screening. SURFLEX^^’̂ ^ is a fully automatic flexible 

molecular docking that uses the hammerhead docking system.
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The systematic algorithm methods are usually applied in docking for the 

generation o f  pre-computed 3D conformer libraries*^. In these datasets, each 

compound is represented by an ensemble o f  conformations whose coordinates 

are saved. Molecular library conformations are calculated once, the conformers 

are rotated and translated within the binding pocket and the best poses are 

outputted (e.g. FRED: fast exhaustive rigid docking^®).

Pre-generated conformational libraries are an efficient way o f  considering 

the flexibility o f  the ligands as the cost o f  generating multiple conformers per 

molecule is only incurred once and the internal energy o f the conformers can be 

assessed prior to docking. A large variety o f software can be employed for the 

generation o f  multiple conformers (OMEGA^', CORINA^^, RUBICON^^, 

MOE^'*). Although efficient, the disadvantage is that receptor interactions are not 

taken into account during the conformer generation. Furthermore as the 

procedure necessitates the generation o f a library o f conformers, a significant 

amount o f storage space is also required. A scheme depicting the different 

approaches o f systematic algorithms is shown in Figure 1-8.
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Figure 1-8 Different systematic docking algorithms. I. Library o f pre-computed conformers can 
be docked in a rigid fashion in the binding pocket. 2. In the incremental algorithm a fragment is 
first seeded in the binding pockets and incremental re-construction o f  the ligand follow. 3. In the 
hammerhead fragments are placed with regards to their affinity and in a second stage 
“chained"-back together. (Sketch adapted from Bohm^^).
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In deterministic methods or searches, a generic initial state determines the 

move that can be made to generate the next state, which generally has to be equal 

to or lower in energy than the initial state. Deterministic searches performed on 

exactly the same system with the same initial parameters will produce the same 

final state' .̂ Examples of deterministic algorithm are represented by energy 

minimisation and molecular dynamics simulation. The former is currently used 

in many docking applications as a post-processing technique in order to optimise 

the potential energy associated with the ligand. The latter is not used for vHTS 

due to the computational time required per complex.

Stochastic search algorithms make random changes, usually varying one 

degree of freedom of the system at a time. With stochastic searches there are 

convergence uncertainties. Different runs, with the same input and parameters 

may produce different results. Examples of stochastic searches include Monte 

Carlo (MC) methods or the evolutionary algorithm. In MC implementations, the 

ligand is considered as a whole, and random changes are made in order to 

translate and rotate the ligand, as well as to modify the torsion angles. After each 

move, the structure is minimised and the energy o f the new structure is 

determined. In this procedure the ligand is usually placed in a random position in 

the binding site and to increase the chance of reaching the global minima the 

simulation consists o f numerous cycles. The first cycle is performed simulating 

“high temperature” (high translational movement is allowed) and later cycles are 

done at decreasingly lower temperatures (simulated annealing MC). Usually each 

cycle starts with the lowest energy from the precedent. AutoDOCK^'’̂ ’̂̂  ̂ was 

the first program to be implemented with MC based searches.

Additionally, independent from the method used to fit and optimise a ligand 

within the binding site, different methods to represents the binding pockets can 

be considered. The protein can be represented using its Connolly surface,^* 

which consists o f all the points o f the vdW surface at which a solvent sphere can 

touch it. These methods attempt to align points on the surface (ligand-protein or 

protein-protein).

Other computational methods use energy grids^^ pre-computed prior the docking. 

The idea is to store information about the binding site and receptor’s potential
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energy contribution on grid points so that it only needs to be read during the 

ligand evaluation. Typically the grid points can be electrostatic or vdW. The 

Electrostatic potential is represented by a pairwise summation o f Columbic 

forces (Equation 8) and the vdW term is usually modelled using a Lennard-Jones 

12-6 (Equation 9).

Na Nb

1-8

Equation 8 Columbic potential: N represents the number of atoms in molecules a and b and q the 
charge on each atoms, r is the distance between atoms i andj, respectively in molecules a and b.

Na Nb

/=1 j = \

ĴL 

V ^ 9 J

OjL
1-9

Equation 9  vdW potential: N represents the number of atoms in molecules A and B and q the 
charge on each atom, r is the distance between atom i and j. a represents the collision diameter 
of atom i in molecule a with atom j  in molecule b.

1.2.5 Scoring procedures

The majority o f published scoring functions have been developed in 

association with docking tools. However, the scoring functions used to rank 

compounds post docking do not have to be linked to the originating docking 

method but rather are independent and should be able to estimate the binding 

affinities o f the protein-ligand complexes generated by any structure-based 

approach.

As mentioned in the above sections, a scoring function estimates the 

binding affinity between RL or Protein-Protein complexes. The calculation is not 

an easy task as there are many thermodynamic variables that should be taken into 

account. Firstly, one should consider that before binding, both ligand and protein 

are surrounded by molecules o f  solvent. The desolvation occurring during 

binding leads, therefore, to an increase in entropy o f the system, driving the 

equilibrium toward the products. The increase in solvent entropy upon binding to
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non-polar surfaces in the receptor is the known as the hydrophobic e f f e c t ' T h e  

desolvation phenomenon can also be seen from an enthalpy point o f view. The 

desolvation occurring during the binding implies that a number o f interactions 

with the solvent must be lost and will only partially be replaced with the novel 

contacts within the binding site"̂ . An entropy loss should also be considered, 

arising from the fact that the PL complex is a highly organised (low-entropy) 

entity compared to P + L in solution. Furthermore, the entry o f the ligand into the 

binding site brings the reacting groups of the ligand and coordinating residues of 

the protein together. The substrate will fit in the proper position for binding, with 

a net loss of entropy (Figure 1-9).

Figure 1-9 On the left the ligand is free to undergo translational motion - a high entropy 
situation. After binding to the receptor the system is highly ordered - a low entropy complex.

Finally, in order to estimate the binding affinity the internal, or strain 

energy, of the ligand and protein must be taken into account. This energy can be 

higher in the complex than in both the un-complexed states'*.

A common approach to approximate the binding affinity is the thermodynamic 

analysis o f the interaction occurring within a RL complex. The stability o f a 

particular complex can be measured by determining the equilibrium binding 

constant Kgq, which is directly related to the Gibbs free energy (equations 10-12):
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[p ]+ [ i ]  > [p l ] I - I O

i - i i

= A H - T A S I-I2

Equation 10-12: P: protein; L: Ligand; PL; Complex Protein-Ligand; K̂ g; equilibrium binding 
constant; Gibbs free energy; K„„ and K„ff ; on-rate and off-rate o f the reaction; H-TS:
decomposition o f Gibbs free energy in enthalpy (H) and entropy contribution (S). T: temperature

As the Gibbs free energy is theoretically calculable using thermodynamic 

equations, the binding constant, Keq, can be derived easily using eq. 12. As 

solving the theoretical thermodynamic equation accounting for enthalpy and 

entropy o f  the system is complex and time-consuming, an approximation is 

required for vHTS.

To estimate AGtind for vHTS the calculation is simplified using a scoring 

function, which compromises between the accuracy in the prediction o f  the 

binding affinity and calculation speed. In many cases, the scoring functions can 

consistently predict the binding poses o f  ligands with nanomolar affinity; 

however, they perform poorly at predicting lower affinity. As explained in the 

following paragraph in more detail, different methods have been developed in 

order to estimate

1.2.6 Scoring functions details

Two aspects o f the CADD primarily determine the success o f the 

process: the generation o f reasonable ligand-binding poses through sampling the 

conformational space o f  both ligand and receptor (the “docking problem”) and 

the identification o f those binding poses that correspond best to the experimental 

given situation based on reasonable estimates o f binding affinities, namely the 

scoring problem*'®'. Scoring functions can be divided into three classes 

depending on how the binding affinity o f  a molecular complex is determined.

1) Physics (Molecular simulation) based approach'®^ '®̂
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2) Empirical/force field additivity based approach"'’'®'’

3) Knowledge approaches'®̂ ''®̂

The basic idea of molecular simulation approaches derives from 

statistical mechanics and molecular dynamics. Explicit atomic level 

consideration of solvent molecules, ions and flexibility of both ligand and 

protein makes these approaches computationally intensive and limits the usage 

of simulation strategies in screening large numbers of ligands against a protein 

target. Force field methods mainly account for the binding energy between 

ligand and protein by summing up non-bonded interactions such as vdW and 

Columbic potentials. Knowledge based scoring function are based on statistical 

analysis of a large number of PL complexes available in the structural 

repositories'®'. Table 1-2 lists some of the different scoring functions available 

along with the class they belong to.

Type of Scoring Function Function Name

Physics based DOCK"''

CHARMm” ^

AutoDock"^

Empirical ChemScore'^^

ScreenScore"^

ShapeGauss"^
p L p 1 1 5

FlexX"^

LUDI^^

LigScore"^

Knowledge BLEEP"“

DrugScore^° '̂'°®
PM F119.120

SMoG^^^

Table 1-2 Scoring Functions commonly used in Virtual Screening.
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1.2.6.1 First principle method

The first principle method, or molecular mechanics force-field method, 

replace all the electrons in the system by empirical parameters and simple 

analytical expressions.

These methods represent a straightforward approach to scoring by using the 

non-bonded energies o f  well-established molecular mechanical force fields and 

usually quantify the sum o f  two energies, the RL interaction energy and internal 

energy o f the ligand (as steric strain induced by binding). Interactions between 

RL are often described using vdW terms and electrostatic energy terms. In doing 

so, estimates o f  the free energy o f binding in solution are substituted by 

estimates o f the gas-phase enthalpy o f  binding. A typical paradigm o f  molecular 

force field calculation is showed in eq. 13.

^ to ta l  ̂1 ̂ h on d  ^ angle ^dihedral ^ vd W  ^Electrosiaic

The Etota! represents an estimation o f the potential energy o f  the system. 

The constituent terms consist o f  an energy penalty associated with the deviation 

o f  bonds and angles away from their ‘reference’ values {Etonds and Eangie), there 

is a function that describes how the energy changes as bonds are rotated (Edihedrai) 

and finally a terms which consider the non-bonded interaction in the system 

(Eydw.and EElectrostatic)- The various contributions are depicted in Figure 1-10 and 

Figure 1-11.

Examples o f  classical force field models include G-Score'^^ (based on the 

Tripos Force Field’^^), and AutoDock"^ (based on AMBER^° force field).

As an example (eq. 14), in AMBER^'’ the overall docking energy o f a given 

ligand molecule is expressed as the sum o f  intermolecular interactions between 

the complex and the internal energy o f  the ligand.
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Bonds angles

V,+ Y , -:̂ (l + cos(«(a-r))+
Torsion

N N+ ZZ
i=l J=i+l y y

+  •

ATTS r̂y 1-14

V(r'^) represents the potential energy o f the system. The first term accounts 

covalently bonded atoms using a harmonic (ideal spring) function (Figure 1-10- 

A) which is a good approximation near equilibrium bond lengths, but becomes 

increasingly poor as atoms separate. The second term (Figure 1-10-B), harmonic 

as the former, represents the internal energy contribution derived from the 

summation over all valence angles in the molecules. For these terms in the 

equation the potential energy will increase as the actual length or angle (/, and 6,) 

o f the molecules diverge from the reference length or angle (/, o and 0j,o). The 

summing over torsion in the molecule is represented by the third term (Figure 

1-11C).
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Figure l-IO (A-B-C): Representation o f  the main contributions to a force-filed based scoring 
function and their relative graphs schematic demonstration.

The last two terms accounts for the non-bonded interactions, vdW and 

electrostatic (Figure 1-11).

The vdW interactions are represented with a 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential in 

the gas-phase. The Lennard-Jones potential makes atoms repulsive as the 

distance between the atoms approaches the sum of their vdW radii (Pauli 

Exclusion Principle), and is slightly attractive or makes a negligible contribution 

to the potential energy as the distance between the atoms increases. In the 

formula, a,y are coefficients dependent on the atoms / and j ,  and r,y represents the 

distance between the atoms / and j .  The parameters of the Lennard-Jones 

potential vary depending on the desired ‘hardness” of the potential. Higher terms 

(12-6) result in increasingly repulsive potentials and will be less forgiving of 

close contacts between receptor and ligand atoms. Lower terms (i.e. 8-4 

Lennard-Jones) make the potential softer. In those scoring functions, the vdW 

term is often responsible for penalising docking solutions with respect to overlap
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between receptor and ligand atoms. Distance-dependent dielectric constants (s,y) 

are usually employed to approximate the long-range electrostatic interactions.

Standard force-field methods have major limitations because they were 

originally computed for gas-phase contributions to structure and energetic terms, 

therefore do not include solvation effects and entropic terms.

D. Van der Waals

E. Electrostatic

Figure I-I I (D-E): Representation o f  the 
function and their graphical schematics.

1.2.6.2 Empirical method

• u

0

- -err*

contributions to a force fie ld  based scoring

Empirical scoring functions are an alternative to the pure force-field method 

for scoring. The underlying idea is that the binding free energy of a non-covalent 

receptor-ligand complex can be decomposed into a sum of localised, chemically 

intuitive interactions^^. As pointed by Kuntz and Brooijmans'*, empirical scoring 

functions can be considered as a logical extension of structure-activity 

relationships first developed by Hansch in 1960s. Hansch correlated the octanol- 

water partition of solute with some biological activities of the molecules. This 

deduction was therefore based on the physical-properties o f the ligands only. 

This work led to the development o f a new field o f investigation, Quantitative
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Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR), broadly used today in the absence 

knowledge o f the target structure. Empirical scoring functions are based on 

receptor-ligand properties rather than on ligand property alone as in the QSAR 

study.

In other words, empirical scoring function are fit to reproduce experimental 

data, such as binding energies/or conformations, as a sum of several 

parameterised functions*^. The binding affinity A G t,i„ d  is thus estimated as a sum 

o f  interactions ZlG, multiplied by weighting factors f  :

^^binding

The coefficient factors f i  are obtained from regressional analysis using 

experimentally determined binding energy, free energy perturbation method 

(FEP) and X-ray structural information.

The first empirical scoring function was proposed in the pioneering work, o f 

Bohm^^ '^  ̂ (Figure 1-8 and equation 16). This approach assumes that the overall 

RL binding free energy can be decomposed into basic components, each one o f 

them accounting for different terms.

binding =  ^^0 +  h-bonds ^  1 h-bonds / ( a /?, Aar)

+ + ^ g „ ,n r o t

Terms represents HB interactions, electrostatics, lipophilic and entropic
123interactions. This scoring function was first implemented in LUDI , now 

implemented in FlexX’® '̂ '*, and is derived using experimental binding free 

energies o f 45 complexes.

The first two terms account for the hydrogen bonds formed between ligand 

and protein, where neutral H-bonds and ionic interactions are treated 

individually. AGh-bonds and AGionic describe the contributions respectively from an
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ideal hydrogen bond and an unperturbed ionic interaction. The contribution of 

the first two terms (h-bonds and ionic) is scaled by a distance and angle- 

dependent function ( f { AR , Aa) )  in order to penalise the deviations from an ideal 

geometry. The third term accounts for lipophilic interactions AGupo assumed to 

be proportional to the lipophilic contact surface Aupo. The fourth term accounts 

for all the rotatable single bonds (NROT) in the ligands, since this relates to the 

loss in torsional entropy AGnt o f the ligand upon binding within the receptor 

pocket. The last term is a regression constant. AGo is a contribution to the 

binding energy that does not directly depend on any specific interactions with the 

protein but is associated with the overall loss o f translational and rotational 

entropy of the ligand.

In empirical scoring functions, terms accounting for non-bonded interactions 

can be implemented in rather different fashions. For example, ChemScore^^ does 

not differentiate between ionic and hydrogen bond interaction.

The main disadvantage of the empirical scoring functions is the strong 

dependence on the training data set used to perform the regressional analysis. 

This often yields different weighting factors for the various terms. Consequently, 

terms from different scoring function can not be combined together. Another 

disadvantage is that pH, salt concentration and temperature can influence the 

experimental measurement o f binding constants. These different conditions are 

generally ignored when calculating binding free energies from experimental 

binding constants and this limits both the training o f empirical scoring function 

and their accuracy"*.

1.2.6.3 Knowledge based potentials

Knowledge based scoring f u n c t i o n s ' a r e  designed to reproduce 

experimental structures rather than binding energies. RL complexes are modelled 

using relatively simple atomic interaction-pair potentials. A number o f atom-type 

interactions are defined and their frequencies observed. If these frequencies are 

converted into free energies using the Boltzmann distributions, the potentials are 

generally called potential o f  mean force (PMF). Therefore, while empirical 

scoring functions require experimental binding data in order to fit the equation.
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knowledge based methods requires a training set of structural data, which has the 

advantages of easily devising large training sets.

In more detail, the Helmholtz free energy of binding (Ay4 ,̂„j) is

calculated by summing over all protein-ligand atom pairs interactions as show in 

equation 1-17 and 1-18:

Where Ay is the PMF between atom types i and j, with the particular kind 

of interaction ij. The sum is over all protein-ligand atom pair interactions 

between atom / and j .  The PMF is derived from equation 18, where k is the 

Boltzmann’s constant and gy (r) is the normalised probability o f atom pairs ij to 

be in contact at distance r, while g(r) is the normalised reference probability for 

the reference state where the protein and ligand do not interact with each other.

1.2.7 Post-processing methods

As shown by Watson et al^° an adequate post processing procedure 

avoids artificial enrichment (see section 1.2.8.1) and decreases the chance of 

obtaining false positives. Various post-processing methods can be used to 

achieve this result. In the following section some of these methods relevant to 

this work are covered.

Docking constraints: Requirements such as HB to specific residues of 

the active site that are known to be important in the ligand binding process can 

be used as a filter to select possible candidates. Specific computational tools, 

such as LPC (Ligand Protein Contacts) , can rapidly estimate the presence or 

absence of specific interactions. Therefore, compounds that do not show a

I - I7

1-18
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specific contact within the binding pocket can be discarded and the final hit list 

reduced.

Guided Docking: During the docking procedure, different software 

applications help defining some constraints to guide the docking itself (“guided 

docking”). In other words, an area within the binding pocket can be selected to 

allow just a defined pattern (usually coded as a SMART string, a language for 

describing molecular patterns'^’). For example, certain polar groups can be 

preferentially placed in particular polar pockets, helping therefore to achieve a 

more accurate docking. For example PPARy agonists have a polar functional 

group usually placed in proximity to the AF-2 domain. A pattern can be 

described to instruct the docking software to not consider those ligand poses 

which lack polar atoms in that region. Hindle et al.'^* incorporated a 

pharmacophore matching tool in the docking program and showed an increase in 

the enrichment (see below for enrichment).

Another common way to post process results is applying consensus 

scoring, similarity and substructure searching, as described in the following 

sections.

1.2.7.1 Consensus scoring function

As described above scoring functions have primarily two main goals: to 

rapidly determine the most likely binding mode of each ligand and to return an 

estimation of its binding affinity for the target protein. Different scoring 

functions use distinct atom types, different atomic partial charges, and different 

molecular force fields and have been trained with different protein -  ligand 

complexes.

As a result of these different approaches in estimating the binding 

affinity, different scoring functions may produce considerably varying 

results^^’̂ °. One way to get around such differences is to combine the results 

from different scoring functions into a single consensus one'^^. This method was 

first introduced by Charifson et al^  ̂ where they docked ligands with their in- 

house docking tool ‘‘̂ Gambler'", re-scored the generated docked ligand 

conformations with an ensemble of scoring functions and then took the 

intersection of the top N% of each of the sorted ranking lists. In their work they
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demonstrated that the number o f false positives is significantly reduced by 

calculating the consensus scoring.

Watson et al.^  also exemplified different consensus procedures. The 

simplest way to combine different scoring functions is to sum the individual 

scores (rank by score) after normalisation. Another approach is to combine the 

relative positions and compute an average. Thus, if compound A is classified 

in scoring function X and 8*'’ in scoring function Y, the resulting consensus score 

will be represented by the average, 5.5 (rank by rank). Finally in rank-by-vote, 

compounds have to rank in the top x% of the ranked lists o f each o f the 

individual scoring-functions. Both methods show good efficiency compared to 

the scoring functions individually although “rank by rank” and “rank by score” 

perform better then “rank by vote”.

1.2.7.2 Similarity searching

In many cases, even after applying virtual screening, there are still too 

many compounds to be tested in biological assay. In these cases, a common 

tactic is to select hit compounds which present some degree o f similarity with 

known actives. Similarity is a numerical estimation o f the difference between 

two objects, for our purposes, molecules. Usually it ranges from 0 to 1. A 

similarity o f 0 means the two molecules are completely dissimilar; a similarity of 

1 means they are exactly the same.

A significant number of similarity algorithms are available: examples 

include 2D, 3D, fingerprint based and shape similarity. Furthermore, different 

mathematical approaches exist to calculate the similarity between two entities. 

As an example the Tanimoto similarity score is a method o f calculating the 

similarity between two ligand fingerprints. As shown in the equation 19 where T 

is the Tanimoto Score, Na and Nb are the number o f bits set to 1 in the fingerprint 

o f ligand a and b respectively and Nc is the total number of bits set to 1 found in 

fingerprints o f both ligands a and b.
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  c

~  [ N„+N, - N^)

A Tanimoto score (7) o f 0.7 or higher is representative o f two molecules 

having high structural similarity which taken as a good indication o f possible 

similar biological activity.

1.2.7.3 Re-scoring procedure

A common strategy to improve the result from a scoring function is to re

score the result by applying a coefficient before either the final score or in front 

o f singular terms in the equation. This may be done to enhance or to emphasise 

singular contributions known to be essential for the binding. If  HBs are essential 

for the binding o f  a particular set o f ligands, the term in the scoring function 

accounting for them can be weighted over the other terms.

Furthermore, scoring functions are known to be affected by the MW of 

the ligands. This is due to terms such as the vdW contribution where attractive 

potentials are favourable to the binding mode. Due to the fact that this 

calculation is the sum of pair wise interactions, the more atoms involved, the 

higher the MW and hence the bigger this contribution will be. In chapter 4 a 

normalisation-rescoring strategy is applied to reduce the dependency between 

MW and score in order to gather more consistent results.
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1.2.8 Validation methods 

1.2.8.1 Enrichment

The potential o f docking/scoring programs to identify a set o f known 

active ligands from a set o f drug-like ‘decoys’ is measured using the metric o f 

Enrichment. Enrichment is a measure o f the proportion o f hits retrieved in a 

subset o f compounds compared to the proportion o f hits expected from a random 

sample o f compounds.

^^^^SamTpled

SampledEnrichment =
^Tota l

1-20

Where

f f its  sampled ~  the actual number o f hits 

HitSToiai' the total number o f hits 

Nsampied- the actual number o f compounds sampled 

Nrotai' the total number o f compounds
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1.2.8.2 Area under ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve

ROC curves represent an alternative evaluation method for the validation 

of a vHTS. By generating a ROC curve and by calculating the Area under the 

Curve (AUC), a single value representing an estimation o f the quality of the 

vHTS is obtained. In order to understand a ROC curve, the concepts of false 

positive (FP), false negative (FN), sensitivity and specificity must be given 

(Table 1-3).

As outlined in Table 1-3, a FP is an inactive molecule predicted by the vHTS to 

be active. On the contrary, a FN is a true active predicted to be inactive the by 

the vHTS.

True Active True inactive

Test Positive True positives False positive Total positives

Test Negative False negative True negatives Total negatives

Total actives Total inactives Total

Table 1-3 In a fa lse  positive a  test wrongly shows an effect or condition to be absent. Conversely, 
in a fa lse  positive a  test wrongly shows an effect or condition to be present. In true positive or a 

fa lse  positive the lest is exact in the prediction.

Sensitivity is thus defined as the proportion of true positives (TP) predicted to be 

active over the total number of actives.

Sensitivity = TP /  (TP+FN) 1-21

Specificity is the proportion o f true negatives (TN) predicted to be inactive over 

the total number o f actives.

Specificity = TN /  (TN + FP) 1-22

In hypothetical screening, we define N equal to the total number of molecules in 

the database (1000). Applying the concept o f FPs, FNs, TPs and TNs and 

considering just the top 10% (100 molecules), a typical scenario can be described 

as in Table 1-4.
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True Active True inactive

Test Positive 10 30 40

Test Negative 20 40 60

30 70 100

Table 1-4 Hypothetical screening results considering 10% (100) o f  a database o f  1000 
molecules.

Thus

Sensitivity = TP / (TP+FN) = 10/(10+20) = 10/30 = 0.33

and

Specificity = TN / (TN + FP) = 40/(40+30) = 40/70 = 0.57

The ROC curve is therefore defined as the plot of the true positive rate 

{sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1 - specificity) for the different 

possible cut-off points o f a test (for example, 10%, 20% or 30% of the database 

screened). An example is given in Figure 1-12.

ROC Curves

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

5  0.4 
S ' 0.3
H 0.2

Random

Good

False posKtve rate

Figure 1-12 Example ROC curve. See text fo r details (from http://gim.unmc.edu).
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The graph in Figure 1-12 shows three ROC curves representing excellent, good 

and random distribution tests plotted on the same graph. The accuracy of the test 

depends on how well the vHTS separates the molecules being tested into those 

with and without experimentally determined activity. Accuracy is measured by 

the area under the ROC curve. An area o f 1 represents a perfect test; an area of 

0.5 represents a poor test. A rough guide for classifying the accuracy o f a ROC 

curve is the following point system:

0.90-1 = excellent (A)

0.80-0.90 = good (B)

0.70-0.80 = fair (C)

0.60-0.70 = poor (D)

0.50-0.60 = fail (F)

ROCs Curves will be used in Chapter 3 in order to validate a vHTS.

1.2.8.3 RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation)

RMSD is a measure of the difference between two conformations of the 

same molecule. RMSD is used to compare two conformations of a given set of 

points, typically atoms. Given a list of paired points, it gives a measure of the 

distance between these points. Normally a rigid superposition which minimises 

the RMSD is performed, and this minimum is returned. Given two sets of N 

points v„ and w„, the RMSD is defined as follows:

R M S D
1

1-23

Where

8  =  V i ~ W i 1-24
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An RMS distance value between molecular objects is expressed in Angstroms 

(A). RMSD analyses are usually applied to test the ability of conformer 

generator software to replicate the ligand conformation in a co-crystal structure. 

The use of RMSD calculations will be further discussed in Chapter 2.

1.2.8.4 Scoring frequencies

Recent publications'^®’'^' highlighted the calculation of score 

distributions in order to assess the discriminatory power o f scoring functions and 

on the other hand that neither enrichment or lead identification alone are 

sufficient for optimising an vHTS protocol. Cole et al.'^^ suggested using a 

statistical analysis o f variance (ANOVA) o f the score distribution in order to 

establish a significant variation when analysing various PL docking programs. 

These methods will be discussed and applied in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

1.2.8.5 SIFt fingerprints

Structural Interaction Fingerprint (SIFt) is a ID binary fingerprint 

representation o f intra-molecular interactions in a 3D structure'^^ '̂ '*, like protein- 

ligand complex. SIFt can be used to compare the poses generated and ranked in 

the docking/scoring process with the one retrieved in the crystal structure. A 

MOE"^  ̂ implementations o f SIFt can be used to calculate the fingerprints and 

Tanimoto distance to evaluate the similarity between the crystal structure and the 

scored poses. Tanimoto similarity for each scoring functions before and after re

scoring, can be calculated allowing an increasing overlap over each calculation 

(65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%) (See chapter 4). In Figure 1-13 the result 

histogram from an analysis carried out with SIFt is shown.
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Chemgauss
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Figure 1-13 SIFt analysis fo r  the Chemgauss scoring function.

1.2.8.6 Correlation Matrices and Spearman coefficient

The Spearman formula is a measure indicating how much two ordered 

lists are correlated with each other. It is usually applied in two different fashions. 

It can be used to test a scoring function and its ability in predicting the binding 

affinity (the predicted binding affinity and experimentally determined one can be 

plotted and the correlation calculated). It also can be used to estimate the degree 

o f agreement between different scoring functions. This method will be 

investigated thoroughly in Chapter 4. A Correlation matrix is calculated using 

MOE''^ tools by applying the Spearman formula:

6YD^
7V(7V“ - 1)

D is the difference between each rank o f  corresponding values and N represents 

the number o f pairs o f values.
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1.2.8.7 In vitro screening: Fluorescent Polarisation

Fluorescence polarisation (FP) measurements is a valuable biophysical 

research tool for investigating ligand-protein interactions at the molecular 

level’^̂ . When a fluorescent molecule is excited with plane polarised light, light 

is emitted in the same polarised plane, provided that the molecule remains 

stationary throughout the excited state. If the molecule rotates and tumbles out 

o f  this plane during the excited state, light is emitted in a different plane from the 

excitation light. If vertically polarised light is exciting a fluorophore, the 

intensity o f  the emitted light can be monitored in vertical and horizontal planes 

(the degree o f  movement o f  emission intensity from vertical to horizontal plane 

is related to the mobility o f  the fluorescently labelled molecule). I f  a molecule is 

very large or bound to a receptor, little movement occurs during excitation and 

the emitted light remains highly polarised. If a molecule is small, rotation and 

tumbling is faster and the emitted light is depolarised relative to the excitation 

plane.

In other words, the binding o f  a fluorophore labelled ligand to a protein results in 

a decrease o f  ligand rotation and hence a measurable increase in polarisation 

upon excitation with polarised light.

The FP technique used in Chapter 3 for the detection o f  PPARy agonists employs 

a high-affinity steroidal compound containing a covalently linked fluorophore. 

A s illustrated in Figure 1-14, the displacement o f  the fluorescent steroid by 

competitor compounds serves as the basis for high throughput screening assays. 

By displacing the fluorophore, the competitor generates a fall in the light 

polarisation emitted (low polarisation) (Figure 1-14).

Receptorligand Con^>«titor Displaced bgand  R«cep<or<lompetitcr

H igh P o b riz a tio n  Low Polarizatior)

Figure 1-14 Scheme o f  FP competitive binding assay. (Figure from www.invitrogen.com).
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C om petitive binding experim ents are used to analyse binding affin ities o f  non- 

fluorescent ligands. It is therefore possib le to compare the relative binding 

affinities (IC50) o f  tw o or more unlabeled ligands or, when the Kd o f  the labelled  

ligand is known, calculate the Kj o f  the unlabeled ligands (see appendix o f  

Chapter 3 for more details about RL thoery and binding assay experim ents).
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2. Permuting input strings for more effective 
generation of 3D conformers.
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SMILES (Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System) strings and 

other classical 2D structural formats offer a convenient way to represent 

molecules as a simplistic connection table, with the inherent advantages o f ease 

o f handling and storage. In the context o f virtual screening, chemical databases 

to be screened are often initially represented by canonicalised SMILES strings 

that can be filtered and pre-processed in a number o f ways, resulting in 

molecules that occupy similar regions o f chemical space to active compounds o f 

a therapeutic target. A wide variety o f software exists to convert molecules into 

SMILES format, namely, Mol2smi (Daylight Inc.), MOE (Chemical Computing 

Group) and Babel (Openeye Scientific Software). Depending on the algorithm 

employed, the atoms o f a SMILES string defining a molecule can be ordered 

differently. Upon conversion to three dimensional coordinates they result in the 

production o f ostensibly the same molecule. In this work, we show how different 

permutations o f a SMILES string can affect conformer generation, affecting the 

reliability and the repeatability o f the results. Furthermore, we propose a novel 

procedure for the generation o f conformers, taking advantage o f the permutation 

o f the input strings -  both SMILES and other 2D formats, leading to more 

effective sampling o f conformation space in the output. A fingerprint and 

principal component analyses (PCA) step is implemented to post process and 

visualise the results. Finally, in collaboration with Johnson&Johnson the 

permutation o f the input string was tested for Stochastic Proximity Embedding 

(SPE), a distance geometry method for the generation o f conformers.

Published as:

•  Permuting input fo r  more effective sampling o f  3D conformer space
G iorgio Carta, Valeria Onnis, Andrew J. S. Knox, Darren Fayne and David G. Lloyd  
Comput Aided M ol Des (2006) 20:179-190 
D O I10.1007/s10822-006-9044-4

•  On the Effects o f  Permuted Input on Conformational Sampling o f  Drug-like Molecules: 
an Evaluation o f  Stochastic Proxim ity Embedding.
D im itris K. Agrafiotis, Deepak Bandyopadhyay, G iorgio Carta, Andrew J. S. Knox and 
David G. Lloyd
Chem B io l D rug Des 2007; 70: 123-133 
DO I: 10.1111/j. 1747-0285.2007.00538.
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2.2 Introduction

The advent o f drug design, concurrent with the accelerated evolution o f 

computational power, allow us to manipulate and store large amounts o f data in 

different formats, for pre-processing, substructure searching, 3D-matching and 

for the creation o f a combinatorial library''^. A widely used method to handle 

compound structures is to represent them in Simplified Molecular Input Line 

Entry Specification (SMILES) format. SMILES, proposed by Weininger in 

is a simple linear chemical language for specifying molecules or molecular 

fragments. SMILES is broadly used in computational chemistry and is supported 

by most major software tools in the field, reducing the volume o f data exchange 

due to its compact nature. SMILES strings have been extensively used in both 

pharmaceutical and academic settings to uniquely code a 2D structure o f a 

molecule with the correct stereochemical and protonated states represented.

However, a molecule although uniquely represented, can be described by 

differently ordered SMILES strings. SMILES denote a molecular structure as a 

graph with an optional chiral specification and SMILES describing only the 

labeled molecular graph (i.e. atoms and bonds, but no chiral or isotopic 

information) are known as generic SMILES. There are usually a large number o f 

valid generic SMILES which represent a given structure. A canonicalisation 

algorithm exists to generate one unique generic SMILES among all valid 

possibilities^.

Rules can be applied that specify the generation o f SMILES but, different 

software packages produce different SMILES strings for the same encoded 

molecule. I f  the SMILES strings are used for representing the 2D structure o f the 

molecules, possible permutations o f the string should not affect the generation o f 

the 3D structure. However, when the SMILES strings are used as input for the 

generation o f conformers, it becomes clear that different permutations o f the 

same string can generate diverse sets o f conformers. This has a large impact for 

all applications and validations where a dataset was initially represented by 

SMILES strings. Our group has previously shown the impact that different 

SMILES strings representations have on the docking process in terms o f 

Enrichment and FP rate calculations^.

In that work a subset o f the Derwent World Drug Index (WDI)^ was selected 

using Lipinski’s rules*, by removing compounds with intrinsically non-drug like
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properties using an MCE script implemented in the Daylight toolkit^. Additional 

compound filtering was carried out with FILTER^. The dataset was retained in 

SMILES format. A set comprising 40 active ligands (needles) for the estrogen 

receptor (ER) alpha was selected from literature where binding and/or anti

proliferative data were experimentally determined, with activities ranging from 

nanomolar to low micromolar potency. This active ligand set was then added to 

the validation set to make the total number o f compounds up to 1000.

The Daylight toolkit^ was used to export a dataset o f actives in tab format, 

allowing retention o f the correct assignment o f isomeric where specified and 

‘ambiguous’ SMILES where stereochemistry was not defined in the compound 

records. All structures were stored as SMILES format using two methods. 

M0L2SMI (Daylight Toolkit) and CONVERT (Molecular Networks GmbH)'° 

were used to produce two alternate SMILES representations. Different software 

were compared for the generation o f  3D structure (CORINA", OMEGA'^, 

RUBICON'^ and CATALYST''*) and FRED2.0l'^ was utilised in this study to 

dock all pre-processed compound sets. If alternate representations o f SMILES 

strings were used as input 2-D structures, such as those produced by M0L2SMI 

and CONVERT, radically different effects on the enrichment rates were achieved 

when the same pre-processing protocols were utlilised in advance o f rigid 

docking experiments.

To examine this concept, this chapter explores the effect the permutation 

of SMILES strings on the conformers generation using data from a set o f  15 

crystal structures extracted from a recent study by Vigers et al.'^ and also two X- 

ray structures o f  interest within our group (Table 2-1). Our aim was to 

quantitatively show the influence that each permutation o f  a SMILES string, 

generated by several software programs, has on the production o f conformers. 

We also show how this phenomenon can be used, in some cases, to increase the 

rate o f  production o f  a diverse set o f conformers.
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1
PDB code 

lA Q l
Ligand-Protein Complexes

CDK
Resolution

2.2 A
Perm*

35
P. Sel.

6
2 ID IQ Tyrosine Phosphatase 1.7 A 14 3
3 IGLQ Glutathione-S-transferase 1.8 A 30 6
4 lABE Arabinose-binding protein 1.7 A 10 2
5 lAZM Carboic Anidrase 2.0 A 14 3
6 ICBX Carboxypeptidase 2.0 A 15 3
7 DFR DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase) 1.7 A 33 7
8 lEBP Retinoic acid binding protein 2.2 A 22 4
9 IHYT Thermolysin 1.7 A 15 3
10 IMRK Ribosome inactivating protein 1.6 A 19 4
11 1P93 Glucorticoid 2.7 A 28 5
12 IPHF Cytochrome p450-cam 1.6 A 11 3
13 4PHV HIV-protease 2.1 A 46 9
14 1I7I PPAR gamma 2.35 A 28 6
15 IPOC Phospholipase A2 2.0 A 31 6
16 ISRJ Streptavidin 1.8 A 22 4
17 ITPP Trypsin 1.4 A 15 3

Table 2-1: L ist o fpro tein  ligands com plexes extracted from  the PDB an d  their associated  
resolutions'' Specifies the number o f  perm utations generated  by 'permsmi ’ (D aylight Inc.). *  

Indicates the number o f  strings se lec ted  to carry out the analysis, including the canonical 
SMILES string, as genera ted  by  M ol2sm i (daylight Inc).

Figure 2-1 illustrates the process whereby a single PPARy agonist 3D 

structure was reduced to SMILES format using Mol2smi (Daylight Chemical 

Information Systems Inc.)^, MOE (Chemical Computing G roup)'^  Babel 

(Openeye Scientific Software)^® and ChemSketch (Advanced Chemistry 

Development)^'. The SMILES string produced by each software package, as 

shown in Figure 2-1, are different for the same molecule.

As SMILES notation represents a linear form o f  a connection table, we 

also wanted to investigate if  the concept was extendible to a more elaborate 

connection table, as found in formats such as sdf (Structures Data File)^^

Mol2s m i:

Babe

CCOC^c1c«((OCC<S<x»<O{S-»^2}(CX!3)O)c«i2)««1>C0>O)O

rS*2KOKOXOc1t» < c fl1)CCO<i1« » ( ‘w13CC(OCC)C(»C^O)C

«l(««(«ft1)OCC0l««(«!VOlS^2KOXC)O)CJCaHXOCC)Cp3>-O

structure | Chemske^ch C[S*̂IO-MO-l)OHc»e(<!o1)CCOc2<;«<tlC«<|HKOi:C)C<IO->iO)««2

Figure 2-1 C lassification o f  conversion program s applied  an d  their associa ted  SMILES strings 
Generated.

Permuted SMILES strings were generated for ligands extracted from 17 

crystal structures in the PDB and then used as input for different conformer
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generating software packages (Omega vl .8.1, Corina v3.6, Rubicon and Catalyst 

v4 .9 .1; also in SPE in the Further Application section).

The conformational space explored by the same output quantity of 

conformers arising from a permuted set o f a SMILES, in comparison to 

conformational space sampled when using a single unique canonical SMILES 

string were investigated using PC A o f several 3D descriptors and using the 

potential energy.

To further explore the effect o f  the input connection table and SMILES 

permutations on the different algorithms for the generation o f conformers a later 

study in collaboration with Johnson&Johnson (Dimitris K. Agrafiotis) was 

carried out and included in the section Further application. In this study a 

validation and examination o f the performance o f SPE, using a smaller set of 

five X-ray crystal structures was used (IC B X , lETT, IHVR, 4DFR, IGLQ).

SPE is a distance geometry method aiming at generating conformations 

that satisfy a set o f  interatomic distance constraints derived from the molecular 

connectivity table and defined in the form o f lower and upper distance 

bounds{ljj} and {Uy} for each atom pairs i and j  in the system. (See Appendix to 

Chapter 2).

The results obtained on this distance geometry method establish that the 

conformational ensemble produced by SPE using different permuted inputs is 

statistically indistinguishable and within the range o f variability that would be 

expected from the stochastic nature o f  the method itself This, along with the 

results o f a more comprehensive comparative study (Agrafiotis et al., J. Chem. 

Info. Model, 2007, in press), provides evidence that SPE is a robust 

conformational search method.
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2.3 Methods

Seventeen crystal structures from the PDB were selected. Most o f the 

structures were selected from the list used to validate FlexX ^^/Gold and also 

MASC All structures were solved at a resolution < 2.5 A, except for 1P93 (2.7 

A) which is the glucocorticoid complex. The ligands represent a wide variety of 

different structural characteristics such as size, number o f rotatable bonds and 

features. The list o f compounds studied is shown in Table 2-1
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2.3.1 Preparation of Ligands

The structures o f complexes were downloaded and visually inspected 

with MOE Ligands were extracted from the complexes and all hydrogen and 

coordination atoms deleted. Mol2smi by Daylight was utilised to reduce the 3D 

representation to an initial canonical SMILES version.

Permsmi^ was subsequently used to produce permutations o f the SMILES 

string, starting with each o f the atoms in the input SMILES in turn. The set o f 

permutations o f the molecule are written out in pseudo-canonical order (i.e. ring 

closures are renumbered). Thus, the longer the string, the higher the numbers o f 

permutations ‘Permsmi’ is able to generate. An average o f 22.8 permutated 

smiles strings were created for each molecule. We chose to use every fifth 

permutated SMILES string o f a molecule as we deemed it to be representative o f 

the set produced by Permsmi, making sure to include the canonical SMILES 

strings initially produced by mol2smi. This procedure narrows down to an 

average o f 5.5 permutation strings per molecule, which were used as input for 

generating 3D conformers as illustrated in Figure 2-2.

17 PDB entries

RMSD
comparison

Canonical
representation

OMEGA
CORINA
RUBICON
CATALYST

ClNM2-^lC(C2(OC(CI)n3c4 „

^^H2ttOC1COC2(OC(C1)n3t

Clj|NH;<-p)C(C2(OC(Cl)«3t..

ClC(|NH2->)C)C(C20!)Cln3c4

Ct(CC(fHH2»lC)C(C2(Ot)CX)

OiaCC(|NH2*|i:)C(CI(C)ii3«;.

C1(0CKC([MH2tlC)CI0C).

CCt{0C2CC!|NM2-.|[:)C10O,

C1{C?(OC(CC»|NH;«iC)B3c4c

0(CtC^0C{CC1{NH2tJC)n3c4

COCtC2(OCCCCl|»i2^jC)n3c.,.

n1(C2jOC(CCgNH2*|C)C2QC>R

cl (ri2C3(OC(CC (|W2 +}C)C30,

Figure 2-2 Protocol fo r  the evaluation o f  SMILES string permutations.
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2.3.2 Conformer Generation

Corina: Corina v3.6 "  produces 3D conformations by combining monocentric 

fragments o f standard bond lengths, appropriate angles and dihedral angles. To 

incorporate appropriate torsion angles, Corina uses a set o f rules derived from 

statistical analysis o f the Cambridge Structural Database^^. Furthermore, Corina 

is able to generate only a single conformer per SMILES string. Corina, retaining 

default settings, was used to generate conformers o f the permuted list and the 

output was saved in mol2 format. One conformer per SMILES string was created 

to a total o f 94 conformers (permutation average generated * 17 PDB ligands)

Omega: Omega vl.8.1 generates conformers in three separate steps. First, a 

generic 3D structure is built. This primary conformation can be minimised with 

the MMFF force field. In the second stage, in order to generate different 3D 

conformations. Omega applies a depth-first search (DFS) divide and conquer 

algorithm (DC). DFS is an algorithm for traversing a searching tree, tree 

structure or graph. DFS is an uninformed search that progresses by expanding 

the first child node o f the search tree that appears and thus going deeper and 

deeper until a goal node is found, or until it hits a node that has no children. Then 

the search backtracks, returning to the most recent node it had not finished 

exploring.

DC is an important algorithm design paradigm. It works by recursively breaking 

down a problem into two or more sub-problems o f the same (or related) type, 

until these become simple enough to be solved directly.

More simply, Omega disassembles the molecules into small fragments, and 

calculates the fragments energy using a Dreiding force field^^, and finally 

reassembles the fragments in order. The generated conformations are limited by 

their total energy (e-windows parameter in OMEGA - the Dreiding force field 

has no electrostatic interaction) and those molecules whose RMSD values are too 

similar (RMSD value cut-off) are discarded. The third and final step offers the 

possibility to refme conformations with standard MMFF^^'^' force minimisation 

to avoid the presence o f high energy unrealistic conformations.

Omega was set to generate 50 conformers per SMILES string. The output 

file was set to save as mol2 format and the number o f rotatable bonds increased
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to 30, to allow all molecules to pass the Omega filter. All other remaining 

parameters were kept as default, lazm  was discarded by the Omega filter due to 

the presence o f a zinc atom. A total o f 2,406 conformers were generated.

C atalyst: Catalyst uses a poling algorithm for the generation o f conformers 

with the CHARMM force field^^, which does not include electrostatic terms. 

There are two integrated algorithmic methods o f conformation creation to choose 

from: the BEST and FAST algorithms, o f which FAST were the method of 

choice for this study. Its conformational search algorithm is based on a grid 

search o f torsion values in combination with energy minimisation to resolve 

high-energy configurations, such as overlaps o f  vdW radii.

A maximum number o f 50 conformers per each SMILES string were 

created with the output saved in sd f format. Again, lazm  was discarded, and a 

total o f 3,623 conformers were generated.

Rubicon: Employing Rubicon'^, conformers are initially generated with a 

distance-geometry method that samples random conformations -  this is by 

default a non-stochastic process, yielding reproducible output for a given input 

string in separate runs. In other words RUBICON uses a pseudo-random 

generator which provides identical behaviour on all platforms. The parameter 

RUBE_SEED sets the seed for this number generator, which must be in the 

range 0 to 9,000,000,000. Given otherwise identical input, Rubicon produces 

identical results for a given seed on all platforms. These three dimensional 

structures are then minimised for distance and volume bounds violations. Only 

one minimiser algorithm is provided with version 4.3 o f Rubicon SMILES 

strings were first converted into tdt (Thor Data Tree) format by smi2tdt  ̂ since 

Rubicon does not read the SMILES format and the output was set to pdb format. 

A total number o f 3,845 conformers were generated. The default settings were 

used, except where noted, when implementing the conformer generation 

software packages.

All conformations were superimposed by matching non-hydrogen atoms, 

to the corresponding unmodified X-ray ligand structure. To remove artificial 

differences resulting from RMSD deviations attributed to automorphisms (an 

artificial RMSD difference caused by symmetry in the structure)^^’̂ ^ the
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program RMSD (Openeye Scientific Software) was used for analysis. The 

minimum RMSD values (the closest conformers to the crystal structure) and the 

standard deviations were then calculated for each set.

As sampling conformer space with an ensemble size of fifty output 

molecules is not sufficient to allow the software to produce a reasonable and 

diverse ensemble of conformers, two further experiments were performed. Thus, 

a subsequent RMSD analysis was carried out allowing the generation of a larger 

number of conformers (sets A and B described below).

Set A: From the original set of crystal structures we selected a molecular 

“probe” characterised by an average number of rotatable bonds (4DFR, 10 RBs) 

-  representative o f the typical drug-like compounds encountered in commercial 

screening datasets used in virtual screening. The canonical string (cansmi) and 

subsequently eight permutations (permsi) were generated as described above. In 

this study, the conformers were built using OMEGA. The 4DFR canonical 

SMILES string was first used and the highest number of conformers with the 

default setting was obtained (a total 280 conformers with max_confs flag set to 

500). To produce a comparable set of conformers the same number of output 

structures were replicated for the permuted string setting the max_conf to 35 

(35 confs by 8 permutations). The results were then imported in MOE and 3D 

potential energy descriptor (MMFF94), PCA analysis were then calculated and 

plotted.

Set B: The same canonical SMILES strings and the eight permutations 

were then used for a subsequent run. OMEGA was used to generate conformers 

from the canonical string with a RMSD (-rms flag) cut off of 0.5 A (default = 1) 

and an increased energy window {ewindow flag) to reflect the energy window 

span demonstrated by the conformers previously generated in A in terms of 

potential energy, (about 60 kcal/mol calculate with MMFF94 force field). 

Max_confs flag was increased to 1,000,000 to remove any restriction in the 

number of output structures. This produced an upper ensemble o f conformers 

from the single input string. As in experiment A, similar final number of 

conformers were produced from the permuted strings through setting max_confs 

to 310 and leaving the energy window and the RMSD cut off at the default
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settings. Again, tiie sets generated were imported to MOE and 3D potential 

energy descriptors were generated and PCA analysis were performed and plotted 

in graphs.

2.3.3 Fingerprint Analysis

Conformers generated from the ensemble of permutations of a single 

molecule were then considered. For example, a set was represented as a 

collection of conformers produced from the six permutations of the PFARy 

ligand SMILES string. To measure the number of duplicate conformations 

presents in the set we imported the conformational file into MOE and an 

eigenvalue spectrum shape fingerprint ESshape3D analysis was undertaken. 

Each fingerprint is of fixed length and allows for a comparison of 3D molecular 

shapes considering the heavy atoms of a molecule. Duplicate conformers 

appeared in the database with identical fingerprints, allowing us to calculate the 

percentage of unique conformers.

2.3.4 Principal Component Analysis

In order to investigate the chemical space explored set A and B were 

analysed with a Principal Component Analysis. A total of six MOE 3D 

descriptors (from all 3D descriptors, x-y-z dipole moment, and Principal moment 

of inertia x-y-z) were computed and selected for all the conformers generated to 

reflect the different topological characteristics of the 3D molecules in the output 

datasets.

The aim of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a set of descriptors by 

linearly transforming the data. In our analysis six vectors have been transformed 

into a manageable 3D space described by three principal component vectors, 

where each of the 3D vectors is a combination of the selected descriptors.

To achieve this result the number o f principal components were limited 

to three and all the other options in the M OE PCA module were run as default 

settings, without applying weightings to any o f the thirty descriptors selected.

The three principal components were then plotted as X Y Z  coordinates 

respectively for each compound. At the end of the process each molecule in the
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database is described by a set o f  coordinates, and may be plotted relative to all 

other members in the three dimensional space.

2.3.5 Alternative 2D representations: connection tables.

The connection table is a common way to simply represent a chemical 

structure. A typical file extension that contains a connection table describing the 

organisation o f the atoms within a molecule is the SDF file format^’. Typically 

an SDF file includes two essential main sections: the first describing the 3D 

coordinates o f  the individual atoms in the molecules, the second depicting the 

connections o f  each atom with the others and the bond order present (1 = single 

bond, 2 = double bond)^^.

Section 1 (3D coordinates)

: 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 . 3 2 5 0 0 . 1 6 2 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0

2 . 6 0 4 2 1 . 8 6 6 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 . 3 2 5 0 - 0 . 9 9 1 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0

0 . 6 4 5 8 0 . 7 0 8 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0
2 . 6 0 4 2 0 . 7 0 8 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 6 2 5 0 0 . 1 6 2 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0

Section 2 (Connection table)

3 1 1 0 0 0
4 1 1 0 0 0

12 1 1 0 0 0
1 22 1 0 0 0
2 9 1 0 0 0
8 2 1 0 0 0
2 23 1 0 0 0

For this part o f  our study a PERL script (see appendix for code and 

details) script utility was written to produce random permutation o f  the 

connection table. In detail, the utility randomises the position o f the first section 

o f the file and, while keeping track o f atom movement, it rewrites a new
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connection table underneath. To avoid the production o f duplicates an adjacency 

matrix is first calculated from the connection table and subsequently its

connectivity stack^*. The connectivity stack o f a matrix is a sequence o f the

adjacency matrix values Sk = a,j:

S  =  (S i ,  5 2 ,5 3  ... ... S ji) 2-1

where the position o f the t̂h element is given by:

^  ^  ( i  <  y )  2-2

Identical stack matrixes correspond to identical adjacency matrix and, 

thus, identical connection tables.

To investigate if permutation o f the connection tables resulted in the 

same effect observed for the permuted SMILES strings on conformer generation, 

we first generated an SDF from the ligand co-crystallised in PDB entry 4DFR^^. 

OMEGA was then used to generate 280 conformers (-max_confs set to 500 and 

remaining parameters as default).

As described above, the peri script was used to produce ten permutations 

of the crystal structure sdf file. Finally, to reproduce the same amount of  

conformers as above, -m ax conf was set to 10 to furnish 280 conformers from 

the list o f permuted connection tables o f  4DFR.

A RMSD calculation was then carried out between the resulting conformers 

and the co-crystal ligand in 4DFR using OpenEye’s RMSD^°.
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2.4 Results and Discussion

Two categories o f data are reported in the results; a quantitative result 

taking into account the number of conformers generated by each software 

package and a qualitative result, where we considered the characteristics of the 

conformers generated.

From a quantitative point of view, some software tools show 

interdependence between string permutations and the numbers of conformers 

generated. In others words, a different number of conformers were generated 

when starting from a different permutation of the same SMILES string. In 

particular, Omega and Rubicon exhibited this behaviour, as although the 

maximum numbers of conformers to be generated was set to 50, this number was 

not always constructed. For example, Rubicon generated 27 conformers from the 

initial canonical SMILES string and up to 32 for one of its permutations for the 

ligand extracted from 4DFR. Omega produced only 9 conformers for the 

canonical string and 14 for a permutation of it in the case of the X-ray ligand 

taken from IM R K . Less affected was Catalyst, which in the worst case (IC B X )  

generated 39 conformers for the canonical and 36 for most other permutations. 

The full set o f results is shown in tables 2-8. Results in tables 2, 3 and 4 report 

the RMS deviation values calculated for canonical SMILES strings and their 

permutations. Cells labelled with ‘D ’ were molecules discarded by the software 

in the case of both Omega and Rubicon. Cells labelled ‘A ’ indicates that 

standard deviation was not computable because just one conformer per string 

was produced. Empty cells indicate that no permutation was produced for that 

string.

It is clear from Table 2-2 that each set of the permutated SMILES string 

generated molecules exhibits a different standard deviation (SD) of the RMSD  

values for each set o f conformers compared to the X-ray structure. That suggests 

that each set includes a different pool of RMSD values when compared with 

their respective crystal structures. Similar results as those generated by Omega 

are also observed in the case o f Rubicon, with different RMSD values also being 

produced (Table 2-3). Table 2-4, however, shows that Catalyst is not as affected 

as Omega or Rubicon, in the conformers being generated from the permutations 

of the canonical SMILES string. Approximately, the same RMSD values appear
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for the set indicating that identical conformers were created by each permutation. 

In the case o f Corina, no RMSD calculations could be carried out as only one 

conformer per SMILES string could be produced.
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1aq1 1d1q ig iq la b e la z m Ic b x 4d fr 1ebp Ih y t 1mr1t 1p93 1phf 4phv 1poc 1i7i is f i I tp p
Can* A 0.21 0,407 0.28 D 0.353 0,291 0,369 0,36 0.426 0.12 0 0,717 0,434 0.417 0.417 0.516
P1*» 0.007 0,021 0.398 0.249 D 0.258 0,53 0,355 0,269 0.394 0.184 0.304 0,741 0,666 0.342 0.698 0.516
P 2 “ A 0.2 0.456 0.224 D 0.344 0,316 0.308 0,135 0.445 0.163 0 0,568 0.888 0.324 0.85 0.6
P 3 “ A 0,177 0.461 D 0.338 0,365 0.349 0,337 0.316 0.099 0.304 0,602 0,88 0.345 0.253 0.554
P 4 “ A 0.477 0,461 0.332 0,443 0.163 0,612 0.767 0.476 0.864
P 5 “ A 0.476 0,346 0.177 0.496 0.649 0 4 2 5
pe® A 0.487 0.437 0,532 0.426 0 4 3 3
P 7 “ 0.504 0,695
PS® 0,495
P 9 “ 0.496

Table 2-2 RMSD Standard Deviation for Omega.^ can = canonical SMILES string 
b T I ,  P2, P 3 ...’ =  different permutations of the canonical SMILES string (a ll units in A

1aq1 I d lq igiq la b e la z m Ic b x 4dfr le b p Ih y t Im rk 1p93 Ip h f 4phv Ip o c 1i7j 1srj I tp p
can* 0.447 0.067 0.348 0 2 1 7 D 0.303 0.422 0.455 0.369 0.337 0.288 0.149 0,642 0.385 0.264 0.834 0.300
P1“ 0.337 0.047 0.296 0.215 D 0.267 0.357 0.493 0.327 0.333 0.330 0,182 0,607 0.482 0.249 0.754 0.252
P 2 " 0.401 0.063 0.405 0.193 D 0.340 0.325 0.45 0.411 0.351 0.345 0.154 0,548 0.405 0.206 0.781 0.261
P3'* 0.424 0.046 0.294 D 0,367 0.35 0.519 0.350 0.307 0.321 0,181 0 5 3 3 0.348 0.290 0.853 0.253
P 4 '’ 0.428 0.33 0.251 0.471 0.363 0.321 0,503 0.329 0.282 0.761
P S ” 0.382 0.327 0.322 0.352 0,628 0.411 0.235
P 6 “ 0.404 0.338 0.316 0,565 0 34 0.215
P 7 '’ 0.338 0,477
P8'* 0,544
P 9 “ 0,628

Table 2-3 RMSD Standard Deviation fo r  Rubicon^ can = canonical SMILES string  
* 'P I, P2, P3... ’ =  different permutations o f  the canonical SMILES string (a ll units in  /

la q i 1d1q Ig iq 1abe la z m Ic b x 4dfr le b p Ih y t Im rk 1p93 Ip h f 4phv Ip o c 1i7i Is r j Itp p
can* 0.445 0.179 0.596 0.285 0 346 0 4 1 3 0.519 0,476 0.382 0.419 0.209 A 0.670 0.806 0.377 0.768 0.278
P i ” 0.487 0.177 0.586 0.264 0.346 0,413 0.519 0,476 0.382 0.470 0.209 A 0.598 0.806 0.377 0,768 0.278
P 2 “ 0.340 0.177 0.586 0.198 0.346 0,302 0.519 0.476 0.384 0.470 0.209 A 0.598 0.764 0 3 1 9 0,768 0.278
P 3 “ 0.483 0  177 0  626 0,346 0.413 0,519 0.476 0.382 0.439 0.209 A 0.598 0,764 0.319 0 7 6 8 0.278
P 4 ” 0.483 0.626 0.519 0.476 0.477 0.209 0.670 0.764 0,319 0.768
P 5 " 0.483 0.622 0.519 0.209 0.670 0.806 0.319
P 6 “ 0.483 0.622 0.426 0.598 0.806 0.377
P 7 '’ 0,519 0.598
P 8 ” 0.670
P 9 ” 0.670

Table 2-4 RMSD Standard Deviation fo r  Catalyst." can =  canonical SMILES string  
* 'P I, P2, P3... ' = different permutations o f  the canonical SMILES string (a ll unit sin A).
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We next sought to assess the quality o f  the conform ers produced by each 

softw are package w ith respect to  the different perm utations o f  a SM ILES string. 

Table 2-5, Table 2-6, Table 2-7 and Table 2-8 show  the m inim um  RM SD  values 

retrieved from  each set. Label D and empty spaces have the sam e significance as 

in the previous tables.

Table 2-5 depicts that the m inim um  RM SD  values (the closest 

conform ers to the crystal structure) are derived from  a perm utated string rather 

than the canonical one w hich w ould be norm ally used in a virtual screening 

process. Im portantly, in som e cases, the low est RM SD  value is nearly ha lf that 

observed w ith the canonical SM ILES string (eg .lP O C , 4D FR, lA B E). As 

before, we see that the sam e holds for R ubicon as in the case o f  Om ega, w here 

the m inim um  RM SD  values retrieved in the perm uted sets are low er than those 

o f  the canonical string (Table 2-8). A less dram atic difference is observed when 

using C atalyst or Corina.
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1aq1 I d lq Iglq la b e laz m icb x 4dfr le b p Ihyt Im rk 1p93 1phf 4phv Ip o c 1i7i 1srj Itpp
Can* 1.82 0.3 1.52 0.61 D 0.42 1.7 0.53 0.68 0.6 1.3 0.24 2.41 3.41 1,06 0,39 0.3
PI** 1.26 0.52 1.73 0.68 D 0 6 8 0.76 0.74 0.45 0.95 1.3 0.24 1.72 2.1 1,18 0,39 0.3
P2 1.77 0.32 1.44 0.37 D 0.49 1.98 1.19 1 0.71 1.64 0.67 2.38 1.98 1.26 0.18 0,3
P3 0.86 0.29 1.72 D 0.68 1.96 0,61 0 4 5 1.06 1.26 0.24 2.28 1.97 1.04 0,46 0,3
P4 1,27 1.17 1.17 0.66 0.83 1.61 1.99 1,73 0.78 0,19
P5 1.51 1.27 1.98 1.25 2.57 2,49 0,95
P6 1.43 1.66 1.15 2.41 3,44 1,1
P7 1.09 1.86
P8 2.45
P9 2.57

Table 2-5 Minimum RMSD f o r  Omega. “ can  =  canonical sm ile string  
* ‘PI,  P2, P3... ’ =  different perm utations o f  the canonical SMILES string (all units in A).

l a q i I d lq igiq la b e laz m Icbx 4dfr le b p Ihyt Im rk 1p93 Iphf 4phv Ip o c 1(7i Isn Itpp
Can 0.45 0.31 1.53 0.38 D 0,49 1.67 0.57 0,24 0,91 1,17 0.1 2.02 2,46 1,26 0.17 0,39
P I 0.38 0.31 1.28 0,11 D 0,61 1.73 0.89 0,23 0,94 0,99 0,09 1.72 2,12 1,46 0.19 0,46
P2 0,45 0.31 1.49 0,47 D 0,46 2.07 0.45 0,24 0,8 0,66 0,11 2.09 2,54 1,76 0,18 0,39
P3 0.47 0,31 1.35 D 0 4 9 1 84 0,76 0,25 0.85 1.12 0,09 2 2 4 2.57 1.3 0,18 0 4 7
P4 0  35 1.29 2,37 0,61 0 8 1 1.12 2.53 2.50 1.25 0,17
P5 0.37 1,42 1 93 1.12 2.02 2.31 1,53
P6 0,43 1,32 2 2 2 2,29 2,43 1,68
P7 2,05 2 2
P8 2,29
P9 2,02

Table 2-6. Minimum RMSD fo r  Rubicon, “ can = canonical sm ile string  
* ‘PI,  P2, P3... ’ =  different perm utations o f  the canonical SMILES string (all unit in A).

l a q i 1d1q igiq 1abe la z m Icbx 4dfr le b p Ihyt Im rk 1p93 Iphf 4phv Ip o c 1i7i isrj Itpp
can 0.53 0.42 0,99 0,06 0,32 0,57 1,16 1.22 0,72 0.82 1.53 0.25 1 91 2.02 1.27 0.17 0,43
p i 0.26 0.42 0.99 0.06 0.32 0.57 1.16 1.22 0,72 0 8 2 1.53 0.25 2,18 2.02 1.27 0.17 0,43
p2 0.26 0.42 0 9 9 0 3 8 0,32 0,58 1.16 1.22 0,29 0,82 1.53 0.25 2,18 2.06 1,48 0.17 0,43
p3 0,26 0,42 1,35 0.32 0.57 1.16 1.22 0,72 0,82 1.53 0.25 2,18 2.08 1.48 0.17 1,31
p4 0,26 1.35 1,16 1.22 0.8 1.53 1.91 2.08 1,48 0.17
p5 0.26 1.35 1,16 1.53 1.91 2.02 1.48
p6 0.26 1,35 1,3 2.18 2.02 1 27
p7 1,16 2.18
p8 1.91
p9 1.91

Table 2-7. Minimum RMSD fo r  C atalys.“ can  =  canonical sm ile string  
* ‘PI,  P2, P3... ’ =  different perm utations o f  the canonical SMILES string (all units in A).

l a q i I d lq igiq la b e laz m Icbx 4dfr leb p Ihyt Im rk 1p93 Iphf 4phv Ip o c 1i7i Isrj Itpp
can 1,14 0 76 2,38 0,63 1,31 0,56 2.57 1.35 0.91 1.09 1.47 0.46 3.78 1.82 4.15 0.16 0,42
P1 1,85 0.76 2,38 0,78 1.35 0,56 2.57 1.34 0.91 1.71 1.44 0.46 2.74 1 86 4.15 0.16 0.42
P2 1,82 0.76 2,41 0,73 1,35 1,52 2 5 8 1.46 1.49 1.71 1.46 0,46 2.75 2 2 4 4.15 0.16 0.42
P3 1,83 0,76 2,38 1,35 0,56 2.57 1.29 0.91 1.94 1.81 0.46 2.58 2 2 2 4.9 0.16 0.42
p4 1,83 2,38 1.98 1.02 1.96 1.22 2.05 2.24 4 9 0.16
p5 1.82 2,41 1,97 0.56 2 59 2 19 4.15
p6 1 81 24 1 1 75 2.75 1,82 4.15
P7 1,97 2.48
P8 2.05

- E 2 - . 2.05

Table 2-8. Minimum RMSD f o r  Corina. “can  =  canonical sm ile string  
* ‘PI,  P2, P3... ’ -  different perm utations o f  the canonical SMILES string (all units in A).
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Table 2-9 (set A) and Table 2-10 (set B), show the RMSD values 

obtained comparing the crystal structure o f 4DFR and different sets o f 

conformers.

Results for set A: In detail, Table 2-9 shows that operating with default 

parameters and allowing OMEGA to produce as many conformers as it can, the 

output from the treatment o f permuted input strings delivers conformers closer to 

the bioactive conformation when compared to those generated from the 

canonical string (280 final unique conformers were produced both from the 

canonical and the permuted string o f 4DFR)

Table A Can Perm
min : 1.29 1
m a x : 3,44 3.44
Average : 2.52921429 2.492357143
Dev St. 0.39585861 0.478173962

Table 2-9 RMSD minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation calculation fo r  the pdb 
entry 4DFR4DFR: the table shows the set where 280 conformers were produced.

The graph in Figure 2-3 shows a comparison between the potential energy o f the 

conformers generated from the canonical and the permuted strings. It is quite 

clear that the potential energy span produced by the conformers from the 

permuted input is wider then that originating from the canonical input.

Potential Energy
Canonic 

—  Permuted

200 i

Conformers

Figure 2-3 Potential energy graph fo r  conformer set A, generated using omega (280 members). 
Black line illustrates result fo r  permuted input string, grey illustrates result fo r  canonical.
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To further examine this phenomenon we undertook to represent the 

conformational space explored by the two output sets using PCA analysis. The 

data is shown in Figure 2-4.

In red is depicted the conformational space location of the co-crystal ligand (the 

bioactive conformer) from 4DFR. Interestingly, we note that the immediate 

conformational neighbourhood around the bioactive conformer predominately 

originates from the permuted string output. Moreover, the conformational space 

explored by the conformers from the canonical structure appears to be smaller 

and less diverse then that from the permuted strings. Hypothetically, by 

exhaustively rotating every single rotatable bond of 4DFR, no matter the original 

format (canonical or permuted), by small steps (i.e. 1 degree * 360), we would 

have obtained a full coverage of the conformational space in Figure 2-4, with 

some blank areas due to not sterically or stereochemically-allowed 

conformations.

PCA2

. 3 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1  2 3
-2

Figure 2-4 PCA analysis o f  conformers generated by Omega (set A): in violet the 280 
conformers produced from the canonical string o f  4DFR are shown. In green the conformers 
generated from 8 permutation o f  the same string. In red the crystal structure o f  the ligand o f  
4DFR.

Results set B: In Table 2-10 the unique conformers produced from the permuted 

strings are once again closer to the bioactive conformer (RMSD 0.76 A 
calculated for permuted strings against 1.23 A from canonical), when comparing
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ensembles o f similar size. From the canonical input, OMEGA produced 2,239 

conformers. The set originating from the permuted input comprised o f 2,326 

conformers.

Table B Can Perm
min : 1.23 0.76
max : 3.47 3.44
Average : 2.53093345 2.398963887
Dev St. 0.38276039 0.476240746
Table 2-10 RMSD minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation calculation fo r  the pdb 
entry 4DFR: the table shows the set where 2,239 and 2,326 conformers were produced fo r  the 
canonical and the permuted SMILES strings respectively.

As with set A, the potential energy has been calculated as previously 

described. In this case, the potential energy span originating from the permuted 

strings input is larger, members o f the ensemble are energetically much closer to 

the energy calculated for the bioactive conformation than those members o f the 

ensemble originating from the canonical input (Figure 2-5).

Figure 2-6 shows the plotted result o f  the PCA for set B. It depicts clearly 

how the conformational space explored by the conformers originating from 

permutated input is diverse and closely surrounds the bioactive space.
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Crystal Potential energy
Structure 

280 - ---------------------------

canonic 

—  permuted

240
220

160 ^
140 - 
120 1
100 i : 1 1 I 1 I ■ : I r n

1 201 401 301 801 1001 1201 1401 1601

1 1 'T I T  1  r  : 

1801 2001 2201

Figure 2-5 The Potential energy graph fo r  conformer set B, generated using OMEGA (ca. 2,200 
members). The black line illustrates the result fo r  the permuted input string, the grey illustrates 
result fo r  the canonical.

PCA2

Figure 2-6 PCA o f  conformers generated by OMEGA (set B). In violet the conformers (about 
1200) generated setting an energy window equal o f  60 and a RMSD cut o ff  o f  0.5 A from  the 
canonical string o f  4DFR. In green the conformers generated from  the 8 permutations o f  4DFR 
keeping alt the parameters in OMEGA as default (with the exception o f -m ax conf that was set 
to 310 to generate a comparable number o f  fina l conformers with the canonical set. In red the 
PCA coordinate calculatedfor the crystal structure is shown.
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2.4.1 Fingerprint Analysis

A critical method for incorporating ligand flexibility in a vHTS process is 

to generate multiple conformers o f each molecule. One o f the key factors to take 

into account at this stage in the process is the balance between the number o f 

conformers generated and the diversity o f each with regard to conformational 

space sampling. Generally, less conformers with a wider degree o f RMSD 

separation between each is beneficial.

To investigate the uniqueness o f the conformers generated from each 

permutated SMILES string and the software used, all the conformers were read 

into MOE and fingerprint analysis carried out using Esshape3D. By exploring 

the percentage o f conformers that were identical in each set for a molecule it was 

possible to determine whether this was due to the orientation o f each conformer. 

For example, it was possible that the ensemble o f conformers derived from 

different SMILES permutations o f 1 A Q l, contained duplicates.

Figure 2-7 shows the result from the fingerprint analysis for OMEGA, 

Catalyst and Rubicon. The numbers o f conformers produced by each software 

package were normalised to the one with the highest value. Thus, Rubicon 

(3,845) was 100%, Catalyst (3,623) 94.22% and OMEGA (2,406) 62.57%. The 

percentage o f unique conformers generated from the permuted SMILES strings 

by Omega was 99.38% o f the total. I f  the conformers were generated from only 

the canonical SMILES string, the percentage o f the total would be just 11.33%. 

It is apparent at this stage that generating conformers using Omega with default 

settings is highly efficient when combined with permuted SMILES strings. In the 

case o f Rubicon, 87.73% o f the total numbers o f conformer were unique in 

conformational space. Again starting from a single SMILES string, only 18.11% 

would be unique. To a lesser extent, but still evident, was Catalyst with the 

percentage o f unique conformers being 23.98% o f the total. Beginning from a 

single SMILES string would allow 17.06% unique conformers to be produced.
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H  % conformers generated 
H %  uniques 
n  % from cansmi

omega catalyst rubicon

Figure 2-7 F ingerprint analysis o f  conformers generated by Omega, Catalyst and Rubicon. The 
height o f  the 3 bar graphs is proportiona l to the total amount o f  conformers generated. Cansmi: 
Canonical SMILES string.

Since Corina produced just one conformer per string (94 total amount = 

100%) it is represented on its own in Figure 2-8 so as to keep it to scale. The 

percentage o f unique conformations using Corina was 71.28%. With only the 

canonical SMILES string it would have been ! 8.18%> o f the total.

100

H  % conformers generated 
H  % uniques 
E] % from cansmi

60

40

20

conna

Figure 2-8 F ingerprint analysis o f  conformers generated by Corina.
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2.4.2 Connection Table analysis.

Table 2-11 depicts the RMSD difference between the crystal structure 

and the conformers produced from the crystal structure itself Subsequently 

RMSD analysis was also carried out between the conformers produced from the 

permutation crystal structure connection table and the co-crystal structure itself

As the values suggest the same effect obtained above for the permutation 

o f the SMILES string is reproduced for the permutation o f a connection table. As 

with the SMILES strings, different conformers were generated for the sets 

resulting in different standard deviations.

Moreover, beginning from ten permutations, the 

generated are closer to the crystal structure (Average; 1.78 A, 

the 280 conformers originating from a single connection table 

Min: 1.14 A).

4DFR One CT Permuted
min : 1.14 0.37736
max : 3.26 3.26
Average : 2.3736 1.7877
Dev St. 0.3773 1.2805

Table 2-11 RMSD minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation calculation for 4DFR: 
the table shows the set where 280 conformers were produced using one Connection Table ('One 
CT' column) and 10 permutation o f  a single connection table (Permuted column). Unit are 
expressed in A .

280 conformers 

Min: 0.37 A) than 

(Average: 2.37 A,
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2.5 Conclusion

In this study, we have shown that permutation of input strings leads to the 

generation of different numbers o f conformers and that some software programs 

are affected more than others by this depending on their innate algorithm. 

Depending on the software used the conformers generated from permuted 

SMILES strings are more diverse than if  they were generated from a single 

representation. The differing amounts of conformations generated are not an 

inherent fault of the software packages used, rather it is an outcome of the input 

SMILES string and how the software deals with that SMILES string. When a 

SMILES string is permutated this possibly has an incidental effect on the order 

of the torsions which are subsequently used to generate the conformations.

Conformers produced from permuted SMILES strings exhibit a smaller 

RMSD value, when compared to the X-ray structure, than do conformers 

generated from the canonical SMILES string. Other work carried out by our 

group has shown the dramatic effect that this phenomenon has on Enrichment 

and False Positive rates. Thus, many validations o f rigid docking/scoring 

combination platforms where the same dataset was used, but converted to 

SMILES strings using different software, may show better or worse performance 

as a direct result o f this phenomenon and not due to the platforms utilised. We 

suggest that all validations of rigid docking/scoring platforms account for this 

effect prior to the docking step. Increasing the number of conformers generated, 

may possibly reduce this effect.

Importantly, all of the software tested compares the generated conformers 

and discards those that are judged to be too closely related. The ultimate measure 

of this is an RMSD assessment. For example, one of the comparison steps in 

Omega involves applying a conformation RMSD exclusion threshold of 0.8 A. I f  

this value is reduced an increased amount of conformations will be accumulated 

but they will be more conformationally similar. Conversely, when using 

permutation of the same SMILES string those conformers would not be 

discarded and thus some of the conformers obtained might have similar RMSD  

values.

Finally, we suggest a novel way of generating conformers when using 

Omega, Rubicon or Corina with their default settings. Permutated input strings,
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in conjunction with the canonical SMILES string, could be utilised to more 

rapidly and comprehensively sample conformational space o f a molecule. This 

method extends to connection table representations o f 2D molecular structure 

such as SDF. PCA analyses clearly illustrate superior conformational sampling 

arising from use o f permuted input. To ensure that the final result does not 

include any duplicates a quick fingerprint analysis can be carried out as we have 

shown. We also propose that future versions o f  software employed in the 

generation o f conformers from SMILES strings could include a switchable flag 

allowing the canonicalisation o f the SMILES strings before conformer 

generation. The same flag, when off, would allow the users to generate multiple 

molecular conformations starting from permutations o f  the same SMILES string.

The effect is also observed using connection tables rather than SMILES 

strings. To this end, the same method described above may be used in the 

generation o f  a diverse unique set o f conformers. Clearly, SMILES presents a far 

more limited set o f  possible atom/bond orderings unless the use o f dot 

disconnections closure bonds are employed. Thus, SD or any format 

incorporating a connection table may be used to generate (#atoms!)*(#bonds!) 

possible orderings.

Finally, although not currently implemented in any software, canonicalisation of 

CTs would also be useful in the validation process o f vHTS tools.
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2.6 Further applications

Differing from the algorithms taken in consideration previously in this 

Chapter, in this section we investigate SPE which uses an alternative approach 

for the generation o f conformers known as distance geometry''' (see appendix 

for a description o f the algorithm).

2.6.1 Methods for SPE evaluation

The evaluation was based on a subset o f the set listed in Table 2-12, 

along with the number o f SPE trials and the number o f conformational boosts 

employed in each trial. Each ligand was neutralised and the proper chirality was 

assigned to each chiral centre, as inferred from the PDB 3D co-ordinates. For 

ICBX, 4DFR and IGLQ, these chiral flags were subsequently cleared to study 

the performance o f SPE in the presence and absence o f stereochemistry. For 

lETT and IHVR, the chiral flags remained as shown in Table 2-12.

K)6«xla Sifjcftiw Rou’je it tuiKls T»>is dooets*

lOSX S 100Q 0

lE n 7 50QQ 1

n u
9 som 1

<tUM< 3 m m 1

r

13 1

pti 1 ^  ICTT inm ociaiied 2 ^  a$ing datsicft
aiid ^  of i3st0i ^

Table 2-12 PDB codes, structures, number o f  rotatable bonds, number o f  SPE tria ls and number 
o f  boosts fo r  each o f  the molecules in the data set.
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For each ligand, five different SMILES and five different SDF variants were 

generated, using the Daylight utility permsmi"'® for the former and an in-house 

program for the latter (see Appendix for more detail). Each variant was used as 

input to SPE, which was instructed to produce between 1,000 and 10,000 

conformations for each one, depending on the size o f the molecule (1,000 

conformations for each ICBX variant, 5,000 for each lETT and IHVR variant 

and 10,000 for each 4DFR and IGLQ variant). The SPE conformer generator 

reads both SMILES and SD files and does not necessitate explicit file 

conversion.

2.6.2 SPE Conformers Generation

SPE is a recently developed technique for finding molecular geometries 

that satisfy distance constraints in an efficient m a n n e r ' * T h e  method starts 

from random initial atomic positions and gradually refines them by repeatedly 

selecting a pair o f atoms at random and updating their respective co-ordinates 

toward satisfying the corresponding distance boundaries. This procedure is 

performed repeatedly until a reasonable conformation is obtained.

The actual algorithm involves stochastic refinement o f all geometric 

constraints, both distance and volume. The co-ordinate adjustments differ for 

each type o f constraint, for example, a volume constraint is minimised by 

moving the positions o f the four atoms associated with that constraint in the 

direction opposite to the gradient o f an error function that measures the deviation 

from the target value. The algorithm also uses a number o f parameters such as 

learning rates and sampling frequencies to control the self-organisation process 

(see Appendix for more details).

While SPE was originally shown to provide a good sampling o f 

conformational space''\ it was observed that ‘extreme’ conformations located 

near the periphery o f conformational space were not as likely to be visited and in 

principle some important conformations could be missed. To remedy this 

problem, a boosting heuristic was introduced that can be used in conjunction 

with SPE to bias the search toward more extended or more compact 

geometries''^. The method generates increasingly extended (or compact) 

conformations through a series o f embeddings, each seeded on the result o f the 

previous one. In the first iteration, a normal SPE embedding is performed.
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generating a chemically sensible conformation c l. The lower bounds o f all atom 

pairs{lij} are then replaced by the actual interatomic distances{dy}in 

conformation c l and used along with the unchanged upper bounds{u,y}to 

perform a second embedding to generate another conformation, c2. This process 

is repeated for a prescribed number o f iterations, yielding additional 

conformations. The lower bounds are then restored to their original default 

values and a new sequence o f embeddings is performed using a different random 

number seed. This process w ill never yield a set o f distance constraints that are 

impossible to satisfy, because there exists at least one conformation (i.e. the one 

generated in the preceding iteration) that satisfies them'* .̂

A ll stochastic proximity embeddings were carried out on hydrogen-depleted 

graphs in collaboration with Johnson &  Johnson (Dimitris Agraflotis) and the 

generation o f conformers was also performed entirely by the same using the 

following parameters:

• A,d = A,v=l

• C = 50

• 5Xd = 8>.v = 0.9/i;C-1)

• S = 5 0 - N

f  \

N,.
V = mm 0.5,8.Ox

N(N + 1)
2 + 8Â

2-3

where A,d and X\ are the initial distance and volume learning rates, C is the 

number o f cycles, S is the number o f steps, 8A.d and 8X,v are the decrements o f 

the distance and volume learning rates in each cycle, v (equation 3) is the ratio o f 

the volume to distance refinements, N is the number o f atoms in the molecule 

and N V is the total number o f volume constraints
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2.6.3 Discussion and Results

Being a stochastic method, SPE is not guaranteed to produce the same 

results when run under different initial conditions. Diverse runs, starting from 

different random number seeds, are expected to produce slightly different sets of 

conformations, but these should converge as sampling becomes more exhaustive 

and the search space becomes saturated. This is illustrated in Figure 2-9, which 

shows the number o f unique conformations discovered at the end o f each trial for 

each SMILES (black) and SDF (red) permuted input for each o f  the five 

molecules. When contrasted with multiple independent random runs o f only one 

o f the permuted inputs (Figure 2-9E for 4DFR), it becomes clear that the input 

representation does not have any discernible impact and that the variation in the 

sampling profiles is within the range expected by the stochastic nature o f  the 

method.
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Figure 2-9 Number o f  unique conformations (within I A RMSD) discovered at the end o f each 
SPE trial fo r the SDF (red) and SMILES (black) permuted inputs o f  each molecule under 
investigation. (A) ICBX; (B) lETT; (C) IHVR; (D) 4DFR; and (F) IGLQ. (E) Five independent 
runs o f  the first SDF permuted input o f  4DFR, each starting from a different random seed.

The ensembles produced by each permuted input were further compared using 

three different conformational properties:

•  the RMSD from the X-ray crystal structure ligand

• the potential energy computed by MMFF94s

• the radius of gyration. The radius o f gyration describes the overall spread 

o f the molecule and is defined as the RMSD of the collection of atoms 

from their common centre o f gravity. In other words it measures a 

conformation's degree o f compactness (or extendedness)

In all cases, the conformational ensembles seemed to be drawn from the same 

probability distribution and the variation appears to be random and not 

dependent on the input representation.
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To obtain a more robust statistical estimate, we compared these distributions 

using single-factor ANOVA. ANO VA is a well-established technique that 

attempts to test the null hypothesis that two or more mean values are equal, by 

comparing the variation observed within each class against the one observed 

across the entire sample. The key parameters o f  an A NO VA study include the F- 

statistic which is compared to the critical value o f  the F distribution, Fcm, and the 

p-value which represents the smallest level o f  significance for which the 

observed sample information becomes significant, provided the null hypothesis 

is true. The results, which are summarised in Table 2-13, show that the 

differences in the conformational property distributions o f  the permuted inputs 

are statistically insignificant, except for the energy distribution o f  the 

conformations o f  1GLQ.

Rad«s df

IDS coda f f m O'VaiM f 4 . f u

1266 1324 0 ^ a m 1324
ItTT 1.124 ii»o Q s s a Q t u a m o . m

\ m 0.966 d i8 i ) m O i .m

A m U J U 15S3 a m ) m

U33? ] m a . 3 ^ } m a m

Table 2-13: ANOVA o f the conformational properties o f the ensembles produced by the permuted 
inputs for each molecule under investigation (when F  is less than Fcrit, the differences are 
considered to be statistically insignificant)

Previously in this Chapter we showed that some systematic conformational 

search methods, such as Omega, can be seriously impacted by minor 

rearrangements o f  the connection table and recommended the use o f  multiple 

permuted inputs to improve their performance and enhance their sampling 

capacity. While this approach only requires a way to generate permuted 

connection tables and therefore can be used with any conformational search 

program to circumvent its intrinsic bias, it remains symptomatic. It does not 

guarantee that the additional permutations w ill lead to an exhaustive sampling o f  

conformational space and that important regions o f  conformational space will 

not be missed. The preceding analysis demonstrates that stochastic proximity 

embedding does not exhibit such bias and that its sampling capacity is limited 

solely by the geometric constraints encoded in the rule base.
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2-Ap. Appendix to chapter 2

Scripts

Below is listed the code of elaborate_sdf.pl. This script was used in Chapter 

2 for the generation of permutation of the connection table from an sdf file. Figure 

2-A and Figure 2-B depicted the algorithms used in the script. The comments and 

details o f the script are highlighted red.

elaborate_sdf.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl 
#
# ■ Copyright Trinity College Dublin.
#
# usage : peri elaborate_sdf.pl infile.sdf
# Description:
# it generates permutation in the connection table of an sdf file
# Author Giorgio Carta, 9/02/2006

# include "strict" library 

use strict;

# open zero argument in the cominand line

open(INFILE,$ARGV[0]) or die "cannot open $! \n";

# set environment variables

my $intro; 
my (?nodes; 
my ©edges; 
my Sending; 
my Scount_mol; 
my $flag_intro; 
my $flag_edges * "true"; 
my $counter_intro - 1; 
my $counter_nodes * 0;

# start loop in the file 

foreach(<INFILE>)
i

# save first 4 lines of sdf file

if ($counter_intro <* 4) ( $intro = $intro.$_; $counter_intro++;next; }

# split and isolates sdf fields

my ($trash,$xa,$ya,$za,$ele,Strash,$trash,Strash,$trash,$trash) = split(/\s+/,S_);

if U$ele =~ /\S+/)&&(! ($ele =~ /\d+/})) { # identifies atom element and skip what is not
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my $string » $_;
chomp{$string); # deletes new line character

my 01ine = {Sstring,++Scounter_nodes); # gets the nodes and add a ranking number
push(0nodes,\01ine); # creates the array of address
next; # bo back to loop, do not go forward
}

# end when molecule ends

if ($_ /END/) { $flag_edges = "false"; Sending » Sending.$_; next;)

if ($flag_edges eq "true") {
my $string * $_;
chomp($string); # deletes new line character

#split the connection string 1 2->l & 2

my 0splitted ■ split{/\s+/,S_);
shift(0splitted); # the first element is skipped!!!
push(0edges,\0splitted); # creates the array of addresses
next;}

Sending - Sending.$_;

# everything is packed now: send it to subroutines!

if (S_ —  /\$\$\S\$/) (

print "Molecule n. {++$count_mol)."\n";

# calls for routine engine (intro file, nodes, edges, ending)

my Sconfs - engine(Sintro,\0nodes,\0edges,Sending);

S routine returns number of permutation generated

print "XnPermutations generated : Sconfs \n"; # output number of
# permutation generated

# reset the counter and 
flag to default

Scounter_intro * 1;
Sflag_edges - "true";
Sintro * ""; Sending =
Scounter_nodes - 0;
0nodes » ();
0edges « ();
}

sub engine{) # sub engine(Sintro,\0nodes,\0edges,Sending);
(

my Sintro » shift (); 
my Snodes - shift(); 
my Sconn_table_old - shift (); 
my Sendin * shift();
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open (OUT, "»outfile.sdf")»' 

# local variables

# open for append the OUT outfile

my Stag “ "true"; 
my $max_count * 0; 
my lhash_id; 
my Siteration; 
my $max_id = 10;

# counter for the iteration
# max number of permutation defined by the user

# begin the permutaion process

while ($tag =* "true") {
my Qpermutation » random_perm(0$nodes); # permutate @nodes, which contains the

# original connection table
my $size * 0nodes;
my @conn_table_new * create_new_table(Sconn_table_old,\0permutation);

my Sid “ create_matrix(Ssize,@conn_table_new); # create a matrix with the new c.t and
# return "Kudo e Sasaki" stack

if (!(definedlShash id{Sid}))) {
# user max of permutation per connection table
# check if the id had already been defined in
# %hash id

#display(0nodes); 
#display(0conn_table_old);

# verbose mode : originary structure
# verbose mode

print OUT Sintro; 
display(©permutation); 
displayl(@conn_table_new); 
print OUT Sending;
#print "id : Sid \n"; 
print
Shash_id{Sid) - defined; 
Smax_count++;
Siteration - 0; 
if (Smax_count ■= Smax_id) 

{Stag “ "false"; 
last;}

# saving mode : molecule introduction
# saving mode : permutated structure
# saving mode : connection table
# saving mode : end of the molecule
# debug : displai id in the STDOUT

# difenes id in the %hash_id
# count the permutation generated
# reset to zero when finds a new valid permutation

# ends if goes over the
# thershold user set by the user

else { Siteration++;
if (Siteration >“ 100) { last;} # after 100 times it doesn't find anything 

different assumes that no more
# permuts are available
# skip to next if the id already defined

)

return Smax_count; 

)

# close while (Stag = "true")

# return the number of permutation generated

# close engine sub routine

sub random_perm{ 

my @r;
push(@r, splice(0_,int(rand(}*0_),1)) while (0_); 
return @r;
)

# generates random permutation of an array
# receives as argoument an array. Here the array
# is an array of pointers.
# Engine.
# Return a permutation of the array reveived

the
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sub display!) # save in OUT the nodes
(
foreach (0_) {

print OUT $$_[0]; 
print OUT "\n";

)

sub displaylO S save in OUT the connection table formatted
(
foreach (0_) {

my $pipi - sprintf '•%3d%3d%3d%3d%3d%3d", $$_{0) ,$$_[!), $$_(2], $$_[3], $$_[41, $$_[5), $S_[0); # format
output

print OUT $pipi; 
print OUT "\n";

)

)

sub create_new_table() # create the new connection table
{

my $address ct - shift!); # address of address of the connection table;
my $address_nodes - shiftO; # address of address of nodes;
my %hash; 
my $count2 - 1;
my 0conn_table_new; # array of address for the new connection table

foreach (@$address_nodes)
(

Sprint "key :$$_(1] »  value $count2 \n”; # debug : print STOUT the
# correspondance between old and
# new c.t.

ShashJ$$_[l]} » $count2; # old value : key --- new value :
# values

$count2++;

foreach (0$address_ct) 
{

my 01ine_address ■ sort {$a <-> Sb} ($hash{$$_[0] },$hash{$$_[ 1]}); sort numerically 
my 0temp - 0$_;
splice(0temp,0,2); # splice the first two element in the array

# containing the old connection table 
push (01ine_address,0temp); # Push in the new array what is left

# from the old connection table 
push (0conn_table_new,\01ine_address); # ex. double bond, etc.

}

return(0conn table new);

sub create_matrix 
of 
{

# create half matrix for the calculation of the ID
# the conn, table
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my $size = shiftO 
my 0matrix; 
ray $mio; 
ray $i; 
my $id; 
my $o;
my $counter;

foreach{@_)
(
$raatrix[$$_[0])[$$_[!]] » 1; # assign the 1 values to index i j in the matrix
}

ff pick the Size of the matrix equal to the number
# nodes it s going to contain half the matrix itself

foreach(2 ..$size){ 
$mio “ $ ;
for($i » 0; $i <= $counter; $i++) 

{
$o - $i + 1;

# calculate the ID from half the matrix

# kudo e Sasaki method

if (!($matrix($o)[$mio) ** 1)) {$matrix[$o)($mio] « 0; }

$id - $id.$matrixt$o)I$mio];
Sprint $matrix[$o][$mio]; # debug : print the 2D matrix :

# activate this line

#print "\n"; 
$counter++;

# and this one too.

return ($id); # identification of the
# connectivity stack

# close create matrix
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FLUSH 
and restart Random Permute NodesYES-

Rebulld Connectkx) Table

Calculate Matrix

+K> NO

Is the number of permutation reached?

Engine
nouline

END Script

Create 
blocks from 

SDF 
( H g 2 )

OUTPUT

Rebuild Inforrrtation from 
blocks

Figure 2-A:Algorithm used to permutate the sd f  connection table in elaborate_sdf.pl
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Figure 2-B: Scheme illustrating how the sd f  file is divided in blocks by elaborate_sdf.pl
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Distance Geometry

Distance geometry is a general method for converting a set o f  distance ranges 

(or “bounds”) into a set o f  Cartesian coordinates that are consistent with those 

bounds. Any m olecular system can be described as the set o f  minimum and 

maximum inter-atomic distances between all pairs o f  atoms in the molecule and the 

complete conformational space o f  the molecule is contained within this space. In 

distance geometry, a matrix is defined as the set o f  minimum and maximum 

distances, and then used to create a series o f  conform ers that are consistent with 

those distances.

A three dimensional generic molecule can be described with a N x N symmetric 

matrix o f  inter atomic distances whose diagonal elements are equal to 0. In such 

matrix, the elements ( i j )  contains the distance between / and atoms j .  For clarity we 

define as Uij and respectively the upper and lower distance o f  the bond between 

atom i and atom j  or in other words, the maximum and the minimum distance 

between these atoms.

Distance geometry methods involve four basic steps; (i) generation o f  inter-atomic 

distance bounds, (ii) assignm ent o f  a random value to each distance within the 

respective bounds, (iii) conversion o f  the resulting distance matrix into a starting set 

o f  Cartesian co-ordinates (embedding), and (iv) refinement o f  the co-ordinates 

through minimization o f  an error function m easuring the violation o f  the input 

constraints. In order to illustrate how the sampling o f  conformational space is 

achieved by distance geometric methods, a simple five-carbon fragment molecule 

will be considered throughout appendix B (Figure 2-C)

2 4

Figure 2-C Five-carbon fragment. The angle between each bond is assumed to be 120° and the bond 

C-C to have a length o f 1.3 A (hydrogens are not displayed).
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Generation of Interatomic distance

Assuming the structure in Figure 2-C as the starting structure we can 

generate the upper and lower distance Table 2-A. The lower bounds occupy the left- 

bottom half o f the matrix and the upper bounds the upper-right half.

Atom

Atom 1 2 3 4 5

1 0 1.3 2.2517 3.4395 99.0

2 1.3 0 1.3 2.2517 3.4395

3 2.2517 1.3 0 1.3 2.2517

4 2.6 2.2517 1.3 0 1.3

5 2.8 2.6 2.2517 1.3 0

Table 2-A In itia l bounds matrix. Cyan cells indicate the lower limits. Orange cells indicate the upper 

limits, (a ll the units are in J).

As is shown in Table 2-A the covalent bond length is assumed equal to 1.3 A, which 

is a standard C-C bond length. The distance o f the non-bonded relationship between 

carbon 1 and 3 is restricted by geometrical constraints and it depends on the central 

angle a and the length o f the two bonds (Figure 2-D).

L

1 ■ X '

Figure 2-D Distance d l,3  depends by length o f  bonds 11,2 and 12,3 and the angle a.

Given the bond length is equal to 1.3 A and the angle equal to 120°, with a simple 

trigonometric function we obtain the distance between atoms 1,3 equal to 2.2517 A. 
Furthermore the distance between two atoms with a 1,4 relationship is restrained as
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well as the 1,3 relationship and it is correlated to the dihedral angle o f  the central 

bond (from 0° to 180°) and the lengths o f  the internal bonds (Figure 2-E).

-V.

-   y?S1 ^  *

Figure 2-E The length of distance between atoms 1 and 4 will depends on the lengths between atoms 

1,2,3,4 (In) and angle 6.

On the basis o f  geometrical argum ents the distance values in a 1,4 relationship can 

therefore vary between 2.6 A (the lower limit) and 3.4395 A (the upper limit). It is 

not easy to determine limits on other inter atomic distances (between atoms in a l,n 

relationship where n > 4) but it is usual to require that the lower limit never 

approach the sum o f  the vdW radii o f  the two atoms (Figure 2-F). The upper bond is 

then usually assigned an arbitrary large value.

Figure 2-F Distance between atoms 1,5 cannot be lower than the sum o f the vdW radii o f the atoms 

1,5 (in red).
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As we can see in matrix 1, the lower distance is thus set to 2.6 A (vdW radius 1.3 x 

2) and the upper distance to 99.0 A. During this phase it is also possible to include

different constraints in order to restrict the inter-atomic distance o f double or triple 

bonds, cyclic structure etc.

A procedure called triangle smoothing (TS) is then subsequently applied to refine 

the initial distance matrix. TS uses two intuitive trigonometric restrictions on groups 

o f three atoms. Considering a three atoms bonded system with atom A, B and C, the 

first restriction postulates that the upper distance between two atoms A and C cannot 

be greater than the sum of the maximum values o f the distances AB and BC 

(equation 1).

The second restriction is that the minimum value o f the AC distance cannot be less 

than the difference between the lower bound AB and the upper bound BC.

where u and I represent again respectively the upper and the lower distances. 

Applying those restrictions to the matrix in Table 2-A only one distance is changed 

to a value that is equal to the sum of the upper bounds o f the distances between 

atoms 1 and 3 fw/jj and 3 and 5 (u}s) (2.25.17 (Ui 3 ) + 2.2517 (U3 5 ) = 4,5034

2-A

2-B

( U l , 5 ) 2-C).

2.25.17 (uij) + 2.2517 (u3,s) = 4,5034 ( u i j 2-C

The resulting smoothed matrix is show in Table 2-B.
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Atom

Atom 1 2 3 4 5

1 0 1.3 2.2517 3.4395 4.5033

2 1.3 0 1.3 2.2517 3.4395

3 2.2517 1.3 0 1.3 2.2517

4 2.6 2.2517 1.3 0 1.3

5 2.8 2.6 2.2517 1.3 0

Table 2-B Resulting distance matrix after TS o f the matrix in Table I. (all the units are in I).

The geometrical explanation of triangle smoothing applied to our five atom 

molecule can be depicted as in Figure 2-G.

2

A

Figure 2-G The maximum distance between atoms 1,5 (labeled A and C) or the upper limits (1,5) is 

equal to the sum o f AC and BC.

Assignment of a random values and embedding

In order to generate new valid distances that at the end will represent a new 

conformer o f the molecule, random distances are assigned between the lower and 

the upper bounds to give the following distance matrix (Table 2-C).
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Atom

Atom 1 2 3 4 5

1 0 1.3 2.2517 3.11 3.42

2 0 1.3 2.2517 2.85

3 0 1.3 2.2517

4 0 1.3

5 0

Table 2-C Randomly assigned distances between the upper and the lower bounds indicated in Table 

2-B. (all the units are in A ).

It is now possible to proceed to the generation o f conformers by calculating three 

dimensional coordinates that satisfy the distances indicated in the matrix in Table 

2-C.

In more details embedding is the process o f  arranging a set of objects in a space with 

a particular number of dimensions so as to reproduce the observed distances 

between them. This problem is also known as multidimensional scaling (MDS) or 

nonlinear mapping (NLM) and has two main applications: (i) reducing 

dimensionality o f high-dimensional observations and (ii) producing coordinate 

vectors from data supplied in the form o f proximities.

The conversion into Cartesian coordinates is performed through a series o f matrix 

operation. A metric matrix is first calculated and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

used to obtain a close 3D representation to the proximities indicated in the distance 

matrix in Table 2-C. An example o f the resulting coordinates and distances after 

embedding is given in Table 2-D, Table 2-E and Figure 2-H.

Atom X coordinate Y coordinate Z coordinate

1 1.77 0.601 -0.218

2 1.014 -0.244 0.410

3 -0.001 -0.757 -0188

4 -1.166 -0.379 -0.079

5 -1.623 0.799 0.075

Table 2-D XYZ coordinates obtained after the embedding o f  matrix in table 3.
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1

uoa

nr

Figure 2-H Conformation o f the five-carbon fragment generated by distance geometry

Atom

Atom 1 2 3 4 5

1 0 1.29 2.24 3.10 3.42

2 0 1.29 2.24 2.85

3 0 1.23 2.25

4 0 1.25

5 0

Table 2-E Interatomic distances o f conformation in Figure 2-H (all the units are in A).

It is important to note that the distance in this conformation does not equal the 

original randomly chosen distance, nor do they all lie between the upper and lower 

values indicated in the matrix in Table 2-B.

This is because it may be necessary to use more than just three dimensions to find a 

conformation that satisfies the initial distance matrix. Moreover, as the triangle 

smoothing is applied to the bounds matrix o f  upper and lower bounds, it is also 

possible at this stage to have conform ers which do not satisfy the triangular 

inequalities.
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Refinement

To improve the embedding a refinement step, is required so that the 

conformation better satisfies the initial distance bounds. The quality o f  the 

projection can be determined using a sum-of-square error function (K ruskal’s 

stress):

1
K J

‘< j

2 -D

Where S is the Kruskal’s stress, d y  represents the Euclidean distance between atom / 

and j  and r,y the proximity o f  the same atoms indicated in a distance matrix.

In the refinem ent step the actual embedding is carried out in an iterative fashion by; 

(i) generating an initial set o f  coordinates A:/,(ii) computing the distance d j j ,  (iii) 

finding a new set o f  coordinates x i  using a steepest descent algorithm and (iv) 

repeating steps two and three until the stress function (equation 2-D) falls below 

some predefined threshold. Stochastic proximity embedding (SPE) uses a self

organizing scheme that attempts to bring each individual stress { d i j  -  n j )  rapidly to 

zero. This method starts with an initial configuration and iteratively refines it by 

repeatedly selecting two points at random, and adjusting their coordinates so that 

their Euclidean distance on the map d i j  m atches more closely their corresponding 

distance or proximity in the distance matrix r j j .

k -d,j\
The correction is proportional to the disparity A  =   ----------^, where A, is a learning

rate parameter that decreases during the course o f  the iteration to avoid oscillatory 

behavior. The detailed algorithm is as follows:

1. Initialize the coordinate jc,-. Select an initial learning rate L

2. Select a pair o f  point, / and j  at random and compute their distance d i j  = | \xi  

-Xy||. If  d j j  ^  Vij update the coordinates jc,- and Xj  by:
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2-E

and

2-F

wiiere e is a small num ber to avoid division by zero.

3. Repeat (2) for a prescribed number o f  steps S

4. Decrease the learning rate X by a prescribed decrement 5^.

5. Repeat steps from (2) to (4) for a prescribed number o f  cycles C.

The SPE conformational algorithm generates conform ations that satisfies a set o f 

distance constraints as specified by the lower and upper bounds Uj and Uij.

With a heuristic method it is then possible to bias the extendedness o f  the generated 

conformations. For example, by increasing the values o f  the lower bounds, one 

could enforce an increase o f  the inter-atomic distances, thereby generating more 

extended conformations. Such artificial modification, however, may be problematic, 

because when the distance bounds are tightened, the existence o f a geometry 

satisfying these constraints is not always guaranteed.

The method generates increasingly extended (or compact) conformations through a 

series o f  embeddings, each seeded on the result o f  the previous one. In the first 

iteration, a normal SPE embedding is performed, generating a chemically sensible 

conform ation c l.  The lower bounds o f  all atom pairs{l,y}are then replaced by the 

actual inter-atomic distances{d,y}in conform ation c l ,  and used along with the 

unchanged upper bounds{u,y}to perform a second embedding to generate another

conform ation, c2. This process is repeated for a prescribed num ber o f  iterations,

yielding additional conformations. The lower bounds are then restored to their 

original default values, and a new sequence o f  embeddings is performed using a 

different random number seed. This process will never yield a set o f  distance
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constraints that are impossible to satisfy, because there exist at least one 

conformation (i.e. the one generated in the preceding iteration) that satisfies them. 

An analogous procedure can be used to generate increasingly compact 

conformations.

As an example, the resulting upper and lower distance matrix obtained by 

substituting the lower limit of matrix in Table 2-B with the actual values in Table 

2-E is showed in Table 2-F.

Atom

Atom 1 2 3 4 5

1 0 1.3 2.2517 3.4395 4.5033

2 1.2 0 1.3 2.2517 3.4395

3 2.24 1.29 0 1.3 2.2517

4 3.1 2.24 1.23 0 1.3

5 3.42 2.85 2.25 1.25 0

Table 2-F Updated matrix o f  table 2 with the actual distance found after embedding indicated in 

table 5

As it shows Table 2-F, the lower limit is moving toward the upper limit, in other 

words the random values selected between the lower and upper bounds will be 

biased toward the upper limits, atoms are therefore diverging from each other and an 

expanded conformation is thus generated.

During the optimization of the structure against the distance constraints is usual to 

incorporate chiral constraints. These are used to ensure that the final conformation is 

the desired stereoisomers. Chiral constraints are usually incorporated as a chiral 

volume, calculated as a scalar triple product. For example, to maintain the correct 

stereochemistry about the tetrahedral atom number 4 in Figure 2-1, the following 

scalar triple produce in equation 2-G must be positive:

(V| -  V4 )  • [ ( v j  -  V J  X (V3 -  V J ]  >  0 2-G
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1

4

Figure 2-1 The stereochemistry about tetrahedral atoms can be maintained with an appropriate 

chiral constraint. 1,2,3,4 represent vectors v l ,v2 ,v3 ,v4.

Finally, many other enhancements can be included such as the chiral 

constraints to improve the quality o f  the conformers generated. Few o f  them are 

described in this chapter. Others could be included to avoid eclipsed conformations 

by setting a specific values o f  lower limit o f 1,4 interactions or aromatic, amide and 

ketones groups can be forced to apply a planar structure by an appropriate choice o f 

distance bounds and chiral constraints.
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3.1 Introduction

This Chapter details the development o f parameters and techniques to carry 

out a successful virtual screen for ligands that bind to PPARy. The protocol is fully 

integrated within Pipeline Pilot (PP), a common platform for the processing o f 

information in vHTS. Details are given about the protocols and the rationale behind 

the screening itself. The general details and the advantages o f using VS for the 

discovery o f novel actives molecules was already described in Chapter 1 and some 

o f the techniques used in this chapter were discussed in Chapter 2.

A biological introduction to PPARy and its superfamily, the nuclear 

receptors, is also given to offer a biological background on the target as an ideal link 

between the rational discovery o f a novel molecule and its potential use in a therapy.

The outcome o f this chapter is the identification o f a novel putative agonist 

for PPARy receptor and a structural activity relationship within similar classes o f 

known agonists. A biological in vitro  assay was performed to determine the activity 

o f the novel compound identified.

Identification o f “ decoration”  sites around the novel active for lead- 

optimisation is also illustrated at the end o f the discussion.
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3.2 Nuclear Receptor

Nuclear Receptors (NRs) are transcription factors essential in embryonic 

development, maintenance o f differentiated cellular phenotypes, metabolism and 

cell death'. This set o f receptors act as master switches to initiate, regulate and 

terminate the expression o f specific genes or genetic programs''^. Dysfunction o f 

nuclear receptor signalling leads to proliferative, reproductive and metabolic 

diseases such as cancer, infertility, obesity and diabetes'*. NRs, such as estrogen and 

retinoic acid receptors (ER and RAR), form a super family o f ligand-inducible 

transcription factors directly interacting with DNA^. They integrate the signals o f a 

number o f different and independent pathways and, hence, they are involved in the 

regulation o f many fundamental processes .

To date, 49 NRs have been identified^ throughout the animal kingdom, 

ranking from nematodes to humans (24 NRs'). The NR superfamily contains many 

“ liganded”  receptors, but also “ orphan”  receptors for which no ligand has yet been 

identified.

Almost two decades have gone by since the cloning o f the first NR for a 

steroid hormone. Since then, other nuclear hormone receptors were rapidly cloned 

and their target sequences o f DNA identified. Our knowledge o f the regulation o f 

gene expression by NR has grown enormously over the last few years, mainly due to 

the realisation that not only the interaction o f the receptors with DNA was important 

for transcriptional responses, but also that many co-regulators were crucial in 

transmitting the hormonal signal to the transcriptional machinery. Additionally, 

crystal structures o f the ligand binding domain o f NRs have been solved, and this 

allowed the definition o f the structural basis o f their transcriptional functions.

Endogenous ligands o f NRs origin from biosynthetic pathways that originate 

from isoprenoid moieties and involve enzymes o f the P450 family. One key 

intermediate is all-^ra«5-retinal for retinoic acid derivatives, which are the ligands o f 

RAR and Retinoid X Receptor (RXR). Other key intermediates are squalene, 

cholesterol and pregnenolone for vitamin D (Vitamin D receptor: VDR), corticoids 

(glucocorticoids and mineralcorticoids receptor: GR and MR), and reproductive
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steroids for estrogen, progesterone and androgen receptors (PR and AR). Tiiyroid 

Hormones (Thyroid hormone Receptor TR), leukotriene, and prostaglandins that 

bind and activate the Peroxisome PPAR represent exceptions to the present status o f 

knowledge not being originated from the same biosynthetic pathway.

A large number o f synthetic drugs, agonists and antagonists, are also 

currently used for targeting different disorders: tamoxifen (antagonist for ER) is 

used in the therapy o f breast cancer, thiazolidinediones (TZD) are used for type II 

diabetes or dexomethasone (agonist for GR) for the treatment o f  inflammatory 

diseases.
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3.3 PPARy

The world obesity drug market has been predicted to reach $3.7 billion by 

2008^'^. Dietary fat intake is an environmental factor that affects many aspects o f 

human life today’*’. A fat rich, sedentary lifestyle represents an increased risk for the 

development o f  diseases such as obesity, diabetes type 11, and cardiovascular 

complication or nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). All these syndromes 

aggregated together are named generically syndrome X, which is the principal cause 

o f  morbidity in the developed world.

The Diabetes Federation Ireland estimates a prevalence o f  diabetes as high as 

6% o f the population. Figures indicate that up to 200,000 people have been 

diagnosed in Ireland. Another 200,000 are unaware that they have the condition, 

with type II diabetes accounting for almost 90% o f  all cases. There has been a 

significant increase in overweight 13 years old children o f both sexes in Ireland". 

The prevalence o f  diabetes type II in this country is rapidly increasing due to factors 

such as, an aging population, a rise in sedentary lifestyle, obesity and inappropriate 

diet. The number o f  Irish people suffering from diabetes is expected to double by 

2010 " ’'^. As well as lifestyle, other factors may play an essential role. Genes are 

also as determinant and important as the environm ent factors in originating obesity 

and syndrome X.

The determination to develop new treatm ents for obesity is therefore 

immense. Many o f  the problems related to obesity are due to the development o f 

insulin resistance and diabetes. The development o f  agents able to both improve 

insulin resistance and reduce body weight may be particularly beneficial. The PPAR 

NR family has received particular interest and as a result the TZDs have emerged as 

a therapeutic class for the treatm ent o f diabetes. One adverse effect associated with 

some PPARy receptor agonists however is weight gain. Given the co-morbidity o f 

type II diabetes and obesity, this can limit the usefulness o f  such molecules. Quite 

unexpectedly, a moderate reduction o f  PPARy activity observed in heterozygous 

PPARy-deficient mice was shown to prevent insulin resistance and obesity induced 

by a high-fat diet^. Consequently PPARy antagonists are now being developed.
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Originally belonging to the family o f  orphan receptors, since no natural 

ligands were identified, nowadays polyunsaturated fatty acid and their metabolites 

have been characterised as endogenous ligands for this class o f proteins. As 

members o f hormone activated nuclear receptors, the binding with an agonist lead to 

a transcriptional cascade resulting in the regulation mostly o f lipid m etabolism '^

To date three subclasses o f PPARs have been identified, namely PPARa, y 

and p (also called delta or NUC-1). Each sub form has different tissue distributions. 

PPARa is abundant in the liver, kidney and muscle and regulates fatty acid 

metabolism and inflammatory responses. PPARp is ubiquitously expressed and its 

physiological functions are not fully understood^. Finally, PPARy is expressed 

mainly in adipose tissue, muscle and heart. PPARy is also the most extensively 

investigated among the PPAR subtypes. The protein has been cloned from a variety 

o f species showing a high level o f  conservation across all the species. The human 

PPARy presents 95% identity with the murine one. This high level o f conservation 

may reflect the pivotal role that PPARy plays as a regulator o f glucose and lipid 

homeostasis''*.

PPARy is expressed in human tissues as three isoforms, PPARy 1, PPARy 2 

and PPARy 3, each o f them differing at the 5’ end and each under control o f their 

own specific promoter. In detail, PPARy 1 and 3 are expressed highest in adipocytes 

and in the intestine. In contrast, PPARy 2 appears to be limited to adipose tissue and 

liver'^. PPARy is also found to be expressed in a num ber o f  human tumours, such as
\ f \  1*7 1f t  I Q O n  ^ 1  0 0

neuroglioblastoma , liposarcoma , colon cancer , lung ’ , prostate and breast . 

PPARy shows the most restricted fatty acid binding profile o f all the PPARs, 

interacting mostly with monounsaturated fatty acids.
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3.4 Biological relevance of PPAR y 

3.4.1 Adipogenesis, Dyslipidemia and PPAR y

Adipocytes have recently been identified as a principal component and 

mediator in many physiological and pathological processes. Much literature has 

highlighted the role o f adipose tissue in obesity, cardiovascular disease and non

insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. In this regard, increasing interest has been 

applied in the past ten years to adipocyte differentiation and the role that 

transcription factors and various receptors may have in this process*’̂ ’̂̂ "*.

The classic view o f fat cells identified them as a depot for the storage o f 

energy, with lipids being added or released under the influence o f the appropriate 

hormones. An active role for the adipocyte in energy metabolism emerged recently 

with the leptin discovery^^, a hormone secreted uniquely by fat cells mediating 

different signalling to the hypothalamus such as satiety feeling.

Moreover, other pleitropic functions have been conferred to adipocytes: the 

release o f cytokines and lipids leads to a decrease in glucose utilisation in skeletal 

muscle and enhanced glucose production by the liver, both o f which contribute to 

high levels o f glucose in the blood stream (as occurs in non-insulin dependent 

diabetes disease).

Cytokines also play a role in activating various inflammatory responses that 

are considered to be an important mediator o f cardiovascular disease. Besides fat 

cells, skeletal and heart muscle, are the only tissues known to express the glucose 

transporters Glut4. Adipocytes have been shown to control endocrine function by 

secreting angiotensin, TNFa and interleukine-6. Secretion o f glycerol and fatty acids 

from the adipocyte also plays an important role in hepatic and peripheral 

metabolism. Leptin itself has a wide spectrum o f biological activity, independent o f 

satiety, including effects on fertility, reproduction and hematopoiesis^^. Thus, the 

view o f the adipocyte has shifted from the notion o f an inert storage vessel to that o f 

a central integrator o f the metabolic program.

The comprehension o f these processes and the need for finding new drugs 

able to modulate these metabolic paths emerged due to the extraordinary increasing
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incidence in obesity, atherosclerosis, type II diabetes and other related diseases. 

Genetic mutations able to alter the release of leptin or decrease its interaction with 

the receptors are known causes of obesity in mice and humans.

The release o f cytokines and lipids by fat cells lead to a decrease of glucose 

usage in skeletal muscle and enhancement o f glucose production in liver, both of 

which contribute to high glycaemia in peripheral circulation, a typical sign of 

diabetes non insulin-dependent (type II).

Knowledge concerning the sequence o f transcriptional events during 

adipogenesis provides a basis for understanding the physiological processes 

associated with adipose tissue as well as for the development of therapeutic 

intervention in these adipocyte-related diseases.

A high number of the proteins involved in these metabolic pathways have 

been enumerated and investigated in recent publications. Within all the factors 

involved in the cascade of transcriptional events leading to the adipocyte 

differentiation a prominent role has emerged to be played by PPARy.

The first stage of differentiation of fat cells is the growth arrests usually 

determined by contact inhibition. In cultured cells, initial growth arrest is induced by 

addition of a pro-differentiative hormonal regime and is followed by one or two 

additional rounds of cell division known as clonal expansion. This process ceases 

coincident with the expression of the transcription factors PPARy and C/EBPa 

(CCAT enhancer binding protein). The induction of these two proteins leads to a 

fully differentiated phenotype. This is followed by de novo or enhanced expression 

of most or all the genes that characterise the adipocyte phenotype, along with 

triglyceride accumulation. The products of the genes include glycerophosphate 

dehydrogenase, fatty acid synthase, acetyl CoA carboxylase, malic enzyme. Glut 4, 

the insulin receptor and AP2 (adipocyte-specific lipid binding protein). The analysis 

of the aP2 5’ flanking region led to the discovery of one of the first enhancer 

elements for fat cells, the PPARy receptor.

This gene regulatory sequence, located 5 Kb upstream of the initiation point, 

has been identified as both essential and sufficient for the expression of the gene. 

Differentiation-dependent, tissue specific transcription is directed by this adipocyte- 

specific enhancer, which includes several regulatory DNA elements. In detail, a cis-
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acting elem ent (ARA6 and 7) has been identified, as well as a ^rara-acting factor, 

ARF6, that binds to these sites.

PPARy exists in two different isoforms that are produced by alternative 

splicing: PPARy 1 and 2. In detail, PPARy 2 contains 30 AA more then the isoform 

1. W hile many tissues express low levels o f  PPARy 1, PPARy 2 is present only in 

fat cells. Thus, PPARy 2, with the RXR is definitely required for the function for the 

expression o f  aP2. M oreover, PPARy’s crucial role has been identified in the 

function o f  many others fat-cell specific genes, such as PEPCK (phosphoenol 

pyruvate carboxykinase) and GyK (glycerol kinase), FATP and CD36 (fatty acid 

transport protein) (Figure 3-1).

PPAR
gamma 2

Figure 3-1 PPARy role in the activation o f  different genes.

Thus, PPARy agonist-m ediated differentiation includes lipid accumulation 

and the expression o f many endogenous genes characteristic o f adipocyte. 

Interestingly, the ability o f  PPARy to promote adipogenesis is not limited to 

fibroblastic cells. M yoblastic cell lines can also be converted to adipocytes, 

particularly when the cells co-express C/EBP alpha in addition to PPARy

The brown adipocyte tissue (BAT) is another important tissue where PPARy 

is highly expressed. Conversely to the white adipocyte tissue (WAT), the primary 

function o f  BAT is to dissipate energy in form o f  heat. Although brown fat cells 

have virtually the same enzymatic machinery as white fat cells, the accumulated 

lipid in BAT serves mainly for a source o f  fatty acid to be oxidised in mitochondria. 

Recent data showed that BAT in hum ans is present not ju st in the neonatal period, 

but also in a small island within the ordinary WAT. Although no transcription 

factors have been identified that are specifically expressed in brown fat cells, 

PPARy and C /EB Pa are induced during brown adipogenesis, in a similar way to 

white cell differentiation. The connection between PPARy and differentiation o f 

W AT and BAT led to the discovery o f  an im portant PPARy co-activator: PGC-1.
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PGC-1 is a protein o f 90 Kd that is expressed in skeletal muscle, heart, kidney, brain 

and brown fat but not in white fat. Upon cold exposure the level PGC-1 increases 

mostly in muscle and BAT, the two major sites o f  adaptive thermo-genesis.

Furthermore, several observations indicate that o f  PGC-1 can preferentially 

direct pre-adipocyte to a brown phenotype. It is important to underline that PCG-1 is 

able on the one hand to bind and activate directly PPARy, and on the other hand to 

increase the level o f UCP-1, UCP-2 and stimulate mitochondrial biogenesis.

The prominent role o f  PPARy in adipocyte metabolism and the 

understanding o f  the regulatory mechanism described above made this protein a 

plausible target for different diseases. One could imagine using PPARy antagonist to 

reduce fat accumulation in WAT. Naturally, any attempt to manipulate adipogenesis 

without addressing the deregulated energy balance o f the organism would mean that 

the excess o f  calories could be deposited elsewhere with potentially deleterious 

effects (i.e. liver leading to hepatomegaly).

It is also possible to imagine that increasing adipogenesis selectively in BAT 

could be metabolically useful. It could potentially have an anti-obesity effect by 

increasing the energy expenditure.

3.4.2 Diabetes and PPARy

One o f  the approved pharmacological uses o f PPARy agonists (troglitazone, 

pioglitazone and rosiglitazone) is for the treatm ent o f insulin independent diabetes 

type II (currently marked agents for diabetes by the FDA). In humans with this 

disease, activators o f PPARy, such as TZD, significantly improved insulin 

sensitivity.

PPARy agonists are proven to reduce plasma glucose, lipids and insulin 

levels. However, the detailed mechanism o f  these drugs is currently not clear or 

completely understood. Considering that PPARy is mostly localised in the adipose 

tissue, low expression in liver and very low expression in muscle, it is not clear how 

it can affect the muscle uptake o f  glucose, which is the major tissue o f glucose 

disposal. A plausible mechanism o f  action emerges after evaluating the set o f 

transcriptional changes originating from the activation o f  PPARy. These include
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genes involved in glucose uptake (c-Cbl-associated protein/CAP and GLUT 4), lipid 

uptake and storage (CD36, aP2, LPL, FATP and acyl-CoA syntase) and energy 

expenditure (glycerol kinase/GyK, uncoupling protein UCP-2 and UCP-3). 

However, the effect on CAP and GLUT4 cannot solely be responsible for the 

efficacy o f TZD, since adipose tissue is accountable for the 5% o f the total glucose 

disposal.

Sequestering lipids into fat stores reduces the metabolic burden on the liver 

and muscle as well as promoting glucose use. Free fatty acid (FFA), in particular, 

causes insulin resistance in muscle, thus lowering these molecules has some 

beneficial effects. Similarly, UCPs allow protons to cross the mitochondrial 

membrane bypassing the ATPase, thus diverting potential energy into heat instead 

o f ATP formation. Increased energy expenditure should be therapeutically beneficial 

in diabetic patients, especially in those associated with obesity. PPARy ligands also 

appear to increase glucose oxidation in the muscle and decrease gluco-neo-genesis 

in the liver in part by down-regulating pyruvate dehydrogenase 4 (PDK40) and 

PEPCK. Finally, by repressing the expression o f molecules such as TNF alpha and 

leptin in the adipose tissue, they are able to influence insulin resistance.

Thus, rather then a singular mechanism accountable for the effect o f PPARy 

agonists in type II diabetes, an ensemble o f actions has emerged that might be 

synergistically responsible for the lower level o f glucose and the improved insulin 

sensitivity.

3.4.3 Cancer and PPAR y

The discovery o f PPARy and its capacity to promote the differentiation and 

stop the proliferation in adipocytes, suggested that this receptor may be capable o f 

reducing malignant cancer behaviour. This was first highlighted in human 

liposarcoma, a malignant cancer o f adipose tissues. Many sarcoma have been found 

to over express PPARy and be more sensitive to administration o f PPARy agonists. 

Exposure o f the sarcoma to PPARy ligands caused differentiation, lipid 

accumulation, cessation o f growth and expression o f mRNAs characteristic o f 

mature adipocyte. PPARy is also expressed in different epithelial tissues, important
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in human cancer, such has breast, prostate and colon. This evidence suggests the 

importance o f PPARy agonists as a potential target for cancer.

3.4.4 Neuroprotection and PPAR y-

Pioglitazone (see section 1.5), as with other PPARy agonists, have been 

discovered to possess the ability to suppress T-cell activation suggesting that it 

might be useful in the treatment o f inflammatory diseases. Moreover, activation o f 

PPARy in microglia (as well as macrophages) results in decreased activation o f 

these cells ’ . This implies that PPARy may be useful in a number o f central 

nervous system diseases (CNS), such as Parkinson Disease (PD), Alzheimer’s 

Disease (AD) and M ultiple Sclerosis (MS). It is now evident that PPARy plays a 

major role in the regulation o f the inflammation process^^’̂ ®.
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3.5 PPARy ligands

3.5.1 Synthetic Ligands

With some exceptions, PPARy agonists can be classified into three groups of 

molecules: T Z D  ,Dihydro-cinnamatate derivates (such as AZ-242) and tyrosine 

derivates (G1 262570).

3.5.1.1 T Z D  derivatives

The first agonists with high affinity for PPARy identified were a class of 

anti-diabetic drugs known as TZD^' ( Table 3-1). TZD are generally selective for 

PPARy over the other subtypes of PPARs although exceptions are known in the
I A  y 'y

literature ’ . TZDs have been developed over a period of 20 years. The structure of 

Rosiglitazone in complex with PPARy has been reported in the presence (PDB entry 

1FM6)^^ and in the absence (PDB entry 2PRG)^'* of the hetero-dimer RXR. TZDs 

generally show an anti-diabetic effect lowering the blood level of glucose, although 

they often produce weight gain and do not improve the lypidemia in patients. 

Furthermore they exhibit side effects, such as increased adiposity, edema, significant 

cardiac hypertrophy and the risk o f heart failure.
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Table 3-1 T2D derivatives.

Trogliatazone^^ was approved in the US in 1997 and withdrawn in 2000 for liver 

damage occurring in around 1 in 100,000 patients^^. Side effects apart, troglitazone 

lowered the level o f  blood glucose in patients and reduced insulin resistance.

Rosiglitazone (BRL 49,653) is the current leader o f  the insulin sensitiser market. It 

was launched by Avandia in the US in 1999 and in Europe in 2000. The properties
■yn ■lo

o f rosiglitazone are also extensively reported in literature ’ . The drug is a very 

successful treatment for type II diabetes. It does not appear to cause liver damage, as 

troglitazone, and effectively lowers blood glucose. In contrast, rosiglitazone has 

negative effects on body weight and lipid profiles^^.

pioglitazone^^’'**’ (patented by Actos) was approved in the US in 1999. The 

literature reports similar anti-diabetic effect as rosiglitazone and it does not appear to 

produce any liver damage. In contrast with rosiglitazone, pioglitazone has a 

favourable lipid profile and appears to have anti-atherosclerotic effect^^.
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MCC-SSS'^' (isogliatazone) was reported to be more efficacious then pioglitazone 

and troglitazone in lowering the plasma levels o f glucose, insulin and triglyceride. 

The activity o f MCC-555 appears to be context specific on PPARy, as the activity 

varies from full agonist to partial agonist depending on the target tissue.

R-483 (BM 13.1528) and the similar BM13.2054 are other examples o f TZD 

developed in recent years'*^ and their acute and chronic effect on body weight and 

glucose levels has been investigated. In addition to PPARy activation, evidence 

shows that these compounds affect muscle glucose metabolism^^.

NC-2100 is a TZD with a similar structure to MCC-555 and, like that molecule, it 

seems to have a specific activity on PPARy depending on the context. The EC50 of 

NC-2100 is 30-50 fold less active then rosiglitazone, although it has the same 

capability to reduce plasma levels o f glucose in mice. It also causes lower body 

weight increases, probably due to the high induction o f UCPl and UCP2 

(Uncoupling Protein).

CS-011 (rivoglitazone) is a TZD under development for the treatment o f type II 

diabetes. CSS-011 has been shown to have superior bioavailability, efficacy and a 

longer half-life in rats when compared with rosiglitazone. Body weight increases 

were also observed at therapeutic doses. CSS-011 had greater hypoglycaemic 

potency compared with rosiglitazone in mice and was more potent than rosiglitazone 

in adipocyte differentiation assay^^.

DRF-4158 (PAT-5A) was reported as having comparable anti-hyperglycemic 

activity to rosiglitazone and troglitazone with a better lipid profile"* .̂ The TZDs 

contain a stereogenic centre at C-5 o f the heterocyclic head group but have been 

developed as a racemate since they undergo racemisation under physiological 

conditions^^. A PPARy binding assay revealed that only the (S)-enantiomer o f the 

TZDs bind to the receptor with high affinity'*'^. This result suggests that only 50% of 

the drug substance in the currently approved TZDs binds to the target receptor, 

while 50% of the drug substance is inactive'®.
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3.5.1.2 D ihydro-cinnam ate derivatives

To overcome the racemisation problem Buckle et al. have synthesised 

acyclic head group compounds that are less prone to racemisation: SB 213068 and 

its (S)-isomer, SB 236636, are representatives o f a series o f R-alkoxy- 

phenylpropanoic acids'*^’'*̂ . From a formal point o f view these compounds can be 

classified as dihydro-cinnamate derivatives (Table 3-2).

O C
SB-21306B(R,S) 

8B236636 (S)

CH s■CH,

AZ-242

Table 3-2 Cinnamate derivatives,

AZ-242 (AR-H039242 - Astra Zeneca) is a PPARa/y co-agonist with a cinnamate 

head group. Its structure in complex with both subtypes of PPARs has been solved 

(1I7G and liyi)"* .̂ It has been reported to have enantiomeric stability, which 

distinguishes it from classic TZDs. AZ-242 exhibits the ability to lower the blood 

glucose and a positive lipid profile.

3.5.1.3 Tyrosine derivatives

Farglitazar (GI262570) was one of the first compounds to be optimised 

based on its activity at human PPARy. It represents the first of a series of molecules 

that contains some o f the most potent agonists reported.

In addition, these compounds showed >1000 fold selectivity on PPARy over 

PPARa and Chemically farglitazar belongs to the class of N-(2-

benzoylphenyl)-L-tyrosine derivative. This molecule formally represents a 

hybridisation between the new tyrosine based scaffolding with “left-hand” sides 

from TZDs. GW-1929, GW-7872 and GW-7845^^ also belong to the series of
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tyrosine derivatives and are similar to Farglitazar for potency and selectivity over 

PPARy over the other subtypes (Table 3-3).

,CHi
‘ OH

'OH

Fargflazar (Gl 262570) GW7282

Table 3-3 Tyrosine derivatives.

3.5.2 Dual Agonists

Diabetic patients are also at a high risk for atherosclerosis and myocardial 

infarction, and some risk can probably be attributed to diabetic dyslipidemia, which 

is characterised by high triglyceride and low HDL levels. The PPARy selective 

agonists, such as rosiglitazone and pioglitazone are currently used in therapy for 

lowering glucose levels in diabetes although they do not significantly improve lipid 

levels in patients. In both diabetic and non-diabetic patients, hyper tryglyceridemia 

is often treated with fibrates, which are PPARa agonists. Fibrates can lower 

triglycerides levels 30-50% and also increase HDL up to 20% but do not improve 

glucose levels. Therefore, the discovery o f dual agonists (Table 3-4) active on 

PPARy and a may correct hyper-tryglyceridemia and diabetic dyslipidemia as well 

as lower the plasma level o f glucose.
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Table 3-4 Dual Agonists.

TZD KRP-297 (discovered by Kyorin Pharmaceutical) has been reported to have 

dual PPARa/y activity in a trans-activation assay. KRP binds directly with K j values 

o f 228 and 326 nM/L, respectively for the subunit a  and Unlike rosiglitazone, 

KRP-297 has a meta-substituted side chain across the central phenyl rings. The 

meta-substituted side chain may allow an improved fit to the PPARa protein^*^.

LY519818^^ (Lilly 2001, naveglitazone) represents a new class o f  non-TZD 

showing dual activity for PPARy/a. The series o f compounds, for which LY19818 

represents the leader, were prepared based on the rational design o f  a dual PPAR 

agonist agent using the putative pharmacophores o f known PPARy and a  selective 

compounds. Chemically it can be classified as a cinnamate derivative.

JTT-501 has a non-TZD scaffold with a dual agonist activity, although the 

isoxazolidinedione is structurally related to TZDs. It was reported to activate the a  

subunit 10-fold higher then for activation o f  PPARy. Its activity is likely to be
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mediated through a malonic amide metabolite that is generated by hydrolysis of the 

heterocyclic ring.

DRF-2725^' is a cinnamate derivative (also known as NN622) and is a dual agonist 

PPARy/a whose binding mode has been determined by X-ray crystallography (PDB 

entry: IN YX ). In diabetic, insulin resistant, hyper-lipidemic mice, treatment with 

this compound showed 56% reduction of plasma glucose and 62% reduction in 

triglyceride as compared to 33% reduction in glucose and 16% reduction in 

triglyceride by rosiglitazone. It has also shown extremely good oral bioavailability 

and pharmacokinetic characteristics.

C'y

TZD-18  ̂ is a TZD derivative that displayed robust anti-diabetic activity in mice 

and Zucker fatty rats and was more potent then rosiglitazone in both species. It has 

the capability to lower the lipids level and therefore it presents a favourable lipid 

profile for the treatment of type II diabetes or syndrome X.

YPA^^ is a cinnamate derivative that has been co-crystallised with PPARy (PDB 

entry IKNU). It has shown both anti-diabetic and hypolipidemic effects.

3.5.3 Partial Agonists

Several alternative approaches have been taken to seek classes of PPAR 

ligands with improved therapeutic profiles thus minimising the undesirable side 

effects.

As an example GW-0072 (GSK) (Table 3-5) is a compound that does not classify 

easily into any of the above chemical categories. GW-0072 was identified from a 

combinatorial library of non-TZD thiazolidine acetamides. It has a profile as a 

partial agonist in trans-activation assay with only l5%-20% of the efficacy of 

rosiglitazone. It antagonises rosiglitazone in this assay to the level of its own partial 

agonist activity. GW-0072 behaves as a full antagonist of rosiglitazone-induced 

adipocyte differentiation. Thus, this drug is a PPARy modulator that can inhibit the 

adipogenic effect of rosiglitazone, but not of insulin, since it appeared to function as 

an insulin sensitiser.
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GW-0072

HO

Table 3-5 GW-0072.

Furthermore, GW-0072, as shown in the following paragraphs, shows an 

atypical binding mode within the LBD of PPARy, without any direct interaction 

with the region AF-2, believed to be essential for the activity for PPAR y agonists.

3.5.4 Natural Ligands
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TFie search for the natural PPARy ligands led to the discovery o f a number o f 

fatty acids and eicosanoid derivatives that bind and activate the receptor'® (Table 

3-6).

13-HODE

 ̂ __^ ^  COOH

eicosapentanoic acid (EPA)

9-HODE 15-deoxy-A’^’''-PGJ2

Table 3-6 Natural Ligands fo r PPARy.

The essential fatty acids linoleic acid, linolenic acid, arachidonic acid and 

eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) have been shown to bind PPARy at micromolar 

concentrations found to be present in human serum '̂*. It is unclear i f  these 

concentrations can be present inside cells. A possible mechanism o f action may 

involve their metabolites. The 15-lipoxygenase metabolites o f linoleic acid, 9- 

HODE and 13-HODE, have been shown to function as micromolar PPARy 

agonists^^. Thus, metabolic conversion o f polyunsaturated fatty acids inside cells 

could supply an extra level o f hormonal regulation o f PPARy. Additionally, the J -  

series o f prostaglandins derived from PGD2 have also been identified as PPARy 

ligands. The terminal metabolite 15-deoxy-12,14-prostaglandin J2 (15d-PGJ2) 

activates PPARy in low micromolar concentrations and also induces adipocyte 

differentiation ’ . This prostaglandin has become the most widely used natural 

PPARy ligand. However, it is important to note that 15d-PGJ2 mediates some o f its 

effects in cells through PPARy’s independent signalling pathways, and caution must 

be exercised in attributing the biological effects o f 15d-PGJ2 solely to activation o f
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PPARy'*^. Furthermore, the molecular recognition o f fatty acids by PPARy has been 

resolved with X-ray crystallography (PDB entry: 3GWX)^’ .

3.6 PPARy LBD

Several structures o f PPARy have been crystallised either with natural 

ligands^^, with synthetic ligands^^ or the apo-structure without any ligand^'*. Some o f 

the structures were solved as homo-dimers, others as hetero-dimer with RXR. 

Furthermore PPARy has been also crystallised with some peptidic co-activators 

where it is easy to identify interacting features as the LxxLL m otif (LrLeucine).

A list o f the LBD crystal structures available on the PDB database is shown 

in Table 3-7 with the relative codes and resolutions.
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PDB ID Res A Year Authors

IGWX 2.50 2000 Xu, H.E., Lambert, M.H., Montana, V.G., Park, D.J., Blanchard, 
S., Brown, P., Sternbach, D., Lehmann, J., Bruce, G.W., 
Willson, T.M., Kliewer, S.A., Mllburn, M.V.

1I7I 2.35 2002 Petersen, J.F.W., Cronet, P., Folmer, R., Blomberg, N., 
Sjoblom, K., Karlsson, U., Lindstedt, E.-L., Bamberg, K.

IKNU 2.50 2002 Svensson, L.A., Mortensen, S.B., Fleckner, J., Woeldike, H.F.
IPRG 2.20 2001 Nolte, R.T., Wisely, G.B., Milburn, M.V.
IRDT 2.40 2004 Haffner, C.D., Lenhard, J.M., Miller, A.B., McDougald, D.L., 

Dwornik, K., Ittoop, O.R., Gampe Jr., R.T., Xu, H.E., 
Blanchard, S., Montana, V.G.

IWMO 2.90 2004 Ostberg, T., Svensson, S., Selen, G., Uppenberg, J., Thor, M., 
Sundbom, M., Sydow-Backman, M., Gustavsson, A.L., 
Jendeberg, L.

IZEO 2.50 2006 Shi, G.Q., Dropinski, J.F., McKeever, B.M., Adams, A.D., 
MacNaul, K.L., Elbrecht, A., Berger, J.P., Zhou, G., Doebber, 
T.W.

2ATH 2.28 2006 Mahindroo, N., Huang, C.-F., Wu, S.-Y., Hsieh, H.-P.
2F4B 2.07 2006 Lu, I.L ., Peng, Y.H., Mahindroo, N., Hsieh, H.P., Wu, S.Y.
2FVJ 1.99 2006 Benz, J., Burgermeister, E., Flament, A., Schnoebelen, A., 

Stihle, M., Gsell, B., Rufer, A., Ruf, A., Kuhn, B., Maerki, H.P., 
Mizrahi, J., Sebokova, E., Niesor, E., Meyer, M.

2GTK 2.10 2006 Kuhn, B., Hilpert, H., Benz, J., Binggeli, A., Grether, U., 
Humm, R., Maerki, H.-P., Meyer, M., Mohr, P.

2HFP 2.00 2006 Pokross, M.E., Evdokimov, A.G., Walter, R.L., Mekel, M.J., 
Hopkins, C.R.

2I4J 2.10 2007 Pochetti, G., Mazza, F.
2I4P 2.10 2007 Pochetti, G., Mazza, F.
2I4Z 2.25 2007 Pochetti, G., Mazza, F.
20M9 2.80 2007 Ambrosio, A.L.B., Garratt, R.C.
2PRG 2.30 1999 Nolte, R.T., Wisely, G.B., Milburn, M.V.
2Q59 2.20 2007 Bruning, J.B., Nettles, K.W.
2Q5P 2.30 2007 Bruning, J.B., Nettles, K.W.
2Q5S 2.05 2007 Bruning, J.B., Nettles, K.W.
2Q61 2.20 2007 Bruning, J.B., Nettles, K.W.
2Q6R 2.41 2007 Bruning, J.B., Nettles, K.W.
2Q6S 2.40 2007 Bruning, J.B., Nettles, K.W.
2REW 2.35 2007 Muckelbauer, J.
4PRG 2.90 1999 Milburn, M.V.
1FM6 2.1 2000 Gampe Jr., R.T., Montana, V.G., Lambert, M.H., Miller, 

A.B., Bledsoe, R.K., Milburn, M.V., Kliewer, S.A., Willson, 
T.M., Xu, H.E.

1FM9 2.1 2000 Gampe Jr., R.T., Montana, V.G., Lambert, M.H., Miller, 
A.B., Bledsoe, R.K., Milburn, M.V., Kliewer, S.A., Willson, 
T.M., Xu, H.E.

1K74 2.3 2001 Xu, H.E., Lambert, M.H., Montana, V.G., Moore, 
L.B., Collins, J.L., Opiinger, J.A., Kliewer, S.A., Gampe Jr., 
R.T., McKee, D.D., Moore, J.T., Willson, T.M.

INYX 2.65 2003 Ebdrup, S., Pettersson, I.,  Rasmussen, H.B., Deussen, H.- 
J., Frost Jensen, A., Mortensen, S.B., Fleckner, J., Pridal, 
L., Nygaard, L., Sauerberg, P.

IKNU 2.5 2001 Svensson, L.A., Mortensen, S.B., Fleckner, J., Woeldike, H.F.

Table 3-7 PPARy crystal structure available on the PDB databanlc .

PPARy crystal structures revealed a large (1,300 A^) Y-shaped binding site 

inside which different ligands may be accommodated in different regions of the
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LBD itself*^’̂ .̂ M ost o f  the ligands bind the PPARy LBD in a U shape 

conform ation, and usually occupy a small percentage o f  the cavity itself 

(Rosiglitazone 40%)^*^. In detail, the structure o f  Rosiglitazone in com plex with 

PPARy (Figure 3-2) has been reported both in the presence (1FM 6) and in the 

absence (2PRG) o f  RXR. Both com plexes are quite similar, showing fundam entally 

the same essential ligand-protein interactions. An inspection o f  the crystal structure 

shows how the polar TZD head forms hydrogen bonds with essential residues 

located in the proximity o f  the Helix 12 (in the AF-2 region): HIS-323, TYR-473 

and HIS-449 (Figure 3-2).

//

\ \
TYR_473 \ HIS_449 J

Figure 3-2 PPARy LBD bound with Rosiglitazone (IFM6). TYR-473, HIS-323 and HIS-449 are 
labelled.

Similar interactions are shown in the co-crystallised structure o f  AZ-242 

bound to PPARy. The polar head o f  the ligand (Dihydro-cinnamatate group) is 

located again close to the residues m entioned above.

A PPARy/a dual agonist (Farglitazar) has been co-crystallised in the hetero- 

dimeric complex with RXR (IFM 9). Again, farglitazar binds the receptor in a 

sim ilar fashion to that depicted above. Its polar head (dihydro-cinnam atate
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derivates) binds identically to AZ242, with the carboxylic function interacting with 

the three residues.

The tails of the two ligands form vdW contacts in the same pocket although 

the details of the binding are different. Finally, a notable exception to this rule is 

represented by ligand GW-0072 (partial agonist) which shows no interaction with 

the AF-2 portion of the LBD.

By analysing the binding mode, the essential role of those residues emerges. 

Located in proximity to the AF-2 region, they mediate the activity of the agonists. It 

is likely, as mentioned above, that these hydrogen bond interactions stabilise helix- 

12 in a conformation allowing the co-factor to bind the receptor with its LxxLL 

motif The interaction with the co-factor would then trigger the cascade of events 

leading to the activation of the transcriptional machinery and the effect of PPAR 

agonists '̂. Apart from those residues, many more interactions, mostly hydrophobic, 

and cluster of AA have been identified in recent publications with solvent mapping 

techniques . The list of features, or hot spots, is shown in Table 3-8.
Site description surrounding residues

PI binding the TZD and carboxyl groups of agonists F282, C285, Q286, S289, H323, Y327, F363,

and interacting with helix H I2 H449, L469, Y473

P2 buried between H3 and H5 and overlapping the C285, R288, S289, 1326, Y327, L330, F363,

middle of the agonists M364

P3 upper distal end of the binding site between H2 and 

H3 and reached only by the partial agonist GW0072

R288, E291, A292, E295, M329, E343

P4 hydrophobic pocket close to the entrance and close S255, E259, F264, H266, V277, A278, R280,

to the distal-end group of agonists 1281, G284, F287, 1341, S342, M348

B surface pocket In the back between H7 and P366, E369, F370, K373, D441, Q444, 1445,

H10/H11 and overlapping the dimerlsation region E448

F surface pocket between H3 and H12 Q283, Q286, F287, S464, H466, L469

C1 surface pocket between H10 and H12 and possibly V450, L453, Q454, K457, M463, L465, Q470,

contributing to cofactor binding Y473, K474, D475

C2 between H5 and H I2 and overlapping with the V293, T297, V315, L318, K319, T447, L468,

binding site of the coactivator peptide SRC-1 E471, 1472

E l pocket defined by the lower ends of helices H3, 

H7, and H10

E276, 1279, R357, F360, M364, E460, D462

E2 putative ligand entrance between H2’ and the p K244, F247, G258, E259, K261, 1262, F264,

sheet K265, 1341, S342, Q345, G346

Table 3-8 List o f hot spots recognisable in PPARy LBD identified by solvent mapping technique 
(taken from reference
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The binding site identified as PI contains the important residues SER-289, 

HlS-323, HIS-449 and TYR-473. This cluster is present in co-crystallised structures 

with strong agonists suggesting that these compounds are able to produce this 

protein conformation. In contrast, site P2 is formed in the ligand-free PPARy 

(structure PDBentry 4PRG). M oreover, PPARy bound with the partial agonist 

GW0072^^ has been found forming interactions with the site P2 rather than the site 

P I . The area P2 is located between helix 3 and 5 and it can be depicted as a box that 

buries the central link o f  a classic TZD ligand and is highly hydrophobic.

The site P3 is also rather important. This is a pocket on the right arm o f  the 

Y-shaped binding site, which is out o f  reach o f  the known agonists. The only agonist 

able to interact with this portion o f  the protein is the partial agonist GW0072^^.

Site P4 is highly hydrophobic and it is close to the lower end o f the ligand- 

binding site, defined by H3 from the left, and by the P sheet and helix H2’ from the 

right.

A potential spot for the dimerisation region has been identified (site B) as 

well as the interaction site with co-activators (site C l and C2). Site B is located in 

the back o f the LBD, between helices 7 and 10/11. Site C is located around H12 

where, in a similar fashion with the other nuclear receptors, a hydrophobic box is 

defined and recognised by the co-activator LxxLL motif.

Finally a putative entrance site has been identified close to site E l and E2, 

(located between the helix H 2’ and the P-sheet). This site is only present in the 

agonist-bound crystal structure, with the exception o f  1I7I. In this structure the distal 

methylsulfoxy group o f  AZ 242 reaches further down into pocket P4 than in the 

other agonist structures.

The main interactions between a protein and a ligand can be deduced using 

LPC (Ligand Protein Contacts)^''. This software computes distances between the 

ligand and the protein present in the file coding for 3D coordinate o f the crystal 

structure. A list o f  putative hydrogen bonds calculated by LPC is shown in Table 

3-9.
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Residue 1NYX 1KNU 1K74 2PRG 1FM9 1171 1GWX 1WM0

HIS449 2.8 .9 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.4

HIS449 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.5 3.2 3

HIS323 2.6 3 2.7 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.7

SER289 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8

TYR473 3.5 2.9 3.2 2.8 3.5 2.7 2.5

TYR473 2.8 2.5 2.4

GLY284 5 4.5 4.6

LEU340 4.3

SER342 5.1 4.7 5.4 4.8 3.3

CYS285 4.6 4.5

THR288 3.9

ALA342 5.6

GLU343 4.9

HIS266 3.2

HIS266 3.3

ARG280 5.5

Table 3-9 Putative Hydrogen bonds and their length (A) predicted by LPC. In the columns the crystal 
structures are depicted and in the rows the main residue interactions identified as essential in each 
complex.

Table 3-9 shows how the most frequent interactions in almost every crystal 

structure solved are the contacts between the ligand and residues in the AF-2 region 

(HIS-449, HIS-323 and TYR-473).
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3.7 Computational Methods

The computational protocol used for screening was entirely integrated into 

PP^^: A protocol was developed in order to fully integrate third party software (e.g. 

OMEGA, CORINA, FRED and in-house scripts). Furthermore the integration 

scripts were specifically developed to run in a multiprocessor environment reducing 

therefore the overall computational time required for the virtual screen (Sun Grid 

Engine running of a cluster o f 16 Intel Xeon CPU 3.06 GHz).

3.7.1 Validation set and screening Set

35 PPARy agonists were initially retrieved from the WOMBAT database^^, 

selecting those molecules with associated biological activity data. The full list of 

PPARy selected structures with references is depicted in the appendix of this 

chapter. All of the 35 molecules passed vHTS filters and organic filters implemented 

in PP. The protocol was first validated and optimised using a validation set of decoy 

molecules seeded with the 35 PPARy known actives. The quality of the protocol was 

evaluated considering the ROCs results after implementing post-processing 

techniques. Screening and decoy validation sets were obtained following essentially 

an identical protocol. The only difference between the sets was the final number of 

molecules, adjusted using a clustering step: for the validation set the clustering 

restricted the total number of structure to 1,000. For the screening set the output 

cluster centres were 10,000. The source for the validation set was SPECS^^ and for 

the screening set Maybridge , SPECS and Asinex Platinum were utilised. The mol2 

file format has been utilised throughout the validation and the screening.
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3.7.2 Pre-processing

Both validation and screening sets were in itially filtered using drug-like 

filters implemented in PP (Organic Filter, HTS filter and Lipinski Filter), ensuring 

duplicates were removed.

An ADMET prediction model implemented in PP pilot was used to rule out 

compounds predicted to poorly cross the Blood Brain Barrier^^. This component can 

calculate two properties:

ADMET BBB: Log o f Brain/Blood partition coefficient (LogBB).

ADMET BBB Level: Ranking o f the LogBB values into one o f the following 

levels: 0 : Very High, 1 : High, 2 : Medium, 3 : Low, 4 : Undefined (Molecule is 

outside the confidence area o f the regression model used to calculate LogBB). 

Molecules with level equal 3 were discarded. Undefined molecules were kept.

(ADMET_BBB_Level <= 2 or ADMET_BBB_Level == 4).
The ADMET filter was applied in order to increase the chance o f identifying 

PPARy ligands with a favourable Blood-Brain Barrier pharmacodynamics and the 

ability to enter the CNS.

Clustering was carried out using the component implemented in PP. This 

component clusters the input molecules based on molecular descriptors and adds a 

cluster membership property to each record. Clustering is based on Tanimoto 

similarities between the user-selected descriptor sets. The clustering method is a 

relocation method based on maximal dissimilarity partitioning. Details o f the 

algorithm were discussed in Chapter 1. The cluster centres and closest to centre were 

included in the output (DistanceToClosest >= 0 .7  or
ClusterCenter !=  0) .

A  bad valence filter was applied to leave out molecules containing one or 

more atoms with bad valence states: input molecules are examined for bad valence 

states (such as quaternary nitrogen atoms with no charge on the N).

A Bayesian classifier was trained on the set o f actives to ensure that similar 

ligand properties for both the validation and screening sets was used.

Finally, prior to the generation o f conformers, stereocentres and charges 

were standardised and ionisation states were enumerated between a pH o f 7 and 8.
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Using the PP S tandard ize  S tereo component atoms that are perceived as 

true stereo atoms but which have no stereochemical markings are set to 

UnicnownAtomStereo. Atoms that have stereochemical markings but which are not 

true stereoatoms are set to NoAtomStereo. Similarly, bonds that are perceived as 

true stereo double bonds, but which have no stereochemical markings are set to 

UnknownBondStereo. Bonds that have stereochemical markings but which are 

not true stereo bonds are set to NoBondStereo.

For the C harges S tandard iza tion  component the following formal charges 

for common functional groups are applied:

Quaternary Nitrogen: +1
Nitro groups: N+(=0)0-
Diazonium N: +1
Oxygen with three attachments: + 1
X=0-C Oxygen: +1
Sulfur with three attachments: + 1
S=0-C Sulfur: +1
F, Cl, Br, I with no attachments: -1

3.7.3 Generation of conformers

Following the approach o f  Chapter 2, for each entry in the validation and 

screening set in sd f format nine different permutations were produced using the 

script described in the Appendices to Chapter 2. Subsequently COR1NA3.4™ and 

OMEGA2.0^' (described in Chapters 2 and 4) were used for the generation o f  three 

dimensional structures. CORINA was employed with default settings. A record o f 

the parameters used for OM EGA2.0 is presented in the Appendix o f this chapter. 

This list o f  parameters was obtained after numerous trials following the broad 

approach detailed in Chapter 2.

Following conformer generation with CORINA and then OMEGA, each 

structure was checked for the presence o f  overlapping atoms using an algorithm 

implemented within PP. The coordinates o f each input molecule were checked to
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determine whether or not there were pairs o f atoms too close to each other. 

Molecules must have either 2D or 3D coordinates. This component is useful to 

assess the quality o f 2D molecular depictions or of 3D conformations. For this 

purpose the default vdW scale factor o f 0.7 was used. This value specifies the 

scaling factor to apply to each atom’s vdW radius for bump checks. This factor is 

used to multiply the vdW radius of each heavy atom in the molecule.

3.7.4 FRED: Rigid Docking

After numerous tests consisting of docking into different crystal structure 

coordinates available from the PDB repository, the coordinates of the crystal 

structure identified with PDB code IN Y X  was selected as the frame reference to be 

used to carry out the docking with FRED^^ (see section 1.9.1).

IN Y X  is the Ligand binding domain of the human PPARy in complex with a 

dual-acting PPARy/a agonist Ragaglitazar. The coordinates of the receptor were pre- 

processed as explained in Chapter 1, including partial charge optimisation 

(AMBER99^^), hydrogen addition and subsequent minimisation (AMBER99^^). The 

ligand and apo-protein were then saved as different files and used respectively as the 

box and pocket reference. All the scoring functions available in FRED were 

evaluated.

A complete list of FRED parameters is given in the Appendix to this chapter.

3.7.5 Connolly and Gaussian Surfaces

The Connolly Surface, consists o f the boundary of the volume of space 

defined by removing all points inside the van der Waals surface o f spherical probe 

(that represents the solvent) located at all positions for which the probe does not 

contact the van der Waals volume of a molecule.

The Gaussian Surface is a smooth approximation of the Connolly Surface and 

is constructed from a sum-of-Gaussians density derived from the atomic coordinates 

of the molecule. The particular approximation has found use in determining atomic 

volumes and dielectric regions in electrostatics calculations^"*.
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3.8 Biological methods

Competitive binding affinity experiments were carried out using purified 

human PPARy LBD and applying Fluoromone, a fluorescein-labeled PPARy ligand. 

Both were contained in the PPARy Green Assay Kits obtained from Invitrogen 

Corporation. HrPPARy was stored at -80°, and not subjected to any vortexing.

3.8.1 Methodology

Upon binding of a fluorescent molecule to the HrPPARy and formation of 

the Fluoromone-receptor complex, it tumbles slowly resulting in a high polarisation 

value. Polarisation, measured in mP units, is directly related to the molecular 

volume of the tumbling molecule. Thus, if  a competing compound displaces the 

Fluorormone, it causes the molecule to tumble rapidly in solution and results in a 

low polarisation value being obtained. This change in mP value allows the 

determination of the binding affinity o f the compound. The concentration of the 

competitor that results in a half-maximum shift in polarisation is equivalent to the 

IC50 value, and a curve can be plotted using different concentrations of the test 

compound.

3.8.2 FP Competitive Binding assay

The FP assay was performed as per the manufacturer instructions. Briefly, 

complete PPARy Green Screening buffer was made up by addition of DTT (di- 

thiothreitol) to a final concentration of 5 mM in the buffer provided. PPARy LBD  

and Fluoromone were combined in complete PPARy Green Screen buffer to 0.001 

mg/ml and 5 nM respectively to give 2X PPARy LBD/Fluoromone green complex.
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The vial with the complex LBD/Fluoromone was gently inverted, ensuring no 

vortexing o f the mixture so as to avoid denaturation.

Competing compounds were prepared at a standard concentration o f 4 mM 

in DMSO. Compounds were diluted to 200 |o,M in Complete Screening Buffer.

The 2X PPARy LBD/Fluoromone green complex (20 |xL) was plated in 384 

well flat bottom black plates and 20 |xL o f competing compounds were subsequently 

added to each well. Each compound was repeated in triplicate.

Wells for positive control (Rosiglitazone), vehicle (DMSO) and blank were 

plated in triplicate as well.

Following two hours incubation, the sample underwent FP measurement using 

a 535 nm excitation. More details about the competitive binding assay theory are 

given in the appendix o f this chapter.
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3.9 Results

3.9.1 Validation -  Ligand re-insertion

The validation set o f molecules was used to refine the VS protocol and to 

prove its utility before the screening o f a larger library o f compounds.

Various trial experiments were run in order to determine the optimal 

parameters to be used for the generation o f conformers taking into account the 

quality o f (i) conformers and (ii) computational time spent for their generation. 

Furthermore, different PPARy co-crystal structures were tested against different 

scoring functions implemented in FRED. As depicted in Table 3-10, the most 

efficacious scoring function was Chemgauss2 with the co-crystal structure INYX. 

However, even when considering just the averages o f the ROCs score for each 

scoring function in the different PDB entries, INYX remained to be best structure 

and Chemgauss2 the best scoring function.

Chemgauss2 Chemgauss Chemscore PLP Screenscore Shapegauss Average

lfm6 0.843 0.87 0.53 0.697 0.726 0.857 0.754
lk74 0.884 0.79 0.574 0.692 0.758 0.785 0.747
Iknu 0.907 0.778 0.646 0.789 0.772 0.768 0.777
Inyx 0.953 0.832 0.661 0.843 0.828 0.815 0.822
Irdt 0.858 0.769 0.544 0.704 0.764 0.779 0.736
2fb4 0.921 0.763 0.654 0.794 0.779 0.75 0.777
2prg 0.85 0.796 0.596 0.673 0.708 0.777 0.733
4prg 0.858 0.752 0.677 0.806 0.803 0.734 0.772

Average 0.884 0.794 0.610 0.750 0.767 0.783 0.765
StDev 0.039 0.039 0.057 0.065 0.039 0.038 0.029

Table 3-10 ROCs values calculated fo r  each scoring function available in FRED against eight 
different PDB entries fo r  PPARy. In dark yellow  is highlighted the best combination.

Figure 3-3 shows the ROCs curve obtained. Furthermore, the combination o f 

CORINA, OMEGA for the generation o f the conformers and the rigid docking with 

FRED was capable o f reproducing the orientation o f Ragaglitazar (ligand in INYX 

PDB entry) with an RMSD of 0.6 A (RMSD by Openeye was used for every RMSD 

calculation) compared to the crystallographic ligand pose. Figure 3-4 illustrates the
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superimposition o f  the ligand in the original structure INYX (red) and the 

orientation reproduced by FRED (cyan). Figure 3-5 also shows how the best 

conform er generated using the method described in the previous section, resembled 

the coordinates and the orientation in the binding pocket o f  the co-crystal structure 

INYX. An RM SD o f  1.6A o f  the ligand fixed in the receptor was calculated.
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F iitc  P o s itm  Hate a  -  spM tridty)
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Figure 3-3 ROCs curve obtained from docking in PDB INYX, ranked using chemgauss2 scoring 
function.
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AF-2
I

Figure 3-4 Superimposition o f the original Ragaglitazar as in the PDB entry INYX (red) and the 
original re-docked ligand using FRED (cyan) within the binding pocket. The blue box represents the 
area in which FRED performed the docking.

Figure 3-5 Superimposition o f the original Ragaglitazar as in the PDB entry INYX (red), the re
docked using FRED (cyan) and the closest conformers created and subsequently docked (gray).
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3.9.2 Screening

SPECS, Maybridge and Asinex Platinum commercial collections were 

virtually screened for potential PPARy agonists following the approach described in 

the computational method section. The highest molecules ranked were ordered and 

tested for in vitro activity using the FP assay (20 from Specs, 10 from Maybridge 

and Asinex for a total o f 40 molecules).

Initial in vitro screening was performed using a single point concentration 

(100 nM final compound concentration in the well). Compounds exhibiting activity 

at that concentration were taken forward on for further examination with a six point 

concentration FP assay.

Out of 40 compounds, two structures exhibited single point activity and six 

point concentration analysis revealed for one of them (compound internal ID 79 -  

Maybridge ID: HTS10669) an IC50 of about 7 |^M. Figure 3-7 shows the graph 

obtained from the FP assay.

Figure 3-6 shows the binding pose predicted by the docking of compound 79 

into the PPARy LBD.
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Figure 3-6 Docked structure o f  compound 79 into PPARy LBD.

As  depicted in Figure 3-6, the combination o f  conform ers generation and 

rigid docking, produce a U shaped pose similar to the one observed for known 

PPARy agonists (Figure 3-5). The specific interaction will be discussed in the 

following section.
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FP polarisation Assay PPARgamma

125-1
■ Compound 79

100-

75-

f  50-

25-

-25-1 conc

ICso: 7.8017e-006^iM

ICso Standard Error: 4.7803e-006 to 1.2733e-005 |xM 

0.9311

Type:

Cmp ID 

SupplierNam e 

Positive Control 

Vehicle 

Concentration 

Activity (%  vehicle)

Rosiglitazone ICso

PPARy Polarisation Assay

79

Maybridge

l|aM Rosigitazone

DMSO

Six concentration duplicate 

~7 nM (ICso)

<1

1.6 nM

Figure 3-7 FP binding assay curve o f  compound 79. An ICso o f 7 was obtained. Test was run 
twice in duplicate. (MP: millipolarization units)
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3.10 Discussion

In this chapter we demonstrated the fu ll capability o f the virtual screening 

process. It is clear that utilising virtual screening methods in this manner can lead to 

the retrieval o f a novel active PPARy.

Although current vHTS methods may converge on similar novel molecules the 

VS protocol permits retrieval o f these compounds in a fraction o f the time.

In particular, in this work a novel potent ligand with an IC50 around 7 n,M was 

successfully identified from a consolidated database o f millions o f compounds taken 

from number o f database vendors.

The “ head”  o f compound 79 is similar to the agonist TZD series without the 

decoration although the absence o f free acid moiety is unusual for the known 

PPARy agonists. Furthermore, a hypothetical closure o f the chain as show in top 

part Figure 3-8 would lead to an indolic structure similar to the benzimidazol tail 

present in the Rivoglitazone (Figure 3-8). The link in case o f compound 79 is 

represented by a secondary amine, in the Rivoglitazone the related link is an ether 

group. The para-substituted benzyl group in the Rivoglitazone is finally substituted 

with a thiophene group.
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HcC

Compound 79

H X \
O

CH

NH
CS-011 (Rivoglitazone)

.CHa

JTT-501

NH
0

Ragaglltazar

Figure 3-8 Comparison between Compound 79, Rivoglitazone (a selective agonist), JTT-501 (dual 
agonist PPARy and PPARa.) and Ragaglitazar (ligand in PDB INYX).
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As for Rivoglitazone, similar features are exhibit by the dual agonist JTT-501 with a 

further modification of the tail section and a methyl group in the azo-oxy ring which 

allegedly confer the dual agonism to the molecule as discussed previously in the 

ligand section o f this chapter.

Those structural similarities lead us to predict that compound 79 should act as an 

agonist against PPARy, although the different “linkers” could lead to some activity 

in the PPARa or to a dual activity a/y.
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Figure 3-9 Ligand- Receptor Interactions fo r  the Ragaglitazar - IN Y X  crystal structure (top). 
Putative Compound 79- Receptor Interaction o f the binding mode predicted by FRED (bottom)
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Table 3-11 and Figure 3-9 describe the interactions that compound 79 and 

Ragaglitazar share with the receptor. The binding mode is similar to the one adopted 

by Ragaglitazar, with the distal thiophene head o f compound 79 interacting with the 

AF-2 region o f the LBD.

Liqand Properties 
weight 
lo«P 
TPSA

te«clivr 
HH/GBVl 
A f f i n i t y  
eCtirlency

23.997 kcal/Mol 
B.996 pKi 
0.344

Figure 3-10 Gaussian surface calculated on ligand 79 and residue HIS323of PPARy LBD.Green 
surface: hydrophobic area; purple: HBs; blue: polar area. The distance between HIS323 and the 
sulphur atom in compound 79 is 3 .19A.

As shown in Figure 3-10, polar interactions calculated with MOE, occur 

between the sulphur o f the distal thiophene ring and HIS323, even though the pose 

predicted by FRED does not place those atoms close enough (3.19A) and with the 

correct geometry. As shown in the picture, the polar surface (in blue) o f compound 

79 matches the polar surface calculated over the HIS323.

The absence o f hydrogen bonds between compound 79 and the receptor in 

this hydrophilic pocket, leads us to the assumption that this compound has been 

prioritised by ChemGauss2 mainly due to ligand-pocket shape complementarily.
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Interaction Site Residue Index

Site P1 TYR 473

HIS 323

SER 289

TYR 327

HIS 449

Site P2 ARG 288

ILE 326

LEU 330

CYS 285

Site P4 LEU 340

SER 342

ILE 341

Site C1 LEU 453

Site F LEU 469

Table 3-11 Neighbouring amino acids to Ragaglitazar and Compound 79

Table 3-11 lists the common residues in the FPARy LBD which compound 

79 and Ragaglitazar are buried within.

As described in Table 3-11, three different “hot spots” can be recognised. 

Site PI represents the interaction with helix 12 made by the head o f the ligand. 

Decorations o f the distal thiophene o f compound 79 with carboxylic or hydroxylic 

functions should strengthen the polar interactions with those residues and increase 

activity (Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-11 Site P I highlighted with a Gaussian surface; le ft Ragaglitazar (ligand in PDB INYX). 
Right: compound 79 as predicted by the docking.
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The molecule linker in the actives is buried between helix H3 and H5 (site 

P2) and in both cases it again exhibits interactions with similar AA (Figure 3-12).

Figure 3-12 Site P2 highlighted with a Gaussian surface; left: Ragaglitazar (ligand in PDB INYX); 
Right: compound 79 as predicted by the docking.

Site P4 clusters together the hydrophobic AAs close to the pocket entrance 

and close to the distal-end group o f the agonists. Hydrophobic contacts are probably 

established between the benzyl group o f compounds 79 and those AA (Figure 3-13).

Figure 3-13 Site P4 highlighted with a Gaussian surface; left Ragaglitazar (ligand in PDB INYX). 
Right: compound 79 as predicted by the docking.

To establish if compound 79 was selective for only PPARy in the context o f 

NR family, binding affinity was also established for the GR, Androgen Receptor and 

Estrogen Receptor (ERa/p). Single points concentration (80 |xM) showed activity 

against GR and a multiple points assay identified an IC 50 for ER„ and ERp o f 5 .8  )j.M 

and 5.7 |xM respectively.
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3.11 Future Work

Compound 79 exhibited potent on target binding to PPARy, however it is only 

a first step towards developing a novel therapeutic. As it was identified through the 

screening o f a 3"̂*̂ party vendor database it is devoid o f lead optimisation. Putative 

interactions with the receptor offer much room for optimisation through the 

introduction o f substituents on the thiophene group in order to increase the 

interaction with the residues located in proximity to the AF-2 helix. Outside the 

scope o f this work, vendor databases should be screened using similarity and 

substructure searches in order to find commercially available analogues. SAR data 

generated through this work will aid in focussing the design o f synthetically feasible 

analogues.

Based on the results from the Chemgauss2 scoring function a potential lead 

optimisation stage should also be performed using the protocol described in Chapter 

5. Further in vitro assays will be performed on the LNCap cell line that expresses 

PPARy which would give an indication as to the agonistic nature o f compound 79. 

Compound 79 has also already been submitted to the National Cancer Institute to 

investigate the potential chemotherapeutic effect of compounds 79 in 60 different 

cell lines.

In vivo tests in mice should also be performed on the optimised ‘hit’ in order 

to assess the ADME properties o f compound 79 (e.g. real plasma/BBB partition 

coefficient).

Dual activity against both PPARy and PPARa must also be investigated as the 

dual activity may be a key factor for the future pharmacological development of 

compound 79.
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3-Ap. Appendix to Chapter 3

List of PPARy agonists from WOI\^BAT

Molecule A ctlv ity_ type A ctlv lty_va lue Activ ity_specles References Name
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OMEGA2.0 list of parameters

#Interface settings 
#-pvmconf (Not set, no default)

#File Options :
-conunentEnergy true (default)
#-in ../my_validation_set.sdf 
#-log (Not set, no default)
-out omega_results5.sdf 
#-param (Not set, no default)
-prefix ppar_ (default)
-rotorOffsetCompress false (default)
-sdEnergy true (default)
-verbose false (default)
-warts true (default)

#3D Construction Parameters :
-buildff ramff94s_NoEstat (default)
-canonOrder true (default)
-deleteFixHydrogens true (default)
#-fixfile (Not set, no default)
-fixrms 0.150000 (default)
-fraglib

/proj ect/software/openeye/omega2.0/openeye/data/omega2/fraglib.oeb. 
gz

-fromCT true (default)
-maxmatch 10 (default)
-umatch true (default)

tStructure Enumeration :
-enumNitrogen true (default)
-enumRing true (default)

#Torsion Driving Parameters :
# -erange

-ewindow 30.000000 (default)
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# -rangelncrement 2 (default)
-rms 0.800000 (default)
#-rmsrange (Not set, no default) 
-searchff mmff94s_NoEstat (default) 
-tordrive true (default)
#-torlib (Not set, no default)

#PVM Parameters :
-pvmdebug false (default) 
-pvmpass 10 (default)
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FRED list of parameters
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ttlnterface settings 
# -param
/project/software/scitegic/public/users/cartag/parameters/param_fre 
d . txt
#-pvmconf (Not set, no default)

#Input Ligands :
-dbase /proj ect/scitegic/web/j obs/cartag/{ppcB6E64-0C88-4A4A- 

B6DB-29C65490EDAA}/temp/temp_in4.mol2 
-conftest none 
-assign_ligand_charges true 
#-molnames (Not set, no default)

#Active Site :
-pro

/proj ect/software/scitegic/public/users/cartag/apostructures/lNYX_a 
po,mol2 

-box
/proj ect/software/scitegic/public/users/cartag/ligands/lNYX_ligand. 
mol2

-addbox 2.500000
#-pharm (Not set, no default)
-assignjirotein_charges false

#Exhaustive Docking :
-no_dock false

#Exhaustive :
-exhaustive_scoring chemgauss2 
-rstep 1.500000 
-tstep 1.000000

#Negative_Image :
-clash_scale 0.750000 
-neg_img_size normal

#Nutnber of poses :
-num_j)oses 100 
-sqrt^poses false
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#Optimization :
-optimization pip

#Consensus Pose Selection :

#Scoring Functions :
-pose_select_weight_shapegauss 1 
-pose_select_weight_plp 1 
-pose_select_weight_chemgauss 0 
-pose_select_weight_chemgauss2 1 
-pose_select_weight_chemscore 1 
-pose_select_weight_screenscore 1

#Consensus Method :
-consensus_struct_by_product false 
-consensus_struct_by_score true

#Alternate Poses :
-num_alt_poses 0

#Force Field Refinement :
-discard_refined_poses_with_constraint_violations 
-refine no_refinement

#Scoring :

#Standard Scoring Functions :
-shapegauss true 
-pip true 
-chemgauss true 
-chemgauss2 true 
-chemscore true 
-screenscore true 
-zapbind false

#MASC Corrected Scoring Functions : 
-shapegauss_masc false 
-plp_masc false 
-chemgauss_masc false 
-chemgauss2_masc false 
-chemscore_masc false 
-screenscore masc false

true
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-zapbind_masc false

#Scoring Function Modifications ;

ftShapegauss :
-set_shapegauss_gamma 4.500000 
-set_shapegauss_kappa 0.700000

#PLP :
-scale_plp_clash 1.000000 
-scale_plp_hb 1.000000 
-scale_plp_metal 1.000000 
-scale_plp_steric 1.000000 
-scale_plp_sulphur 1.000000 
-include_plp_desolvation_penalty false

#Chemgauss2 :
-scale_chemgauss2_aromatic 1.000000 
-scale_chemgauss2_hb 1.000000 
-scale_chemgauss2_metal 1.000000 
-scale_chemgauss2_steric 1.000000

#Chemscore :
-scale_chemscore_hb 1.000000 
-scale_chemscore_lipophilic 1.000000 
-scale_chemscore_metal 1.000000 
-scale_chemscore_rb 1.000000 
-set_chemscore_use_oelib_rad false 
-set_chemscore_use_oelib_typing false

#Screenscore :
-scale_screenscore_ambiguous 1.000000 
-scale_screenscore_aromatic 1.000000 
-scale_screenscore_clash 1.000000 
-scale_screenscore_hb 1.000000 
-scale_screenscore_lipo 1.000000 
-scale_screenscore_metal 1.000000 
-scale_screenscore_plp l.000000 
-scale_screenscore_rb 1.000000

ttOutput :
-prefix fred 
-oformat sdf 
-output_scores true
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-output_structs true 
-serial false
-sort_by_top_consensus_pose false 

#Scoring Function Hitlists :

#Shapegauss :
-shapegauss_size 1000000 
#-shapegauss_cut (Not set, no default) 
-shapegauss_consensus_score_weight 1

#PLP :
-plp_size 1000000
#-plp_cut (Not set, no default)
-plp_consensus_score_weight 1

ttChemgauss :
-clriemgauss_size 1000000 
#-chemgauss_cut (Not set, no default)
- chemgaus s_consensus_score_we iglit 1

#Chemgauss2 :
-chemgauss2_size 1000000 
#-chemgauss2_cut (Not set, no default) 
-chemgauss2_consensus_score_weight 1

#Chemscore :
-chemscore_size 1000000 
#-chemscore_cut (Not set, no default) 
-chemscore_consensus_score_weight 1

#Screenscore :
-screenscore_size 1000000 
#-screenscore_cut (Not set, no default) 
-screenscore_consensus_score_weight 1

#Zapbind :
-zapbind_size 1000000 
#-zapbind_cut (Not set, no default)
-zapbind_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Shapegauss :
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-shapegauss_masc_size 1000000 
#-shapegauss_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-shapegauss_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC PLP :
-plp_masc_consensus_score_weight 1 
-plp_masc_size 1000
#-plp_masc_cut (Not set, no default)

#MASC Chemgauss :
-chemgauss_masc_size 1000000 
#-chemgauss_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-chemgauss_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Chemgauss2 :
-chemgauss2_masc_size 1000000 
#-chemgauss2_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-chemgauss2_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Chemscore :
-chemscore_masc_size 1000000 
#-chemscore_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-chemscore_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Screenscore :
-screenscore_masc_size 1000000 
#-screenscore_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-screenscore_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Zapbind :
-zapbind_masc_size 1000000 
#-zapbind_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-zapbind_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#Consensus Scoring Hitlists :
-consensus true 
-consensus_size 1000000 
-consensus_pool_size 1000000
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#MASC Chemscore :
-chemscore_masc_size 1000000 
#-chemscore_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-chemscore_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Screenscore :
-screenscore_masc_size 1000000 
#-screenscore_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-screenscore_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

#MASC Zapbind :
-zapbind_masc_size 1000000 
#-zapbind_masc_cut (Not set, no default) 
-zapbind_masc_consensus_score_weight 1

tConsensus Scoring Hitlists :
-consensus true 
-consensus_size 1000000 
-consensus_pool_size 1000000
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Competitive binding experiments and FP

Competitive binding assays are experiments in which a biological binding agent 

competes against labelled or unlabeled compounds for a specific target. The labeling 

may consist o f a fluorescent tracer (as in the fluorescence polarization assay), or a 

radioactively labelled tracer etc. In order to quantify a physical constant such as the 

affinity o f a ligand for a receptor, various assumptions and simplifications are 

typically made:

1. The interaction between the receptor (R) and the ligand (L) is reversible.

2. All the receptors molecules are considered as independent and equivalent.

3. The interactions are all measured at equilibrium.

4. Neither the ligand nor the receptor undergoes any degradation during the 

measured reaction.

Thus, at equilibrium the reaction between L and R can be described as:

Ligandfrgf  i- R e c e p t o r L i g a n d : R e c e p t o r  3-A

where k l and k-1 are respectively the association and the dissociation kinetic 

constants. As the mass action equation postulates, at equilibrium one can write the 

following equivalence:

[ L ig an d  frg^][R eceptorfree ]  U /H % 1 fe - i
t \ j  — ; ' — — 3-B

[ R e c e p t o r —L ig an d i IfiJ
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which can be rewritten as: 

_ Lf(Rt-B)

where Lf is the ligand concentration in its unbound state (free), Rt is the total 

concentration o f the receptor in either bound or unbound state and B represents the 

receptor in its bound states (receptor-ligand). Rearranging Equation 3-C:

L fR , -  LfB _
— s -------------------------

B K ^  +  B L f  — L f R f

B
(K^ 4-  Lf)  _  LfR,  

{K^ +  Lf )  (A*̂  + i-/)

B _  i /

Kd can be also depicted as the concentration of free ligand at which 50% of the 

receptor sites are occupied as shown in the equation below, obtained by setting B/Rt 

equal to 0.5 (1/2):

1 =  J ± -
2 /frf+ V

2Lf
=o 0  — ------- -—
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-  Lf 3-E

fit (K^+Lf)
B 3-D

is an equation for a rectangular hyperbola with a horizontal asymptote at high Lj 

corresponding to 100% of saturation o f the receptor. The ratio B/Rt is also called the 

fractional occupancy and it varies in the range between 0 and 1 (from fully saturated 

receptor to completely unbound receptor). Rearrangement of the previous equation 

yields to the following:

which is the equation of a line (y = m x -  b; plotting B/Lfvs. B ) where m = 1/Kd and 

b=R/Kd. Thus Rt/Kd is the y-intercept, Rt is the x-intercept and -1/kd is the slope. 

This equation is represented in the so called scatchard-plot below.

3-F

8 /L f

B

Figure 3-A: Example ofScatchard Plot. See tex t fo r  details.

The slope of the straight line in a Scatchard plot is related to the dissociation 

constant o f the ligand-receptor complex while the intercept on the abscissa reveals
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the number of available receptors. Straight lines indicate that a single affinity class 

o f binding sites is present. Deviations from straight lines are more difficult to 

interpret and cannot be resolved simply into two or more linear components; 

nonlinear curves can show the existence o f more than one class of binding sites. 

Another advantage o f the scatchard plot is that the Rt and Kj values can be 

determined by linear regression of Scatchard transformed data.

Analysis o f affinity constants in binding experiments assumes that the measurement 

is performed at equilibrium. This is usually accomplished by incubating a low 

concentration o f ligand with the receptor and following the amount of ligand bound 

over time (see picture below). The incubation time for most assays is the time 

required for 90% of the ligand to bind to the receptor (Figure 3-B).

TJ

0%
Time

Figure 3-B Example o f  a tim e dependent saturation experim ent

In most traditional binding experiments, the receptor concentration is kept constant 

and the ligand concentration is varied. It is equally correct to keep the ligand 

concentration constant and vary the receptor concentration. In FP, on the other hand, 

it is the small, labeled ligand that is held constant in addition to the receptor at low 

concentrations and a much higher concentrated, unlabeled molecule is titrated 

against it. Thus, a FP competitive binding experiment measures the binding of a 

single concentration of labeled ligand in the presence of various concentrations of 

unlabeled ligand. Ideally, the concentration of unlabeled ligand is varied over at 

least six orders of magnitude. The experiments are done this way in order to vary the 

labeled ligand from the completely free state (and lowest polarization value) to the
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completely bound state (highest polarization value), thus maximizing the dynamic 

range o f the experiment (details about FP principles are given in Chapter 1).

The analysis o f the FP results yields a measurement o f  the IC50, the concentration o f 

substance that provides 50% inhibition o f a certain reaction. In this case the binding 

o f the labeled ligand to the receptor. The IC50 is the parameter most commonly used 

to indicate the inhibitory effect o f compounds in competitive binding and functional 

antagonist assays. In similar terms, an EC50 parameter is used to describe the effect 

o f compounds in agonist/stimulator assays. The EC50 shows the concentration giving 

50% o f that compounds maximal response.

MM  md lab«te<j tgand 
bound infh«st»«nc« 
c^inhibitot

0.S

0.0
login

Figure 3-C: The ICsq, the concentration o f substance th a t provides 50% inhibition o f  a certain reaction  

Before fitting the curve shown in Figure 3-C, all replicate experiments from a given 

run (including multiple plates per run) for a given concentration are averaged. Thus 

only one point per concentration per run is used to fit the dose-response equation to 

the data. The four parameter logistic model, also called the Hill-Slope model, is the 

most common equation fitted to in vitro dose-response data. One form o f  the 

equation is

,   ̂ , U op -b ot)y  =  b o t  H —  3-g

where top and bot are in that order the higher and the lower fractional occupancy, y  

is the percentage activity and x  is the corresponding concentration. The fitted IC50 

parameter is the relative IC50, and is defined as the concentration giving a response 

half way between the fitted top and bottom o f the curve. One can compare the
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relative binding affinities (IC50) of two or more unlabeled ligands or, when the Kd of 

the labeled ligand is known, calculate the Kj o f the unlabeled ligands. Kj is the 

binding affinity of the inhibitor. Whereas the IC50 value for a compound may vary 

between experiments depending on labeled ligand concentration, the Kj is an 

absolute value. Ki is the inhibition constant for a drug; it represents the 

concentration of competing ligand in a competition assay which would occupy 50% 

of the receptors if  no labeled ligand were present.

Obtaining IC50 values with Equation 3-G under identical conditions is an excellent 

approach if the aim of the study is to compare the relative affinities of a series of 

ligands. Otherwise, in order to compare affinities from different experiments, the Kj 

must be derived. This can be achieved using the Cheng and Prussof correction:

l+Kii l+Lt/Ka)

W here/is  fractional inhibition, Lt is the total concentration of the labeled Ligand, I 

is the concentration of the unlabeled ligand, Kd is the dissociation constant for the 

labeled ligand and Kj is the dissociation constant for the unlabeled ligand.

When f=l/2 (50% of occupancy of the receptor), /  is equal to the IC 50 , Equation 3- 

H  can be rearranged in order to calculate the Kj  of the unlabeled ligand:

The great benefit o f competitive binding experiments is their ability to determine 

binding affinities without requiring labeling o f the ligand under study. In a typical 

competition experiment, the tracer is incubated with receptor and various 

concentrations of the unlabeled competing ligand. As the concentration of unlabeled

3-1
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ligand increases, it competes with the tracer for receptor binding. As the fraction o f  

tracer that is bound to the receptor drops, there is a corresponding drop in the 

polarization value. Competitive experiments performed using FP require relatively 

high receptor concentrations in order to bind significant amounts o f  the tagged 

ligand. FP competitive binding experiments should be designed such that the R/Kj 

ratio is at least 1, so that the polarization value in the absence o f  the unlabelled 

compound will represent at least 50% o f the maximal shift.

In the case o f  fluorescence polarization for PPARy discussed in chapter 3, 

polarization values were plotted against the concentration o f the test compound. 

Competitive binding experiments were used to analyze the binding affinities o f  

untagged ligands. The concentration o f the test compound that results in a shift 

toward higher polarization values is a measure o f  the relative affinity o f  the test 

compound for the PPARy ligand binding domain. The fitting o f  the curve shown in 

Chapter 3 was performed using the Prism software from GraphPad^'^ Software, Inc.
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4. Unbiasing Scoring Functions: a new re-scoring 

and normalisation strategy
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4.1 Abstract
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Ligand bias can contribute significantly to the number o f false positives (FP) 

observed in a virtual screening campaign. Utilising a receptor-based docking 

approach against a well established target of therapeutic importanceERa, coupled 

with several common scoring functions taken both individually and as a consensus, 

we sought to examine the characteristics of molecules retrieved by each. A set of 19 

actives and approximately 10,000 decoys trained by a Bayesian classifier to ensure 

similar ligand properties were docked to PDB entry 3ERT and ranked using 

ChemGuass, ChemGauss2, ChemScore, ScreenScore, ShapeGauss and PLP. 2D 

descriptors were calculated for all compounds and plotted versus the rank position of 

the compounds. In particular, several descriptors displayed a strong correlation using 

the Spearman coefficient with the ranked position of a compound. All of those 

descriptors also exhibited a positive correlation with molecular weight and to 

counteract this we have introduced a new normalisation procedure to reduce the 

dependence of certain scoring functions on molecular weight. It is also shown that 

scoring frequency analysis rather than enrichment calculation is a better method for 

gaining a more complete picture of a docking protocol. Finally, SIFt fingerprint 

analysis was also employed to highlight the advantages o f introducing these 

normalisation procedures.

Published as:
Unbiasing Scoring Functions: A New Normalization and Rescoring Strategy 
Giorgio Carta, Andrew J. S. Knox, and David G. Lloyd 
J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2007, 47, 1564-1571
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4.2 Introduction

Improvements in crystallography, genomics and proteomics have permitted a 

deeper understanding of the interaction between proteins and their endogenous 

ligands. More specifically, in the realm of computational chemistry, development of 

algorithms and new mathematical approaches to describe the binding between 

protein and ligand has allowed characterisation of many important interactions such 

as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic contacts and vdW interactions. This knowledge 

is now commonly utilised in processes such as SBVS, whereby the goal is to be able 

to simulate and accurately predict the docked position of a molecule inside a binding 

pocket allowing identification o f ‘binders’ from ‘non-binders’.

Subsequently each docked compound receives a score equivalent to the free 

energy of binding, generated from the predicted binding pose. The general 

assumption is that molecules that bind tightly to the receptor should be given a 

higher score. Once scored, molecules can be ranked, sorted and the top x% is 

generally retained for biological evaluation.

A large variety of methods have been described in the literature to calculate 

and predict in silico the binding affinity between a receptor and ligand, however, it 

is also well known that most fail to accurately predict it’. Nowadays, scoring 

functions can be classified into three main categories: Force-Field, Empirical and 

Knowledge-Based methods . Empirical and Knowledge-based methods are the most 

commonly used scoring functions in a VS campaign due to their inherent speed and 

ease of calculation.

In this work we focused our attention on the empirical method, such as that 

described originally by Bohm^’'*, who dissected the overall Gibbs free energy of 

binding into single contributions:

IsGbind = AGo + fSGhb y ]f(A R , A a )+
h-bonds

"h A(j/on/c /(a /? , A a )+ A G \ A i i p o  | +

ionic int

4-1
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where, AGh,mj is a summation of hydrogen bonds interactions, ionic interactions, 

hydrophobic contacts and minus an entropy penalty depending on the number of 

rotatable bonds. A wide variety of empirical scoring functions now exist as a result 

of Bohm’s pioneering work several of which we have utilised for the purpose of this 

study (ChemGauss^, ChemGauss2^, ChemScore^, ScreenScore^, ShapeOauss^ and 

PLP^) to rank a set of docked molecules generated from the FRED docking 

algorithm. Empirical scoring functions by nature are additive and generally exhibit a 

dependence on molecular weight resulting in a bias towards heavier molecules (false 

positives) in the top of a ranked list of molecules post-scoring. It has also been 

widely shown in the literature how the different scoring functions produce 

drastically different results when applied to same target’’̂ "'̂ . Combining two or 

more of these individual scoring functions into a consensus score can be more 

effective in the retrieval of active molecules and reduce this effect.

In this study, we propose a method of unbiasing individual scoring functions 

and suggest a normalisation procedure to refine the result and improve performance 

of the functions. The impact of this on combining the new scoring functions in a 

consensus scheme is also investigated.

A set of 19 actives and approximately 10,000 decoys, selected by a Bayesian 

classifier trained on the set of actives to ensure similar ligand properties, were 

docked against the ERa (PDB ID: 3ERT) using FRED2.11̂  as shown in Chapter 3. 

Enrichments were calculated and the results from each scoring function compared 

by a correlation matrix.

The 19 actives were obtained by processing the 40 estrogens antagonists 

used in our recent publication'^ through FILTER by Openeye. FILTER is a 

screening and selection tool that uses a combination of physical-properties 

calculation and functional-group knowledge to assess drug-likeness of compounds.
Q

A variety of 2D descriptors (available in MOE.2005.06 ) were calculated for 

all molecules and plotted against the ranked position produced by each scoring 

function for each molecule (Figure 4-1).
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2D

Rank

Molecule A:

MW:

Figure 4-1 Descriptor (y axis) plotted against ranked position (x axis)

For each plot a trend line was calculated and overlayed for each scoring 

function. The descriptors which exhibited a trend towards the best ranking 

molecules were selected and the correlation among them was explored. A 

normalisation procedure was applied to each of the scores depending on the strength 

of the trend exhibited by selected descriptors.

Comparison of enrichment rates before and after the rescoring procedure was 

carried out to illustrate the benefits of this normalisation procedure in reducing the 

number of false positives ranked highly due to increasing molecular weight. 

Enrichment is a commonly utilised measure of VS performance but it fails to depict 

the effect that each adjustment to a VS protocol has on the whole of the database, 

not just the actives. In line with this, Seifert'"* has observed that enrichment alone is
• • • "ynot sufficient for optimising a VS protocol . Thus, we propose that scoring 

frequency, i.e. the distribution of scores observed for a set of ranked ligands, is a 

better method for assessing the discriminatory power of these scoring functions.

To analyse the binding modes of the ligands used in the docking studies. 

Structural Interaction Fingerprints (SIFt'^) were employed as a means of 

determining whether ligands ranked at the top of a scored database after application 

of our normalisation procedure now exhibit better interactions with key residues in 

the active site of ERa.
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4.3 Computational Methods

4.3.1 Multi-conformers database preparation

The following protocol was fully automated through PP'^. Maybridge'^, 

Bionet and IBS2004 databases were filtered using a Bayesian algorithm trained for 

ERa. All molecules were standardised (e.g. keep largest fragment, check valences) 

and ionised at pH 7.4.

Nineteen estrogen antagonist structures were retrieved from literature (Table 

4-1) and parsed as above. The active and decoy set were merged and duplicates
1 Sremoved ensuring the final database size was 10,000. Omega 1.81 was employed 

for the generation of conformers. Default settings were kept with the exception of 

m axconf s=10, f  i n a l o p t = t r u e  and o u tp u t=  m ol2 to retain charges.
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Table 4-1 Structure o f  the 19 estrogens selectedfrom  the literature.

Docking: The coordinates of the estrogen receptor alpha co-crystal structure 

3ERT'^ with antagonist 4-hydroxytamoxifen were downloaded from Water

molecules were removed and MOE.2005.06* was used to add hydrogens to the 

protein and a minimisation protocol using MMFF94 force-field was implemented to 

adjust the positions of hydrogen while keeping the heavy atoms fixed at their 

coordinates. The ligand was extracted and used to define the 5 A search box for 

docking. FRED2.11^ was then used to generate poses inside the binding pocket 

using the standard default settings. The same protocol for docking was validated and 

is has been used in previous work by our lab

Scoring: Scoring of the docked poses for each ligand was achieved using the 

scoring functions implemented in FRED2.1.1 (ChemGauss2, ChemGauss, 

ChemScore, PLP, ScreenScore, ShapeGauss). Consensus scoring {testconf= none) 

was also calculated. In a previous publication we already showed that FRED2.01 in 

conjunction with ChemGauss and PLP provides excellent enrichment with ERa 

validating our choice of docking algorithm and set of scoring functions.

Correlation Matrices: Correlation matrices were calculated using

MOE.2005.06 applying Spearman’s formula (Equation 4-2). Spearman

Rank correlation measures the correlation between two sequences of values. The 

two sequences are ranked separately and the differences in rank are calculated at
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each position (D). Spearman Correlation is from -1 to \. N  represents the total 

number of element in the lists.

Normalisation and re-scoring: Scores resulting from each scoring function 

in FRED2.11 were imported in MOE.2005.06*, and 194 2D descriptors available in 

MOE were calculated for each ligand. All descriptors were plotted versus rank 

position o f the compounds in the database and a trend line calculated for each plot. 

Visual inspection of each plot led to a selection o f descriptors of which twelve 

exhibited a more prominent trend towards best ranking molecules. Correlating each 

the descriptors as below in Figure 4-2, it was observed that each o f the 12 correlated 

well with MW.

4-2
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Descriptors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MW 1 100 87 52 92 81 88 59 46 90 86 93 90

a_IC 2 87 100 39 86 74 80 45 58 88 89 84 89

rings 3 52 39 100 62 65 78 96 -25 36 54 57 53

a_heavy 4 92 86 62 100 95 96 71 46 95 92 97 96

a_nC 5 81 74 65 95 100 92 74 40 88 93 95 95

Zagreb 6 88 80 78 96 92 100 82 23 85 88 92 90

opr_brigid 7 59 45 96 71 74 82 100 -15 48 60 67 61

opr_nrot 8 46 58 -25 46 40 23 -15 100 65 50 49 54

Kierl 9 90

0000 36 95 88 85 48 65 100 00 CO 94 94

apol 10 86 89 54 92 93 88 60 50 89 100 94 98

SMR 11 93 84 57 97 95 92 67 49 94 94 100 98

vdw vol 12 90 89 53 96 95 90 61 54 94 98 98 100

Figure 4-2 Correlation matrix o f  12 descriptors. For example the correlation between molecular 
weight (labelled as MW) and a count o f  rotatable bond (opr_nrot) is highlighted in orange. a_ lC  : 
Atom information content (total); rings: number o f  rings; a jie a vy :  number o f  heavy atoms; a_nC: 
number o f  carbon atoms; Zagreb: Zagreb index; opr_brigid: number o f  rigid bonds; opr_nrot: 
number o f  rotatable bonds; K ie r l: firs t kappa shape index; apol: sum o f  the atom polarizablilities; 
SMR: Molecular refractivity; vdw_vol: van der Waals surface. Complete documentation about the 
descriptors used above may be found in the MOE reference manual.

Since the 12 descriptors correlation with each other, only the A/fFwas taken 

into account for further calculations. To negate the trend towards higher MW 

compounds being prioritised at the top o f the database, a normalisation procedure 

was introduced as follows. Firstly, the scores resulting from each scoring function 

and the corresponding MW of each were normalised from 0 to I according to:

norm Value= (jc -  m in)/(m ax- min) 4-3

where x  represent either the MW or the actual Score for each compound and 

min, max are the minimum and maximum values of the ranked set.

The ranked list was then re-scored in order to reduce the dependence o f the 

scoring function on molecular weight. A new formula was introduced to penalise 

only those molecules which exhibit high MW, and leave the remainder relatively 

unchanged.
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WScore= normScoreiX -  normMW)

A visual representation o f  the formula above is depicted in the Figure 4-3.

i .o _

0 .666.

0 .333.

0 .0.

0.25 0.5 0.75

Figure 4-3 Plot o f  the function y = ( l  -xf^^.

A linear scoring will award m olecules with low  MW and penalise m olecules 

with higher MW. The function showed in Figure 4-3 is intended to only penalise 

m olecules with higher MW and not affect those with low  MW.
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4.3.2 Analysis of the results
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Enrichment: The potential of the scoring functions to identifying a set of 

known active ligands from a set o f drug-likes ‘decoys’ is typically measured using 

the metric enrichment . Enrichment is a measure o f the proportion of hits retrieved 

in a subset o f compounds compared with the proportion of hits expected from a 

random sample of compounds.

Hits / N^  sampled 'sam pled

Enrichments were calculated over all the scoring functions, before and after re

scoring procedure.

Scoring frequencies: Scoring functions results can be analysed plotting the 

score frequencies. In other words, how many molecules (%) receive a certain score. 

Scoring frequencies were normalised for ease o f plotting, and results prior to and 

post re-scoring were analysed by this method.

SIFt fingerprints: Structural Interaction Fingerprints (SIFt) are used in this 

study to capture the interactions occurring between each docked pose of a compound 

and the residues of the active site of ERa. VS results for a set of protein-kinase 

inhibitors have previously been shown to produce superior enrichment using SIFt 

compared with traditional scoring functions. It has also been used to design target- 

focused libraries due to its inherent sensitivity to the target. In this light we have 

employed a SVL implementation of SIFt available in MOE.2005.06 to calculate the 

ID binary string. Tanimoto coefficient was utilised to discern the similarity between 

the string generated for the PDB entry 3ERT and the ranked poses. The top scoring 

200 molecules for each scoring function were assessed for similarity to the crystal 

structure with an overlap of 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, and 85%.
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4.4 Results

The graphics depicted in Figure 4-4 show the effect o f  the re-scoring 

procedure on the MW distribution plotted versus the rank position for the 

Shapegauss scored set.

CurrelatMMi H ul /kM:ul_pru|eL'l/shu|it>yuuss_iiunii.nMlb 
R -0 ./S 9 6  R 2 0 .S 7 68

Figure 4-4: Effect of the re-scoring procedure on the molecular-weight distribution plotted versus the 
rank position fo r  the Shapegauss scored set. Top part: before the normalisation; bottom part: after 
normalisation. Molecules with a molecular weight above 500 are highlighted in both the plots.

M olecules with a MW above 500 are highlighted, and moving from the first 

plot to the second we can observe these m olecules are more evenly distributed
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throughout the ranked set. A clear trend however, is still observed towards the rank 

position of higher MW molecules.

The enrichment curves retrieved for the scoring functions as implemented in 

FRED2.1.1 before rescoring and after re-scoring, are showed in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5 The enrichments curves before and after re-scoring.

Shapegauss and Chemgauss re-scored results (Wscore) show higher 

enrichment values when compared with the original scoring functions. Chemgauss2
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exhibits neither improvement nor a reduction o f enrichment. PLP, Chemscore and 

Screenscore original score enrichments outperform the re-scored enrichment resuhs.

To further investigate the increase in enrichment observed for Shapegauss 

and Chemgauss, but reduction for PLP, Chemscore, Screenscore, molecular weight 

versus the rank position was plotted for all scoring functions. The upper and lower 

MW for the active set lies between -340-480 and from Figure 4-6 it is clear that 

prior to the re-scoring procedure, both Shapegauss and Chemgauss retrieve 

molecules with a MW outside this range. After implementing our re-scoring method, 

the molecules retrieved by Shapegauss and Chemgauss are now in the same MW 

range as the active set, thus producing a higher enrichment. It is also shown that 

Chemgauss2 remains unaffected, correlating well with no change observed in 

enrichment.
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Molecular weight plot before re-scoring
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Molecular Weight plot after re-scoring
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Figure 4-6 M olecular weight versus the rank position p lo tte d fo r a ll scoring functions.

However, there is a significant shift towards the retrieval o f molecules that 

have a lower M W  than the active set. This would obviously result in an enrichment 

reduction for those particular scoring functions (Chemscore, PLP, Screenscore).

To examine the full effect o f our re-scoring procedure on both the active and 

decoy sets, it is necessary to look at the score distribution of each molecule for all 

the scoring functions (Figure 4-7).
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Score Distribution Chemgauss: A
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Score distribution Chemgauss: B
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Figure 4-7 Score distributions for all the scoring functions considered. Set A: before normalisation, 
Set B: after normalisation.
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Score Distribution Chemgauss2: A
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Figure 4-8 (Continuous).
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Scoring Distributions Chemscore: A
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Figure 4-9 (Continuous).

The graphs in Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 represent the score 

distributions for Chemgauss, Chemscore and Chemgauss2. For conciseness, the 

results for just three scoring functions are depicted, being representative of the three 

different scenarios obtained from the enrichment results:

• Re-scoring outperforms original score (Chemgauss)

• The original score outperforms re-scoring method (Chemscore)



• No appreciable change (Chemgauss2)

In the case of Chemgauss, a shift for the whole ranked set can be seen, with 

greater separation of the actives from decoys also. The discrimination between 

actives and decoys appears to decrease significantly for Chemscore, with the 

distribution of the estrogen remaining almost unchanged and the decoy set shifting 

higher. In the case of Chemgauss2, no significant difference is observed in the 

scoring distribution of the dataset.

Finally, to critically analyse and classify the type of compounds being 

retrieved from each screen, we introduced SIFt analysis to the procedure. The goal 

was to estimate if the compounds ranked in the top 200 for each scoring function, 

after re-scoring with our procedure, could better interact with the key residues of the 

active site compared than prior to re-scoring. The x  axis indicates the allowed 

overlap and in the y  axis the numbers of molecules with that percentage overlap. 

Thus the higher the number of molecules retrieved for a given overlap translates into 

closer protein-ligand equivalent to the ones observed in the crystal structure now 

being made for the top molecules in the ranked dataset.

The graphs below (Figure 4-10) show that after the re-scoring procedure the 

molecules recovered with an overlap of 65%-70% increase for all the scoring 

functions. For the scoring functions, Shapegauss, Chemgauss, Chemgauss2 

improved interactions are observed for all the higher ranked molecules with better 

overlapping at 70%-85% also.
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Figure 4-10 SIFt analysis results fo r all the scoring functions.
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Figure 4-11 (Continuous).
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As we have seen, after re-scoring there are improvements in the abihties of 

Chemgauss and Shapegauss to discriminate between actives and decoys in the 

database used. To fiirther illustrate the value of unbiasing the scoring functions with 

respect to MW, we formed a consensus score consisting of adding the rank by rank 

values from the original positions of PLP, Chemscore, Screenscore, Chemgauss2 

and the re-scored ranks of Chemgauss and Shapegauss.

% 0.20% 0.50% 1% 1.50% 2% 3% 5%

Ligands No. 9 23 47 70 94 142 236

Enrichmentoriginal 193 140 79 57 22 28 18

Enrichment_New_W score 220 140 79 57 42 28 18

Theoretical Maximum 248 204 100 67 50 33 20

Table 4-2 Consensus enrichment obtained with the original scoring function versus the one obtained 
after normalisation.

The new consensus enrichment (Table 4-2) obtained higher values in the first 

0.20% of the database, whilst the values in the rest of the database remained the 

same. The benefit of this procedure is evident considering the formula can be tuned 

by altering the exponential value to penalise more heavily compounds with high 

MW or low MW. We have not attempted to tune the function to its maximum 

potential as the purpose of the study was not to achieve high enrichment values, but 

to prevent high MW compounds from ranking highly in a database screen.
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this work we propose a procedure to un-bias scoring functions with regard 

to MW. It has been noted previously by Jacobsson et al. that ligand bias is a source 

o f false positives in structure-based virtual screening. Importantly, scoring functions 

are generally correlated with molecular size due to their inherently additive nature. 

Pan et al. proposed size normalisation by dividing by the square or cubic root o f the 

Heavy Atom Count (HAC) to negate the effect o f  this dependence. We have 

introduced a function that can be tailored or tuned to lightly or heavily impact this 

MW bias. This formula penalises exponentially higher molecular weight molecules 

and leaves other molecules untouched.

O f great importance in this respect is that it is calculated post-scoring and 

thus can be re-evaluated easily. The ranked set can also be easily, heavily biased 

towards the retrieval o f  more lead-like MW compounds without loss in their ability 

to interact correctly with key residues within the active site by increasing the value 

o f the exponential in our function.

Plotting the ranked position o f compounds versus their associated descriptors 

is a fast way to inspect the characteristics o f  the compounds which scoring functions 

rank better than others. The formula we propose can be applied to any descriptor 

where un-biasing is required. We propose that the Spearman coefficient be 

employed with the aim o f exploring possible relations between descriptors values 

and ranking position.

Although improvements in enrichments were observed for Chemgauss and 

Shapegauss after the application o f our formula, a reduction was also seen for the 

remaining scoring functions with the exception o f  Chemgauss2. However, using 

SIFt analysis, it was shown that although there is a fall in enrichment for some o f the 

scoring functions that there is conversely an improvement in the quality o f  possible 

false positives in the ranked dataset.

A better understanding o f  the full impact o f  applying our formula can be 

derived from the score distributions, since it brings more information about how 

scoring functions rank all the compounds in the database and not just the positive 

control. Important feedback results from analysis o f  the scoring frequencies. Taking
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Chemscore as an example, it was clear that it outperformed most of the scoring 

functions in discriminating between actives and decoys. The re-scoring procedure 

clearly decreases the enrichment value; however analysis o f the score distribution 

shows that on average the score o f the positive controls remain more or less 

unchanged. Thus, the re-scoring procedure brings up more molecules from the 

decoy set among the higher rankings. It is possible that some of these molecules that 

are now ranked highly with equivalent scores to those o f the antiestrogens are 

actually actives, as the database chosen was one compiled from commercially 

available compounds.

Noteworthy, the Spearman coefficients obtained when comparing 

Shapegauss and Chemgauss after the normalisation, versus all of the other original 

scoring functions show slightly higher values. This can be interpreted as a better 

convergence o f the scoring functions towards similar results. Furthermore, the 

scoring functions involved in this study are empirical and therefore an 

approximation of binding affinity. Thus they should converge to approximately 

similar results, even when composed by different terms.

Finally we demonstrate the benefit of adjusting the bias of individual scoring 

functions for incorporation in a consensus scheme. Utilising the ranks obtained for 

re-scored Shapegauss and Chemgauss in conjunction with the ranks obtained for the 

original versions o f Chemgauss2, PLP, Screenscore and Chemscore, higher 

enrichment values were generated.

These methods can be readily applied to any descriptors (QSAR etc.) to tune 

the scoring functions towards retrieval of molecules with defined properties and un

bias particular parameters within a scoring fiinction if the user has prior knowledge 

of the type o f ligands needed to be selected.
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5. Post-processing optimisation and combinatorial 
decoration based on scoring frequency
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5.1 Abstract

As described in Chapter 4, scoring frequency analysis can be a useful 

way to  inspect m easures o f  m olecular fitness, such as those provided by 

com putational docking algorithm s or activity data such as ICso’s. This C hapter 

introduces a statistical selection protocol, com bined with virtual com binatorial 

enum eration, to post-process, optim ise and decorate a ranked output list obtained 

from an enriched set o f  data such as the one produced by a scoring function. 

A ssum ing the ability o f  the scoring function to discern correct binding m odes 

from false positives as seen in C hapter 3, this protocol creates a second 

generation o f  virtual com pounds by recom bination o f  those m olecular fragm ents 

assessed to be significant in m ediating receptor binding. The protocol is 

exem plified by application to a screening library docked into a nuclear receptor 

target, PPARy, which is therapeutically relevant for the treatm ent o f  various 

diseases such as Type II diabetes (Chapter 3). The second generation set o f 

com pounds shows a significant shift tow ards better scores, as com pared to  the 

original population, and a novel group o f  m olecules that can be either 

synthesised or m atched within vendor databases was created.
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5.2 Introduction

Increasing understanding of protein-1 igand interactions and the 

development o f vHTS tools such as ligand docking in recent years has allowed 

the identification of many pharmacologically active molecules. An example of 

such capability is presented in Chapter 3 where by application of VS techniques 

novel PPARy agonists were identified.

As shown in the previous chapters, the search for new active compounds 

against a specific target requires the screening of a large and diverse dataset of 

in-house and/or vendor compounds. Drug-like molecules are virtually docked 

into a receptor active site and a scoring step is applied where all the poses 

produced by the docking are evaluated and an estimation of the binding affinity 

is obtained. Scoring functions are essential tools in this process as the final hits 

are usually selected on the basis o f their scores. However, numerous publications 

provide evidence that the hits generated by a virtual screening protocol typically 

contain a high percentage of both false positives and false negatives’’̂ . In 

Chapter 3, although 40 molecules that scored highly were tested in v/Yro, just one 

true active compound was retrieved.

The inability to screen out false positives and negatives is in part due to 

the inherent inaccuracy of the whole simulation in vHTS and, as shown in the 

preceding chapters, to the many parameters and factors that can eventually affect 

the screening p r o c e s s D o c k i n g  itself presents some degree of imprecision 

due either to incomplete sampling of conformation space or scoring function 

approximation and inaccuracy^’̂ . An imperfect scoring function can mislead by 

predicting incorrect ligand geometries or by selecting non-binding molecules 

over true ligands. Artificial results can also be traced to the decoy set used for the 

screening and the pre-processing applied to it. The choice of the decoy set used 

during the screening may bias or affect the results .̂ As also shown in Chapters 1 

and 2 the results may drastically depend on the pre-processing of a dataset. As 

described in Chapter I, in order to reduce the impact of false positives or false 

negatives many different post-processing and protocol optimisation strategies
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have been suggested and are usually required to correctly prioritise a collection 

o f compounds.

Post-processing methods are usually applied in order to optimise the 

results of a scoring function or to improve the performance and the 

discriminating capability of the screening protocol. In Chapter 4, for example, 

we showed how a re-scoring strategy can un-bias the scoring phase, thus leading 

to improved results. Another typical strategy to reduce the number of false

positives is to merge the hit lists generated by different scoring functions,
2 8 12generating a so called consensus score ’ ' . This method proved in many cases to 

enhance the performance o f the docking process in discerning active molecules 

from a decoy set of inactives.

Making an overview o f the commonly used processing and post

processing methods described in the precedent chapters and in literature, we can 

see that the majority adapt the virtual docking/scoring routine to the target and/or 

the dataset. This is done until a good enrichment and low false positive rate 

validates the method itself and it can therefore be used for vHTS.

In Chapter 3 the generation of conformers, the selection of a receptor 

frame reference and the parameters o f the docking procedure were adjusted until 

a good level o f confidence with a validation set were achieved. The scoring 

function itself can also be adjusted in its singular components in order to “tune” 

it up with the target. As an example, FRED, mentioned in the earlier chapters, 

allows the user to weight different components within the individual scoring 

functions. Furthermore, different weights can be given to the different scoring 

functions when a consensus strategy is chosen. On the other hand, as described 

in Chapter 1, these scoring functions offer an estimation o f binding affinity by 

summing interaction terms derived from weighted parameters. These parameters 

typically are determined by fitting the scoring function itself to real experimental 

binding results. In other words, the scoring functions are trained to properly 

weight different types of interactions. The shortcoming o f these methods can be 

sometime traced to the bias of the scoring function due to the original training 

set.

Therefore, the general process o f optimisation of a scoring function, 

implicitly engineered with certain bias, involves iterative assessment o f the
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results, until a reasonable efficiency in the detection o f known actives is 

achieved.

This Chapter suggests an alternative approach. In our protocol, 

optimisation is accomplished by the adaptation o f  the hit list to the scoring 

function and not vice-versa. In other words, instead o f training the scoring 

function to recognise the needles (known actives) in the haystack (decoy set), 

this chapter proposes a method to build a set o f  molecules capable o f capturing 

the scoring function sensitivity. In order to cast the dataset over the scoring 

function, a first necessary assumption is that the scoring function itself must be 

able to give an acceptable estimation o f  the binding affinity. As scoring functions 

have been used for many years, we can comfortably assume some efficacy in 

vHTS.

The suggested technique rationally builds and decorates new chemical 

structures with the aim o f obtaining a better score than the original set with that 

particular screening protocol.

This approach effectively can be placed among the post-processing methods 

and also lead optimisation, even though it is operated on a list o f molecules 

rather than on a single hit. Usually, a number o f  considerations are relevant to 

the process o f  optimisation'^''*:

1. Improvement o f conformational properties: where the docked structure is 

strained or has a high degree o f  flexibility, it may be possible to introduce 

changes that make the molecule less strained or more rigid.

2. Improvement o f  bioavailability: it may be necessary to modify 

physicochemical properties such as the octanol/water partition coefficient 

and/or a poor metabolic profile in order to improve bioavailability.

3. Improvement o f  complementarily to the binding site: improvements in 

complementarily based on small changes can usually be proposed by 

simply looking at the docked complex on a high-resolution graphics 

workstation.

The method we propose automatically and rationally post-optimises output 

from vHTS in a manner that could easily be extended to address the third o f  

these consideration.

In more detail, even though we consider a scoring function only “roughly” 

able to distinguish between what is active and what is inactive, an overall trend
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that highlights certain molecules or substructures will be present when 

examining a population of docked molecules as a whole. The classical output of 

a scoring function, a ranked list of molecules with an associated score when 

overviewed with a statistical methodology, can give an indication of which 

scaffolds and side chains are predicted to make the strongest interactions with 

the target protein. A second generation of virtual compounds can then be created 

through the recombination of those molecular fragments assessed to be 

significant in mediating protein binding.

This is accomplished using a statistical protocol, combined with a virtual 

combinatorial enumeration that leads to a target-driven decoration of promising 

scaffolds. This protocol derives its roots in precedent works that showed how the 

computation and analysis of scoring frequencies (Chapter 4) is a potent tool 

capable of quantifying and modulating the discriminatory ability of a scoring 

function.

In a three step procedure, the full output set from an empirical scoring 

function (Chemgauss2 implemented in FRED by Openeye'^) is firstly 

fragmented to a specific set of disconnection rules. The score associated with 

each parent molecule is inherited by all of its child fragments (Figure 5-1).

Parent Molecule A -------------> Fragment A1 + Fragment A2
Score: -190 fragm entation S core: -190 S core:-190

Figure 5-1 Fragmentation scheme.

Based on their topological features (see the Methods section), the 

fragments are then classified as either scaffolds or chain (Figure 5-2). In Figure 

5-2 Fragment A1 is, as an example, classified as Chain A1 and Fragment A2 

classified as a Scaffold A2.
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Fragment A1 Chain A1

S c o r e :-1 9 0 S c o r e :-190

Fragment A2 Scaffold A2

S c o r e :-190 Score : -190

Figure 5-2 Fragments are classified as scaffolds or lateral chains according to the rules 
described in the Methods section.

Both Chain and Scaffold inherit the score o f the parent molecule.

Score distributions are then calculated for each chemically distinct 

scaffold and chain generated by the fragmentation process. In the second step, a 

statistical analysis is carried out to discern those fragments where the associated 

score distribution is significantly better than the distribution o f scores obtained 

for the population o f successfully docked molecules as a whole (Figure 5-3).

Total score distribution
C/)
g>
o

Chains A1

Scaffolds A2C
<D
13
O "
0 )

Chains B1

scores

Figure 5-3 In our example, the ensemble o f  scaffolds labeled A2 are more frequent and receive a 
better score than chains labeled A I. Scaffold A2 are significant with respect o f  the total score 
distribution (in red) and therefore will be selected as a privileged scaffold. Chains A1 will be 
discarded as they appear to be insignificant. Chains BI represents another hypothetic structure 
selected to be privileged by the scoring function.

In the third step the selected fragments are then combined together and 

synthetic filters are applied to avoid chemically unfeasible molecules. In our
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example (Figure 5-4), Scaffold A2 (cyan line in Figure 5-3) and Chain B1 (blue 

line), are selected as significant, within a certain level o f confidence with respect 

o f total score distribution (red line in Figure 5-3), whilst Chain A1 (green line) is 

not considered to be significant. As a result. Chain B1 and Scaffold A2 are 

combined together to build a new second generation molecule.

Chain B1 + Scaffold A2
________^

New Molecule C
recombination

Figure 5-4 Statistically se lected  chains and scaffolds are recom bined together.

Applying this technique the underlying trend that the scoring function 

exhibits, which might be otherwise be hidden within the data and left 

unexploited, is instead considered and used to build a focused combinatorial 

library. The library so obtained is subsequently docked and the new set o f scores 

calculated. An overview of the process is depicted in Figure 5-5.

Original
vendor
d ataset

Drug-like
filtering

Enriched
vendor

d atab ase

Combinatorial 
recombination of 

fragm ents

Docking scoring  
step  (1®‘ round)

Fragm entation

Stat. selection  of 
scaffo lds and 

chains

Docking scoring step  
(2"'* round)

D ecorated and 
optim ised seco n d  

generation

Synthetic and drug 
like filtering

Figure 5-5 Outline o f the protocol.

For the purpose of this work, the target identified in Chapter 3 was used. 

A docking/scoring procedure has been used to screen for potential agonists o f the 

PPARy, following a similar protocol to the one used in Chapter 3.
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5.3 Computational Methods

The computational protocol was developed using PP’ ;̂ to integrate 

various and commercial software and in-house bespoke scripts: Omegal.8*^ and 

Corina'* were used for the generation o f conformers, FRED'^ was used to carry 

out the rigid docking and FILTER^® was optionally used to select a subset o f the 

initial population based on the drug-likeness o f the structures.

The process can be broken up into three main segments: docking/scoring, 

fragmentation, and generation o f the virtual combinatorial library.

5.3.1 Docking/Scoring Method.

One o f  the numerous publicly available co-crystal structures o f PPARy 

was selected (PDB identifier INYX), and the 3D coordinates retrieved from the 

PDB. Greater details are described in Chapter 3. The Maybridge database^' of 

commercially available compounds (about 60,000 structures) was selected as a 

source o f screening molecules. To reduce the computational demands o f  the 

docking stage, this database was clustered using extended-connectivity 

fingerprints (Scitegic functional class fingerprints with a maximum path length 

o f  6). The cluster centres, plus those members whose distance from their cluster 

centre exceeded 0.7 in terms o f  Tanimoto similarity, were retained. A variety o f 

other filters were also applied to ensure the lead-likeness o f  the docking 

candidates. Lead-like compounds are typically characterised by sub-optimal 

target binding affinity^^’̂ .̂ Usually, lead-like molecules have simple chemical 

features, amenable to combinatorial chemistry and medicinal chemistry 

optimisation^^’̂ .̂ A set o f 35 known PPARy gamma agonists retrieved from the 

WOMBAT database^'* was added to the surviving set o f Maybridge compounds. 

Corina (Molecular Network) was used to create an initial 3D conformation for 

each potential ligand, using default parameters. Subsequently, Omega’’ 

(Openeye) was used for the generation o f  the conformational library. Ten 

conformers per molecule were generated using the standard energy window and 

RMSD cut-offs. The rigid docking step was carried out using FRED'^, using the 

3D coordinates and reference ligand structure INYX to define the binding site.
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The Chemgauss2 scoring function was used for the evaluation o f the poses and a 

ROC plot calculated.

Two different calculations were carried out; the first without applying 

FILTER (indicated by the letter A in the result section) and the second applying 

FILTER as a pre-processing method before the docking (indicated by the letter 

B).

5.3.2 Molecular Fragmentation and Frequency Selection.

The score for the best-docked conformation was retained for each 

molecule. Those molecules where no conformer could be successfully docked 

were discarded at this point. The structures were then fragmented, and the most 

statistically significant fragments across the whole input set identified. 

F ragm entation : Single, acyclic bonds between non-hydrogen atoms were 

considered to be potential cleavage sites. We excluded from this list any bond 

involving an sp3 hybridised carbon atom not adjacent to a ring, in order to avoid 

excessive fragmentation o f  comparatively uninteresting aliphatic chains. This 

exclusion was achieved by preserving the integrity o f  aliphatic chains matching 

the following SMARTS pattern:

[ C X 4 ; ! R ; ! $ ( C - [ * : R ] ) ]

For each molecule we created a unique set o f  fragments generated by all possible 

combinations o f the remaining bond cleavages. The fragmentation was specified 

in MDL RXN format:
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$RXN
Break acyclic bond

Comment line
1 2 

$MOL

2 1 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  

1 2  1 
M END 
$MOL

0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  

0 0 2 4

999 V2000
0 . 0 0 0 0  *  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 . 0 0 0 0  *  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

2 1 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  

1 2  1 
M END 
$MOL

0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 4

999 V2000 
0 . 0 0 0 0  * 0 0  
0.0000 As 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0 999 V2000
0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  *  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 As 0 0

1 2 1 0 0 0 4
M END

This process is also illustrated in Figure 5-6. We excluded from the 

output set any un-fragmented molecules as well as those that contained in excess 

o f  9 cleavage points, to avoid excessive fragmentation and computational 

expense. In processing the whole input set we derived a list o f  fragments, each 

with associated set o f scores for the molecule that contained those fragments. 

The fragments were subsequently split into two different sets on the basis o f 

molecular weight and the presence or absence o f rings (number o f rings > 0 and 

molecular weight >= 140). Dummy atoms were used to map the sites where 

cleavage had occurred.
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Figure 5-6  An example offragmentation. Group A represents the fragments identified as chain and the 
group B those fragments identified as scaffolds. "As " represents a dummy atom.

Selection o f interesting fragments: A t-test statistical analysis, assuming 

unequal variance, was used to discern significant scaffolds and chains. The two- 

sample t-test analysis tests for equality o f  the population means underlying each 

sample. This t-test assumes that the two datasets came from distributions with 

unequal variances. The t-test is equivalent to an Anova single factor analysis 

with a sample o f  two. The following formula is used to determine the statistical 

value t.
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where X jand X 2  ^ 2 ^re the averages o f  the tw o sam ples and 5| and 52  are the 

variances o f  the populations o f  size ni and TI2  respectively. Using the t-test we 

therefore com pared the set o f  scores associated w ith each fragm ent with the set 

o f  scores obtained for the population o f  successfully docked m olecules as a 

whole, looking for fragm ents that appear preferentially in the better docking 

solutions. In order to  obtain a m oderate num ber o f  output fragm ents the 

threshold significance level was set to 0.01 for the scaffolds and 0.5 for the 

lateral chains. A pplying these settings led to the selection o f  87 scaffolds and 45 

chains for input into the next stage o f  process.

C om binatorial recom bination: A protocol that exhaustively recom bines the 

scaffolds with the chains was constructed within Pipeline Pilot. To reduce the 

com binatorial explosion, HTS and Lipinski filters were applied and duplicates 

were rem oved before, during and after the generation o f  new m olecules. A  filter 

to assess the synthetic feasibility o f  the com pounds was also added to the 

protocol with the intent o f  excluding chim eric m olecules because the protocol 

does not use any chem ical knowledge when perform ing the fragm entation. In the 

recom bination procedure side chains with a single attachm ent point are 

com bined with scaffolds fragm ents presenting an available insertion point in a 

com binatorial fashion. This procedure is repeated until no further attachm ent 

points are available.
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5.4 Results
Docking/Scoring

Figure 5-7 and Figure 9 show the Chem gauss2 score distribution o f  the filtered 

(set A) and not filtered M aybridge database (set B) after docking/scoring. Also 

shown is the distribution o f  score for the com binatorial set obtained after the 

post-processing. It can be seen that the variance is lower for the com binatorial set 

than for the original set. A significant shift o f  the com binatorial set curve 

tow ards a lower score with respect to the original set is also observed. Table 5-1 

presents the statistical data associated with Figure 5-7. Despite the overall shift 

in population, the best individual m olecules in this second generation have worse 

scores than their counterparts from the original set. This was caused by the 

filtering applied only on the recom bination step. In other words, the set shown in 

Figure 5-7 are not fairly com parable as the com binatorial library underw ent tight 

filtering, w hile the original w as not filtered at all. Thus we make the assum ption 

that better scored m olecules o f  the com binatorial set were not included as they 

m ay have been filtered out. Thus the procedure was changed and set B was used 

instead.

0.25

M aybridge Set (w ith o u t FILTER) 

S econd  G en era tio n  (w ith FILTER)0.2

a  0.15oa

0.1

0.05

0
-60 -37 -17 3

sc o re s

Figure 5 -7  Score distribution generated from calculation A.
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances

Original Set Combinatorial Set

Mean -35.8087 -39.69432665

Variance 37.28 12.60

Observations 6335 5331

Hypothesized IVIean Difference 0

Df 10443

tS tat 42.77819

P(T<=t) one-tail 0

T  Critical one-tail 1.645

P(T<=t) two-fail 0

T  Critical two-tail 1.960191

Table 5-1 Statistical details associated with the graph in Figure 8 - calculation A (alpha 0.05).

The results of calculation B shownare in

0.25 Second Genereation (W ith  FILTER)

Maybridge Set (W ith FILTER)
0.2

0.15

a

^ 0.1

0.05

- 0.05 Scores
-20 -10-60 -50 -40 -30

îgure 5-8 and Table 5-2. A greater shift in the mean is observed when applying

the extra filtering to the original Maybridge set before the docking. The variance 

is still lower for the combinatorial than for the original set, although the 

difference is reduced compared to the calculation A. In contrast with run A, the 

best individual score are now achieved by molecules from the combinatorial.
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0.25 - Second Genereation (W ith FILTER)

Maybridge Set (W ith FILTER)
0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

- 0.05 Scores
-10-60 -50 -40 -30 -20

Figure 5-8 Score distribution generatedfrom calculation B.

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances

Original Set Combinatorial set

Mean -34.8845 -40.42241884

Variance 22.79227 11.82876191

Observations 5172 8786

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

Df 8354

tS tat 73.01211

P(T<=t) one-tail 0

t Critical one-tail 1.645036

P(T<=t) two-tail 0

t Critical two-tail 1.960248

Table 5-2 Statistical details associated with graph in figure 5B - Calculation B (alpha 0.05).

Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 show the ROC plot evaluations for the 

original and recombined population in calculation B. As shown in Figure 5-9 the 

model was able to discern known actives from the original decoy set with an 

accuracy of 0.752, with 1 being the maximum. The ROC evaluation after the 

docking/scoring of the combinatorial set (Figure 5-10) shows a decreased 

accuracy of 0.604. After visual inspection we determined that this was due to the 

fact that some new second generation molecules receive better scores than the 

known actives.
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ROC Curve for pos (Accuracy 0.752: Fail)
1.00
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0.85
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0.70
0.65
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0.55
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0.35
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a i 5
0.10
0.05
0.00

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
False Positive Rate (1 -  specificity)

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.90.0

Figure 5-9 ROC curve computed fo r  the original set in calculation B. An accuracy ofO. 752 (I represents 
the max value) in identifying the seeds is calculated.

ROC Curve for pos (Accuracy 0.604: Pool)
1.00 
a9 5  
a 9 0  
0.85 
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.2  “ ■‘‘ 5  
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0.25
a2 0
0.15
a io
0.05
0.00 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5

False Positive Rate (1 - specificity)
0.7 0.8 0.90.0 0.3 0.6

Figure 5-10 ROC curve computed for the combinatorial set in calculation B. An accuracy o f0.604 (I 
represents the max value) in identifying the seeds is calculated.

Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 show some o f the real structures 

successfully reassembled by the post-processing method in calculation B which
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were also present in the original set. In total three known PPARy agonist and 41 

members decoy set were properly re-assembled (Figure 5-12 shows the best 

scoring three).

MoIccuIb M arie C tm nO M tnZ M «x _ can ib F re q u e n c y

OH

5MDL-
□00002a0_7 44.4QS300 B82 2

Cli
• o

O H

5MDL-
□00B2KI2_1

■38.473854 8295 2

V
OH

SMDL-
0CM»24lll_fi ■37.270287 7300 Z

Figure 5-11 Known actives successfully reassembled by the post-processing method in calculation B.
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MoteeuI* Name Ctwmgauss2 bidex_orig bidex_comb Frequency
d h ira l

o SMDL- 
[)0000202 9 
SMDL- 
Q0000202_9

50.854374
50.854374 1 34 2

Chiral

SMDL- 
[XXXmiflfi B 
SMDL- 
30000198 6

4fl Rn?8.37 
48.802837 1 117 2

F igure 5 -1 2  Top two molecules o f  the decoy set successfully reassembled by the post-processing method in 
calculation B.

5.5 Discussion

Post-processing the hit list of a scoring function is a powerful technique 

to decrease false positive rates and focus on a more relevant region of chemical 

space. By applying our post-processing technique, it has been possible to 

automatically generate structures adapted to fit a scoring functions specification. 

In both calculations (A and B), the score distribution is significantly improved. 

In calculation A, the best scoring individual molecules from the original set 

received higher scores than those in the combinatorial set. A visual inspection of 

the results lead to the conclusion that was this caused by the filtering applied 

during the combinatorial phase applied in order to reduce the combinatorial 

explosion. We therefore then decided to apply the same filtering in a pre

processing fashion prior to the docking o f the original set, in an attempt to make 

the challenge equal for both combinatorial and original sets (calculation B). The 

resulting data revealed a more significant difference between the original set and 

the scoring set. A better score average and lower individual scores are achieved 

comparing to the original set (calculation A and B) and to the combinatorial set 

from calculation A. The lower variances observed for both calculations when 

scoring the combinatorial sets indicates a narrowed and more focused chemical 

space exploration. Moreover, because the method is led by the scoring function 

itself, the exploration of the chemical space is target-driven.
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The lower ROC score observed in Figure 5-10 compared with that in 

Figure 5-9 is simply due to the fact that novel molecules produced by the 

combinatorial approach are receiving better scores than the known actives. As 

the known actives always receive the same scores, shifting the overall population 

to improved values results in a lower ROC score. This is an indication that the 

molecules have been successfully engineered in order to maximise the scoring 

function results.

By retrieving the higher scored re-assembled structures from available 

vendor databases, using similarity or seeking exact structural matches, or by 

carrying out de novo chemical synthesis o f the new structures the chances o f  

finding active molecules should be increased.

5.6 Future Works

The synthetic feasibility o f the output structures could be improved either 

by incorporating more detailed synthetic screening rules or by integrating the 

protocol with software for the estimation o f the synthetic feasibility o f 

compounds (eg. SYLVA^^) to prioritise the structures according to their 

synthetic complexity.

A more restricted fragmentation/recombination could also reduce the 

reliance on Openeye’s FILTER, which is very restrictive in some chemical areas. 

Another improvement could also be made by including in the statistical 

calculation the 3D conformations o f the fragments therefore implicitly including 

in the method information about the binding pocket.

This method can be used to optimise against actual experimental data 

(IC50), should a large enough dataset be available. Finally, fragmental consensus 

scores produced by different scoring functions could be adopted within this 

method.
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Structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) utilizing docking algorithms has become an essential tool in the 
drug discovery process, and significant progress has been made in successfiilly applying the technique to a 
wide range o f receptor targets. In silico validation o f virtual screening protocols before application to a 
receptor target using a corporate or commercially available compound collection is key to establishing a 
successfiil process. Ultimately, retrieval o f  a set o f active compounds from a database o f inactives is required, 
and the metric o f  enrichment (£) is habitually used to discern the quality o f separation o f the two. Numerous 
reports have addressed the performance o f  docking algorithms with regard to the quality o f binding mode 
prediction and the issue o f postprocessing “hit lists” o f  docked ligands. However, the impact o f ligand 
database preprocessing has yet to be examined in the context o f virtual screening and prioritization o f 
compounds for biological evaluation. We provide an insight into the implications o f cheminformatic 
preprocessing o f  a validation database o f compounds where multiple protonated, tautomeric, stereochemical, 
and conformational states have been enumerated. Several commonly used methods for the generation o f 
ligand conformations and conformational ensembles are examined, paired with an exhaustive rigid-body 
algorithm for the docking o f different “multimeric” compound representations to the ligand binding site o f 
the human estrogen receptor alpha. Chemgauss, a shapegaussian scoring fiinction with intrinsic chemical 
knowledge, was combined with PLP as a consensus-scoring scheme to rank output from the docking protocol 
and enrichment rates calculated for each screen. The overheads o f  CPU consumption and the effect on 
relative database size (disk requirement) for each o f the protocols employed are considered. Assessment o f 
these parameters indicates that SBVS enrichments are highly dependent on the initial cheminformatic 
treatment(s) used in database construction. The interplay o f SMILES representations, stereochemical 
information, protonation state enumeration, and ligand conformation ensembles are critical in achieving 
optimum enrichment rates in such screening.

INTRODUCTION

A typical drug discovery research program involves the 
testing o f every available compound in a corporate or 
commercial compound library using high-throughput biologi
cal screening techniques (HTS). Such an approach inevitably 
leads to high cost and large time scales.' One o f the major 
problems emerging in the pharmaceutical industry is that 
biologically assaying many thousands o f compounds for 
receptor affinity is unlikely to yield the potential number of 
druglike molecules that realistically exist in a random set, 
because the screening set is not enriched with compounds 
that have previously been categorized according to specific 
“druglike” parameters.

Evidence for this becomes apparent when we see that R&D 
production of new drugs has remained constant over the past 
number o f years, with major pharmaceutical companies each 
launching roughly one new drug per year.^ A recent report 
also suggested that HTS has generated no lead compounds 
when used as a sole technique by a large number o f major 
R&D companies.^

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. Phone: +353-1- 
6082904. Fax: +353-1-677240. E-mail lloyddg@tcd.ie.

t School o f Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences.
• Molecular Design Group, School o f  Biochemistry and Immunology.

An increase in the number o f highly resolved X-ray crystal 
structures o f pharmaceutically relevant biological targets'* has 
prompted the use and development o f  computational tech
niques to predict ligand affinity to such macromolecules. 
Structure-based virtual screening (SBVS), the most promi
nent computational technique employed, involves the use of 
a docking program to generate ligand poses in the active 
site o f a receptor and identification o f the optimally docked 
pose using a scoring function.’ The scoring fiinction should 
reflect the complementarity or binding affinity o f  the ligand 
for the receptor.*’̂  In the context o f a virtual screen, this 
method should discriminate compounds that bind to the 
receptor from nonbinders and, where possible, subsequently 
rank the binders according to their potency.

Virtual screening o f compound libraries against therapeutic 
targets for a particular disease state has become integrated 
in the drug discovery process and provides a low-cost, rapid, 
and effective method o f enriching a random compound 
library with the possibility o f  identifying active species 
directly. This technique has been applied successfiilly to 
compound libraries against a number o f targets using various 
docking p r o g r a m s . I t  is still at an early stage in its 
development, and the improvement o f  sampling methods and 
scoring fiinctions will undoubtedly advance both the reli-

10.1021/ci050185z CCC: $30.25 ©  2005 Am erican Chemical Society
Published on W eb 10/12/2005
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F igure 1. B inding  o f  agonist (g reen) and  an tagon ist (o range) induces d ifferen t helix -12  conform ations.

ability and the efficacy o f the technique. The significance 
o f these factors will manifest themselves in the form o f 
increased differentiation between active and inactive com
pounds in a corporate compound collection. The impact o f 
ligand database preprocessing prior to SBVS on enrichment 
(£■) has yet to be examined.

In this study, we seek to examine the effects o f  prepro
cessing on the prioritization o f known active ligands from a 
database containing both known actives and inactives, where 
protonation, tautomeric, stereochemical, and conformational 
states are represented. Research in our group is focused on 
the identification o f  novel modulators o f  human nuclear 
hormone receptors.'^” '’ In this light, we have applied a 
virtual screening protocol to a validation target o f therapeutic 
importance, estrogen receptor (ER) alpha, where several 
different preprocessing techniques were used to generate the 
database o f ligands to be screened.

The ER alpha is a nuclear hormone receptor'* with a buried 
lipophilic binding site where liganding is highly dependent 
on hydrogen bonds as well as lipophilic contacts. The binding 
site is enclosed upon ligand binding, and liganding results 
in reorganization o f  the receptor. In particular, helix-12 
encapsulates the receptor if  an agonist (estradiol) is bound 
but is prevented from attaining this orientation when an 
antagonist (4-hydroxytamoxifen) is bound,”  as in Figure 1. 
The main differences between the antagonist 4-hydroxy
tamoxifen and the endogenous agonist ligand (estradiol) are 
that the antagonist lacks a second hydroxyl group, which 
prevents hydrogen bonding with His524, but has an extended 
side chain to accommodate additional interaction with 
Asp351. The large amount o f  crystallographic data available 
and our understanding o f the mechanism o f  action make the 
ER a viable and therapeutically important target for virtual 
screening. More specifically, estrogens are mitogenic for ER- 
positive breast cancer cells, and as 50% o f primary breast 
cancers contain ER alpha,^® we deemed this to be an 
important target for application to the optimization o f  virtual 
screening approaches.

This study is split into three main stages, where stage 1 
involved the assessment o f the effect on the prioritization 
o f  the actives from the compound collection where proto
nation, tautomeric, stereochemical, and conformational states

are enumerated. To quantify these effects, we report E values 
for each level o f preprocessing where a compound database 
consisting o f 1000 compounds (haystack) seeded with 40 
ER known actives (needles) was utilized as input. Figure 2 
depicts an indicative portion of several o f the ER-alpha-active 
ligands that were included in the needle set.

The second stage consisted o f  a more rigorous test using 
10 000 compounds (claimed inactive, with disclosed biologi
cal data) seeded with a single known active, in this case, a 
previously disclosed potent flexible antagonist,^' illustrated 
in Figure 2. Using the same preprocessing protocols, the 
impact on ranking o f  the known active was assessed. 
Application of these processes using a training database 
allows one to effectively calibrate the docking and scoring 
protocol prior to deployment on a large corporate or 
commercial compound library. We also determined the 
qualify o f  the binding poses produced under each protocol 
compared with those o f the crystal structure 3ERT.^^

Finally, the third stage divulged an analysis o f the same 
10 000 compounds seeded with the set o f  40 actives used in 
stage 1. The impact of preprocessing here was assessed 
through the calculation o f false positive (FP) rates for 50% 
o f the true positives.

Why is it necessary to preprocess a database prior to virtual 
screening? Upon expansion of a database o f  2D structures 
to one o f  3D structures, accounting for hydrogen-bond donor 
and acceptor capabilities is imperative, as changes in the 
positions o f hydrogens in the 2D format denotes conforma
tional changes in the 3D format.^^ Accurate representation 
o f  the correct tautomeric and protonated forms o f a com
pound, depending on the ultimate physiological environment 
o f  a compound, is extremely important in this case. It is 
computationally expensive and difficult to assign tke most 
probable state o f  a compound; thus, all relevant states are 
typically enumerated as a representation. Similarly, it is 
necessary to generate all physically relevant stereoisomers 
o f a compound arising from ambiguous stereocenter descrip
tions.

Conformational changes must also be accounted for as 
ligands rarely bind to a receptor in their lowest energy form 
and usually experience some strain upon binding that induces 
an increase in the energy o f the lig an d .C o m p u ta tio n a l
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Figure 2. (la) Tamoxifen, (lb) 4-hydroxytamoxifen, (2) raloxifene, (3) lasofoxifene, (4) GW5638, (5) sumimoto biphenol, (6) pyrazole 
antagonist, and (7) flexible antagonist.

methodologies that account for ligand flexibility can be 
divided into two types. First, generation o f  conformational 
ensembles prior to a docking experiment, or “on the fly” ,̂  ̂
can account for conformational changes upon ligand binding. 
Second, and less widely used, an evolutionary algorithmic 
approach is taken where core fragments o f  molecules are 
“grown” in the binding site o f a receptor.^^ The former 
method o f ensemble generation is addressed in this study. 
Conformer ensemble generation is also shown to be impera
tive in achieving optimum enrichment for the ER.

For the docking algorithm, this is CPU costly, as multiple 
forms o f the same ligand are docked; however, this overhead 
is usually only a fraction o f the time needed to predict the 
individual most dominant and relevant state o f a molecule 
using software modules currently available. To ftirther reduce 
docking CPU time, we chose to use a docking tool with 
extremely rapid docking tim e s .F R E D  (Fast Rigid Exhaus
tive Docking)^* from OpenEye Scientific was used in 
combination with a consensus scoring scheme, Chemgauss 
and PLP, to prioritize the compounds in our docking studies 
in the ER. The use o f  FRED integrated with several scoring 
functions has been previously reviewed in screening experi
ments for seven targets with different active site character
istics, for example, lipophilic buried cavities, intermediate 
polarity, and very polar solvent-exposed binding sites. 
Chemscore was found to be the most applicable general 
scoring fiinction for SBVS.^’ We take this scoring a step 
fijrther by implementing a consensus scoring scheme to rank 
the database postdocking, where a shape-based function with 
terms accounting for chemical potentials, most significantly 
hydrogen-bonding interactions, is combined with PLP, an 
empirical scoring function shown to correlate well with 
protein—ligand binding affinities. Preliminary docking and 
scoring studies in our laboratory have highlighted the efficacy 
o f this method combined with FRED over other scoring 
methods when the ER is used as a target. This study also 
highlights the unanticipated impact on enrichment rate. Very

different in silico enrichments can be achieved depending 
on the initial SMILES string representation used.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

P rep ara tio n  of E strogen R eceptor (ER) A lpha. Protein 
target coordinates were extracted from the PDB entry 
corresponding to the crystal structure of the estrogen receptor 
complexed with 4-hydroxytamoxifen (3ERT).^^ Structural 
waters were removed from the monomer, and Macromodel 
6.5^® was used to subsequently re-establish the correct 
connections in the PDB file. MOE^' was used to add 
hydrogens to the protein, and a minimization protocol using 
a MMFF94 force field was implemented to adjust the 
positions o f hydrogens and keep the heavy atoms fixed at 
their respective crystallographic positions. The complexed 
ligand was extracted and utilized as the search box for 
docking in the receptor. Protein and ligand files were saved 
in the mol2 format using MCE.

P rep ara tio n  of V alidation Set (1000). Verdonk et al. 
recently described “virtual enrichments” achieved using 
decoy sets that are dissimilar from the active set.^^ Here, we 
implement the same strategy o f a “focused” decoy set with 
similar properties to those o f the active set using a validation 
set (haystack) o f 1000 compounds. The haystack was built 
as follows.

A subset o f the Derwent World Drug Index (WDI)^^ was 
selected using Lipinski’s r u l e s , b y  removing compounds 
with intrinsically nondruglike properties such as those with 
molecular weights < 200 or > 550, the number o f hydrogen 
bond donors 0 < x <6 and acceptors 0 < x  <10, and 
calculated log P  values < 7, using an MCL script imple
mented in the Daylight toolkit.^^ Additional compound 
filtering was carried out with FILTER.^^ A Perl script was 
used to select a random subset o f compounds from this 
filtered data set. Over half o f all known marketed drugs 
contain chiral centers, and it was deemed o f  importance to
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represent this in the data set. To this end, 500 molecules 
with their respective specific active chiral and isomeric data 
were taken from the WDI using the Daylight toolkit. 
Subsequently, 460 molecules whose active chirality and 
isomers were unspecified or “ambiguous” were also selected 
and added to the data set. This prevented any sources of 
imbalanced results where the decoy compounds are not 
representative o f active species. The data set was retained 
in SMILES format.

A set comprising 40 ligands (needles) active for ER alpha 
was selected from the literature where binding and antipro
liferative data were experimentally determined, with activities 
ranging from nanomolar to low micromolar potency. This 
active ligand set was then added to the validation set to bring 
the total number o f compounds up to 1000.

P reparation  of Stages 2 and 3 Decoy Sets (10 000). To 
further, more comprehensively test the protocols, a decoy 
database o f 9999 inactive compounds was built from the 
WDI and CHEMBANK^^ and seeded with a single potent 
flexible estrogen alpha antagonist^' (shown in Figure 2) to 
bring the total database size to 10 000 ligands for stage 2. 
In the generation o f this dataset, all known estrogen actives 
were excluded, and as with the preparation of the 1000 ligand 
dataset, all compounds with nondruglike properties were 
removed using MCL scripting in Daylight and the application 
o f FILTER. As before, a Perl script was used to randomly 
select the final 9999 compounds from a larger filtered 
population before seeding with the active ligand. The data 
set was stored in SMILES format.

Also, a database o f 10 000 compounds combining the 
decoy set from stage 2 and the 40 active ligands (needles) 
for ER alpha used in stage 1 was prepared for stage 3. 
Similarly, the procedure was as above for stage 2. Stage 3 
was carried out to make sure that the results obtained from 
stage 2 were not biased because o f  the incorporation o f  only 
a single active antiestrogen.

Preprocessing of V alidation Set. Generation o f  SMILES. 
The Daylight toolkit^^ was used to export a data set o f actives 
in tab format, allowing retention o f the correct assignment 
o f isomeric where specified and “ambiguous” SMILES where 
stereochemistry was not defined in the compound records. 
All structures were stored in SMILES format using two 
methods. MOL2SMI (Daylight Toolkit) and CONVERT 
(Molecular Networks GmbH)^* were used to produce two 
alternate SMILES representations, A and B, respectively.

Generation o f  Tautomeric and Protonated States. The 
utility TAUTOMER (Molecular Networks GmBH)^’ was 
used to generate relevant tautomeric states o f each molecule 
in the database. Conversion o f SMILES strings to SDF 
format using UNITY'*® was necessary as strings lose their 
stereochemical information through canonicalization. To 
preserve the effects o f input SMILES formatting differences, 
tautomerically processed SDF files were reconverted to 
SMILES strings using either M 0L2SM I or CONVERT as 
required. This procedure was repeated using TAUTOMER 
(Openeye Scientific Software)'" to facilitate a direct com
parison o f two commercially available and widely used 
tautomer generators.

The computational utility QUACPAC'*^ was used to 
enumerate physiologically relevant protonation states o f  the 
validation set. Again, to preserve stereochemical information.

SDF files were used as input and reconverted to SMILES 
strings using either MOL2SMI or CONVERT as required.

Options to limit enumeration to a specified maximum 
number of protonated and tautomeric states are possible using 
both QUACPAC and TAUTOMER; however, for the 
purposes o f this study, all calculable protonation and 
tautomeric states were enumerated in the pH range 2 —14.

Generation o f  Stereoisomers. Different conformations exist 
for enantiomers, and it is necessary to manifest this molecular 
conformational space in a virtual screen as compound 
libraries often have inadequate stereochemical information 
denoted. STERGEN'*^ identified ligand stereocenters and 
generated a set o f isomeric structures where none was 
explicitly specified. This step enumerates only the multiple 
possible stereocenters for “ambiguous” SMILES strings in 
the validation set as the actives and approximately 50% of 
the selected haystack strings had explicit (correct) stereo
chemistry defined. As before, M 0L2SM I and CONVERT 
were used to produce the alternate sets o f SMILES strings 
following stereoisomer generation. This procedure was 
repeated using FLIPPER'*'* as an alternative stereochemistry 
tool to facilitate a direct comparison o f  two widely used 
stereochemical generators.

Conformer Generation. To account for the fact that a 
molecule can adopt several 3D conformations by rotation 
about single and acyclic bonds, four 2D to 3D conformer 
generators were considered in this study, CORINA,'*’ 
OMEGA,'** RUBICON,"*’ and CATALYST."**

In all cases, with the exception o f CORINA, a single- 
conformer database and a multiple-conformer database (10 
conformers) were generated. In the case o f  CORINA, 
generation o f only one true conformer (when one discounts 
ring-flipping variants) is possible and, thus, OMEGA was 
subsequently used to expand the data to 10 conformers from 
the original input conformer passed by CORINA.

CORINA uses monocentric fragments with standard bond 
lengths, angles, and dihedral angles to form a 3D representa
tion o f a molecule. Sadowski has shown that CORINA 
reproduced the correct conformation o f  bound ligands for 
almost half o f  a data set o f  639 X-ray structu res.O M E G A  
uses a torsion-driving beam rule-based method to generate 
conformational ensembles. A SMILES string is reduced to 
fragments with rotatable bonds, and rules are then applied 
to regenerate the ensembles. Application o f the MMFF force 
field to refine input geometries allows any high-energy 
constructs to be minimized. RUBICON uses distance- 
geometry methods to randomly sample conformations. A 
rule-based method for establishing geometric constraints 
based on SMARTS’® is utilized. CATALYST employs two 
methods o f  conformer sampling using a poling algorithm, 
FAST and BEST. CPU time is a contributing factor to the 
choice o f preprocessing protocol in SBVS, so for the purpose 
o f this study, the FAST option was chosen.

S tructure-B ased  V irtual Screening Protocol. FRED 
2.01^* was utilized in this study to dock all preprocessed 
compound sets. FRED 2.01 uses a systematic, nonstochastic 
algorithm to ensure that reproducible results are attained. 
FRED rigidly and exhaustively examines all poses in an 
active site, filters by shape complementarity, then ranks by 
“fitness” prior to scoring using Gaussian fijnctions which 
have chemical awareness incorporated (e.g., Chemgauss and 
Shapegauss). The final poses can be scored simultaneously
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T ab le  1. Classification o f  Database Preprocessing Protocols 
Applied

level preprocessing protocol

LEVELI X A/B SMILES — 1 conform er
LEVEL2' A/B SMILES — 10 conformers
LEVEL3''x‘‘a /b SM ILES — protonation — 1 conform er
LEVEL4_X_' a / b SM ILES — protonation — 10 conformers
LEVELS X ' a /b SM ILES — stereoisom ers — 1 conform er
LEVEL6'‘x‘A/B SMILES — stereoisom ers —10 conformers
LEVEL?" X ' a /b SM ILES — tautom ers — 1 conform er
LEVELS X ' a / b SMILES — tautom ers —10 conform er

U tiliz in g  a number o f  scoring functions such as Shapegauss, 
PLP, Chemgauss, Chemscore, Screenscore, and Zapbind.

For this study, default operational values were applied and 
the docking o f separately generated input conformers was 
enabled. Following rigid-body optimization o f the ligands 
in the docking, ranking o f the ligand poses using several 
scoring functions is possible. In internal validation studies 
using rigid-body docking algorithms and scoring with several 
scoring functions, either separately or as a consensus^' 
scoring function, we have found Chemgauss and PLP^^ used 
as a consensus score to be the most efficacious scoring 
method for ranking the docked poses o f a lipophilic binding 
site such as that o f  ER alpha.'’ The Chemgauss scoring 
ftinction accounts most significantly for hydrogen-bond 
interactions. PLP scoring accounts for both simple and steric 
hydrogen-bond interactions. A recent report reviewed a set 
o f  screening experiments for seven targets with different 
active site characteristics, for example, lipophilic buried 
cavities, intermediate polarity, and very polar solvent-exposed 
binding sites. Chemscore emerged as the most applicable 
general scoring fiinction for SBVS.^’ In previous studies 
using Chemscore as implemented with FRED 1.1, we have 
produced results in agreement with this report. However, in 
this work, we have chosen to utilize the most recent code 
release—FRED 2.01—where shape docking with a chemical 
knowledge function (Chemgauss) in combination with PLP 
delivers superior enrichment results using the same data sets 
in comparative trials.

Computational Overheads—CPU Time Consumption 
and Database Size. Despite steady drops in the cost o f  com
putational equipment, in parallel with increases in processing 
power, all computational SB VS experiments have associated 
overheads in terms of the time required for processing and 
the resultant physical database size produced. We therefore 
examine the time involved in producing the various “mul
timeric” databases examined, and their relative sizes.

Stage 1. Impact of Preprocessing Levels on Enrichment 
Rate (1000 Compounds). The two different representations 
o f SMILES strings generated according to section 1 o f the 
Preprocessing o f Validation Set section above were used as 
the input for all subsequent enumerations o f  protonation, 
stereochemical, and tautomeric states shown as A (M0L2SMI) 
or B (CONVERT). In the presentation o f  the data, a qualifier 
“X” denotes which of four 2D —3D toolkits (CORINA, 
OMEGA, RUBICON, and CATALYST) was used for the 
validation set. Table 1 outlines the various preprocessing 
levels considered in this study. Each level was repeated for 
each o f the SMILES generated; that is, LEVELI —8 X A / B  
is run for both MOL2SMI and CONVERT SMILES string 
representations, to furnish 64 individual protocols in total, 
when all four conversion tools are employed.

T ab le  2. Classification o f  10 000 Com pound Database 
Preprocessing Protocols Applied

level protocol

9 single conform er
10 10 conformers
11 100 conformers
12 protonation -1- single conform er
13 protonation +  10 conformers
14 stereoisom ers -f single conform er
15 stereoisom ers -1- 10 conformers
16 tautom ers +  single conform er
17 tautomers -1- 10 conformers

Following SBVS in each o f  the preprocessed databases 
outlined, enrichment rates for the first 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 
and 4% o f the screen population were calculated. E  indicates 
the ratio o f  the yield o f actives in the hit list (post-screen 
ranked database population) relative to the random yield of 
actives as distributed throughout the unranked database and 
is calculated as follows:

\ D i

where M  is the total number o f compounds in the hit list, 
//a is the number o f known actives in the hit list, A is the 
number o f  active compounds in the database, and D  is the 
number o f  compounds in the database. Thus, if  only five 
actives ( / / a )  are retrieved in the first 1% o f the ranked 
database (Hi), D  — 1000, and A = 40 actives, the enrichment 
would be 12.5.

Stage 2. Ranking of a Single Potent ER-Alpha Antago
nist in a 10 000-Decoy Compound Set. This set o f 10 000 
compounds was created to more stringently test the docking 
and scoring procedure utilizing the optimum levels o f 
preprocessing identified from the above protocols as deter
mined by their respective enrichment values in the 1000- 
ligand validation set. The efficacy o f each protocol was 
determined according to the ability o f each to prioritize the 
single active ligand contained in the data set. In each case, 
the protocols that achieved the highest enrichment rates for 
each level in experiments using the database o f 1000 
structures were employed and designated as levels 9 —17. 
For example, if, in level 1 processing, SMILES generated 
using MOL2SMI and subsequent 3D conformers produced 
the optimum enrichment post docking, this protocol would 
then be used for single-conformer generation (denoted level 
9) for the set o f 10 000 compounds. A level o f conformer 
generation producing 100 conformers o f each compound in 
the data set (level 11) was also added to assess the effect o f 
increased conformer generation. The classification o f each 
o f the database preprocessing protocols is outlined in Table 
2 .

Stage 3. Ranking of a Diverse Set o f ER-Alpha 
Antagonists in a 10 000-Decoy Compound Set. To ensure 
that the results obtained from stage 2 reveal the full potential 
for variation o f  E  rates, a decoy dataset o f  9960 compounds 
“spiked” with the diverse set o f 40 estrogen antagonists was 
utilized. This would account for any discrepancies that may 
be observed through diversity, as some o f  the antagonists

D
A
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Table 3. Classification of 10 000 Compound Database 
Preprocessing Protocols Applied

level protocol
18 single conformer
19 10 conformers
20 100 conformers
21 protonation -1- single conformer
22 protonation -1- 10 conformers
23 stereoisomers -1- single conformer
24 stereoisomers-1- 10 conformers
25 tautomers + single conformer
26 tautomers -1- 10 conformers

may not intrinsically have different protonation, tautomeric, 
and stereochemical states. The classification o f  each o f  the 
database preprocessing protocols is outlined as per Table 3. 
The efficacy o f each protocol was measured by assessing 
false positive (FP) rates for 50% o f the true positives.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Com putational O verheads. The dependence o f  2D to 3D 
conversion rates on the nature o f input SMILES strings 
passed to the conversion tools is illustrated in parts a and b 
o f Figure 3. An overview o f the CPU time used and the 
conversion rate achieved using each conformer generation 
program where a single conformer is constructed from the 
SMILES strings in the validation set is provided. All 
programs were run on 32-bit Linux (Fedora) architecture with 
a 3.00 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 2 GB o f RAM.

Upon examination of the data presented in Figure 3a, we 
find that CORINA converts the data set with a wall-clock 
time o f <0.05 s/molecule, expending the least CPU time 
when processing MOL2SMI SMILES representations. How
ever, ~1.6%  o f the data set remained unprocessed through 
conversion errors. The significance o f this is apparent when

/ g \  CPU Time per 1 ConfoiTiier per Input strk>g / Converskm 
^ level achieved per method per 1000 strings

0  35

Input typ«:

■  Daylight String

■  Molacutor NeiwofKs Smites
String___________________

COmNA CATALYST OMEQA RUBICON

( b )  CPU Time p«r 10 Con former* per input string / Conversion 
level achieved per method per 1000 strlrtgs)

■  Daybght Smiles Stnng

■ Molecular Networks Smiles

CORIN CATALYST OMEGA RUBICON
Figure 3. Graphical representation o f 2-D SMILES string conver
sion from M0L2SM1 (Daylight) SMILES string and CONVERT 
(Molecular Networks GmbH) SMILES string to 3-D molecules. 
Data labels over each column are equivalent to the number of 
molecules converted in the validation set. (a) When four conformer 
generation methods were used, one conformer was generated per 
molecule, (b) Conformational ensembles of 10 conformers were 
generated per molecule, for each of the four methods.

the data set is scaled to a more representative 1 million 
compounds—a database size employed for typical discovery 
screening. In such a set, up to 16 000 molecules could remain 
unprocessed, leading to potential “hits” being overlooked 
through this initial attrition. Similarly, CATALYST and 
RUBICON exhibit string-parsing errors, which could cu
mulatively impact on the quality o f the database produced. 
OMEGA converts 100% o f the data set in <0.29 s/molecule 
when input SMILES were generated using either MGL2SMI 
or CONVERT strings.

Good and Cheney have previously demonstrated that 
increasing sampling increases the chance o f producing 
conformers closer to the bioactive conformer in a crystal 
s tru c tu re .F ig u re  3b shows conformational ensemble gen
eration where 10 conformers o f each molecule are produced. 
For CORINA and OMEGA, the conversion rates remain 
relatively unchanged, scaling as expected. With RUBICON, 
increased conformer sampling increases the performance of 
both conversion time and rate. CATALYST is seen to 
produce a single conformer per molecule in ~ 0 .15 s from a 
SMILES string, but when the production o f  10 conformers 
per molecule is undertaken, we observe an increase in 
processing time to 1.75 s per molecule. This is in line with 
all o f the conversion tool rates. However, the low conversion 
rate observed when using CATALYST could mitigate against 
its incorporation as a large-scale preprocessing tool for 
database construction in SBVS.

Stage 1. Effect o f P reprocessing Levels on E nrichm ent 
Rate. Table 4 depicts LEV ELI—8 o f preprocessing using 
M 0L2SM I and CONVERT SMILES string representations 
o f the validation set o f compounds. These data illustrate 
clearly the impact on the enrichment rate when proionated, 
tautomeric, stereochemical, and multiple conformations of 
the validation set are docked and scored, and they also 
illustrate the clear significance o f  using alternate SMILES 
strings as input for such SBVS protocols.

LEVELI and LEVEL2 depict “entry level” preprocessing, 
where consideration of either one (LEVEL I) or 10 (LEVEL2) 
conformers per ligand in the SBVS protocol is applied, in 
this instance, using both M 0L2SM I- (X_A) and CONVERT- 
generated (X_B) SMILES input. In all cases, the enr.chment 
is calculated using the number o f  molecules converted by 
each 2D—3D conversion program as input. We observe 
LEVEL l OMEGA A and LEVELI OMEGA B outper
forming other levels in LEVELI. A large difference in 
enrichment rates can also be seen between the two alternate 
representations o f SMILES strings. Screening a catabase 
prepared with LEVELI_OM EGA_A, for instance, achieves 
the maximum possible enrichment until 1.5% and then 
reduces. LEVELI_OM EGA_B, however, exhibits poorer 
enrichment rates in the same section o f  the database. The 
same trend is equally observed using RUBICON. Both 
RUBICON and CATALYST failed to convert -1 7 %  and 
~ 8 .2%  o f the database, respectively, with lowered enrich
ment rates resulting. RUBICON conformer generation results 
in the lowest enrichment rate in the first 1 % o f  the data set 
when only a single conformer is presented in the SBVS, 
but increasing the sampling rate, as with OMEGA and 
CORINA, considerably improves the outcome. Also, the 
conversion rates increase dramatically with RUBICON, 
converting 99.4% o f the database. LEVEL2_CORINA_A 
and LEVEL2_OMEGA_A perform almost equally well
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T ab le  4. Enrichm ent Results Obtained for Each Level 
(L E V E L l—8) o f  Preprocessing"

level 0.5 1 1.5 2 4 size

LEVELl CATALYST A 20.SS 20.85 19,46 16,68 9.38 834
LEVELl CATALYST B 20.93 20.93 19,46 16,68 9,94 837
LEVELl CORINA A I9.6S 22.14 21,32 19,68 1?,22 984
LEVELl CORINA B 19.76 22.23 21.40 19,76 16,6? 988
L EV E Ll O M EGA A 25.00 25.00 25.00 2L25 15.63 1000
LEVELl OMEGA B 2S.00 22,50 21,66 18,75 11,88 1000
LEVELl RUBICON A 18,36 18,36 19.89 17.21 11,48 918
LEVEL I R U B I C O N B 13,?9 1S,38 15.31 16.08 13.21 919

LEVEL2 CATALYST A 20.S8 20.88 19.48 18.78 14.09 835
LEVEL2 CATALYST B 20.9S 20.95 19.55 17.80 14.14 838
LEVEL2 CORINA A 24.SS 24.55 24,55 24.55 17.19 982
LEVEL2 CORINA B 24.6S 22.09 23,00 23.42 16.64 986
LEVEL2 OM EGA A 24.95 24.95 24.95 24.95 19.34 998
LEVEL2 OMEGA B 24.9S 24.95 24,95 23.70 17.4? 998
LEVEL2 RUBICON A 24.SS 22.37 21,54 21.12 16.77 994
LEVEL2_RUBICON_B 24.8S 22.3? 21,54 21.13 16.77 994

LEVEL3 CATALYST A 20.6S 18.59 15,14 14.46 9,80 826
LEVEL3 CATALYST B 19.66 22.12 18,02 14.75 11.06 983
LEVEL3 CORINA A 24.60 22.14 22,96 22.14 18.45 984
LEVEL3 CORINA B 24.4S 22.03 22,84 20,80 17.74 979
LEVEL3 OM EGA A 25.00 25.00 25.00 22.50 18.13 1000
LEVEL3 OMEGA B 25.00 25.00 23,33 23.75 14,38 1000
LEVEL3 RUBICON A 19.40 19.40 21,02 20,61 15,76 970
LEVEL3_RUBICON_B 23.85 23.85 22,26 20,27 16,10 954

LEVEL4 CATALYST A 20.65 20.65 19.27 17,55 13,42 826
LEVEL4 CATALYST B 24.33 24,33 22.70 19,46 16.42 973
LEVEL4 CORINA A 24.53 24,53 24.53 24,53 14,10 981
LEVEL4 CORINA B 24.40 24,40 24.40 24,40 16,47 976
LEVEL4 OMEGA A 24.93 24,93 24.93 23,68 15,58 997
LEVEL4 OM EGA B 24.93 24.93 24.93 23.68 16.20 99?
LEVEL4 RUBICON A 24.S5 22,3? 23.19 22,37 16,77 994
LEVEL4_RUBICON_B 24.SS 24,85 24.85 22,3? 17,40 994

LEVELS CATALYST A 20.65 20,65 19.27 17,55 11,36 826
LEVELS CATALYST B 24.33 21,S9 21.08 18,24 13,99 973
LEVELS CORINA A 24.45 22,00 21,19 20,?8 16,50 978
LEVELS CORINA B 24.43 24,43 21,17 20,76 15,2? 97?
LEVELS OM EGA A 25.00 22.50 2L66 16.25 13.75 1000
LEVELS OMEGA B 20.00 22.50 21,66 16.25 13.75 1000
LEVELS RUBICON A 18.44 18.44 1S,44 16,14 13,25 922
L EV E LS R U B I C ON B 23,00 23.00 23,00 19,55 13.80 920

LEVEL6 CATALYST A 20.65 20,65 20.65 19,62 12,90 826
LEVEL6 CATALYST B 24,33 24,33 24.33 23,10 13,98 973
LEVEL6 CORINA A 24.38 24,38 24.38 21,94 17,06 975
LEVEL6 CORINA B 24.33 21,89 21,08 20,6? 15,20 973
LEVEL6 OMEGA A 24.95 24,95 23.29 23.70 17,47 998
LEVEL6 OM EGA B 24.95 24.95 24.95 23.70 16.84 998
LEVEL6A OMEGA B 24,93 24.93 23,26 23.68 14,33 997
LEVEL6 RUBICON A 24,60 22.14 22,96 20.91 15.38 984
LEVEL6 RUBICON B 24,58 24.58 24,58 20,88 15.36 983
LEVEL? CATALYST A 22.08 22.08 19,13 16,56 10.49 883
LEVEL? CATALYST B 19.?8 22.25 21.43 19,78 12.36 989
LEVEL? CORINA A 24,?3 22.25 23.07 22,25 16,07 989
LEVEL? CORINA B 24,68 22,20 21.39 20,97 14,81 987
LEV EL? OM EGA A 25.00 25.00 25.00 22.50 15.00 1000
LEVEL7A OMEGA A 25.00 25,00 25.00 23.75 17,50 1000
LEVEL? OMEGA B 25.00 25,00 25.00 21.25 14,38 1000
LEVEL? RUBICON A 19.00 20.58 20,58 17.81 12,47 950
LEVEL?_RUBICON_B 23.40 21.06 18,72 16.38 10.53 936

LEVEL8 CATALYST A 22.10 19.89 20,67 18.79 13.26 884
LEVELS CATALYST B 24.75 24.75 24,75 21.04 14.23 990
LEVELS CORINA A 24.95 24.95 24,95 23.70 15.59 998
LEVELS CORINA B 24,95 24,95 24,95 22.46 14.35 998
LEVELS OMEGA A 24,95 24.95 24,95 23.70 15.59 998
LEVELS OM EGA B 24.98 24.98 24.98 22.48 14.36 999
LEVELS RUBICON A 24,90 22,41 21.58 19,92 14.32 996
LEVELS_RUBICON_B 24,93 24,93 23.26 21,19 13.71 997
theoretical optimal value 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 1000

“ Optim um  enrichm ents o f  each level obtained are highlighted in 
bold.

with enrichment rates up to 2% o f 24.55 and 24.95, 
respectively.

LEVELS illustrates the impact on virtual screening arising 
from the introduction o f a step to incorporate protonation 
states in the processing o f the screening database. Single 
conformers generated by OMEGA contribute to achieving 
higher enrichment values and are enhanced by the addition 
o f protonation, as seen in Table 4, Initial observation clearly 
shows that LEVEL3_0MEGA_A achieves a superior enrich
ment rate over the 4% o f the database when compared with 
the others. LEVEL3_RUBIC0N_A produces the lowest E. 
Both CATALYST and RUBICON exhibit a large deviation 
in E  between using two alternate SMILES representations 
as input. RUBICON generates higher E  values using 
CONVERT SMILES strings.

A remarkable increase is observed using RUBICON where 
multiple conformers with a treatment o f protonation are 
considered. LEVEL4_RUBICON_B accomplishes an E  o f 
24.85, just slightly lower than that o f LEVEL4_OMEGA_B. 
CORINA performs well also with MOL2SMI input giving 
an E  o f 24.53 across the first 2% o f the ranked database. 
However, the opposite is seen with CATALYST at this stage 
in the process. CATALYST converts 97.3% o f the database 
from CONVERT SMILES strings; however, only 82.6% is 
converted using M 0L2SM I. Again, the effect o f alternating 
SMILES string representations is highlighted here.

In general, protonation has a considerable influence on 
the orientation o f a docked ligand, as the conformers 
produced by each 2D —3D tool will vary according to the 
positions o f  the hydrogens on a molecule. OMEGA has been 
previously shown to achieve significantly better results when 
the input structure is supplied from C O R IN A .A d d itio n a l 
refinement and minimization o f the CORINA input structure 
under the MMFF force field before ensemble generation 
using OMEGA also enhances the performance. These 
concepts were integrated in the current version o f OMEGA 
used in this study, and so, in general, the performance using 
OMEGA appears to be superior.

In the absence o f  specification o f the chemical structure, 
the addition o f arbitrary stereochemical information may 
introduce stereoisomers and regioisomers that may not 
actually exist in reality and impact on the enrichment rate 
achieved. STERGEN was used in the context o f preserving 
SMILES strings with assigned stereochemical information 
and to assign multiple stereochemical representations to those 
ligands with partial or ambiguous information. The value o f 
this is immediately apparent as typical commercial compound 
libraries often contain incomplete or no specific stereo
chemical information for a percentage o f compound entries. 
LEVEL5 denotes how the consideration o f  stereo
chemical information assists Chemgauss and PLP in priori
tizing the actives in the validation set only in the case of 
LEVEL5_RUBICON_B. Interestingly, this effect was more 
pronounced using FLIPPER (LEVEL6A_0MEGA_B), which 
we used to enumerate all possible stereoisomers for all 
ligands—without preserving the information o f those with 
defined chirality. Accordingly, a slightly lower E  is achieved 
as decoys were introduced to the docking and scoring 
procedure. There is clearly a fine balance which needs to be 
achieved in generating realistic stereochemical information 
for “ambiguous” structures in a data set and preserving the
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known structural information down through the processing 
stages.

The introduction o f a tautomer treatment to data
base preprocessing demonstrated that, in combination 
with a single conformer consideration, processed using 
L E V E L 7 0 M E G A A /B , a higher enrichment could 
be achieved than when processing multiple conformers 
(LEVEL8_OMEGA_A/B). However, for all other tools, a 
benefit is observed on addition o f  multiple conformers to 
the database treatment. All possible tautomeric forms were 
enumerated, not solely the one considered to be most 
prevalent in solution at physiological pHs. The addition of 
tautomeric representations, for consideration in the SBVS 
protocol, makes the scoring function work harder but helps 
in more finely discriminating actives from inactives, as is 
demonstrated in LEVEL7_OMEGA_A/B. To facilitate a 
direct comparison of tools, LEVEL? A_OMEGA_A made use 
o f an alternate processing utility, TAUTOMER (Openeye 
Scientific Software). A slight enrichment increase is observed 
over the 4% o f the ranked data set using this tool. Tautomeric 
variation o f a ligand also impacts on conformer orientation 
and, thus, the poses generated in a binding site during 
docking and prior to scoring. Although an additive effect 
on enrichment is observed by the addition o f  tautomers as 
with protonation, it is difficult to immediately establish if 
the highest scoring tautomer ranked is actually representative 
o f  the most prevalent species in vivo.

Finally, to ensure that the values in Table 4 for each level 
were statistically significant, we conducted an ANOVA two- 
way analysis o f  variance using Minitab 14.20. At a confi
dence level o f 99%, a statistical difference was observed 
between programs within each level (p < 0.0001). A 
Friedman two-way analysis o f  variance was also used to 
decide the optimum levels o f  preprocessing using the sum 
o f ranks from enrichments observed in each level. We chose 
LEVEL5_OMEGA_A rather than LEVEL5_0M EGA_B as 
being superior because enrichment in the first 0.5% was 25 
compared with 20, respectively. This is more important as 
when searching a larger database it is preferable to search 
the smallest ranked hit list possible (i.e., 0.5—1%).

The Impact o f  Alternate SM ILES Representations. If 
alternate representations o f  SMILES strings are used as 
input 2D structures, such as those produced by M 0L2SM I 
and CONVERT, radically different effects on the en
richment rates are achieved when the same prepro
cessing protocols are utilized in advance o f  rigid docking 
experiments. For example, LEVEL I RUBICON A and 
LEVEL 1_RUBIC0N_B use the same preprocessing protocol 
o f generating a single conformer, yet enrichment rates in 
the first 0.5% o f the database were 18.36 and 13.79, 
respectively. Major enrichment differences can be seen 
throughout Table 4 because o f variation in initial SMILES 
depictions. This effect is not restricted to any individual 2D— 
3D conformer generator studied, as is evident from 
LEVEL5_0M EGA_A/B, where enrichments are 25 and 20, 
respectively. These differences are possibly caused by the 
way in which each conformer generator parses a SMILES 
string. For example, programs that use a library o f SMARTS 
strings to generate segments o f a compound from a SMILES 
string would produce different conformers depending on the 
initial representation.

To emphasize the significance o f this observation, f/e have 
endeavored to test six alternate SMILES string representa
tions o f the known ER-active modulator hydroxytanoxifen 
and compare the generated conformers with those o f a set 
o f six conformers produced from a single SMILES string 
representation o f the ligand. The root mean square difference 
(RMSD) o f each conformer generated was compaied with 
the cocrystal structure o f bound hydroxytamoxifen in the ER- 
active site and each conformer was also docked usin | FRED 
in the binding site o f  3ERT to determine the best ranking 
conformer score. Table 5 shows the results.

It is clear that different SMILES representation; o f the 
same molecule produce different conformers, and as A'e have 
shown in Table 3, this has a clear impact on enrchment 
values obtained also. Alternating the initial SMILES string 
produces a range o f  conformers, the best o f  which exhibits 
an RMSD of 0.75 A when compared to the crystal structure 
o f  hydroxytamoxifen, and results in the highest scoring 
docked pose (—55.90) using FRED 2.01. The irrmediate 
conclusion to draw from these data is that, nominalV, while 
each individual molecule is constant, not all SMILES 
representations are equal, and a hitherto unexplored link 
exists between this simplest cheminformatic treatnent of 
molecular representations and the results obtaineJ in 3D 
molecular recognition studies involving SBVS o f thi; nature.

Computational Overheads—How Big Is Too tig?  As 
previously discussed, each level o f  “multimeric’ ligand 
treatment increases the physical size o f  the databaie under 
consideration. This size limit begins to impact on the 
feasibility and practicality o f the SBVS when he base 
number o f compounds is large. Figure 4 illustrates how the 
size o f the data set using each protocol differs. Thit poses a 
significant quandary with respect to virtual screening. 
Database size must be reduced as much as possible to keep 
disk space at an affordable minimum, and also to piine the 
overall number o f molecules to be screened from i perfor
mance cost/benefit perspective. If we consider the relative 
scaling for LEVELS, 1000 compounds (a 312k SMILES file) 
expands to a 3D SDF file containing 27 212 miltimeric 
forms (73 Mb). Scaling this up to a database o f  I 300 000 
screening compounds will accordingly generate 25—30 
million ligands for consideration in both the prepr>cessing 
steps and the actual docking procedure. While the ;bility o f 
newer software to utilize and read compressed data fles may 
alleviate this difficulty, the issues o f how large a data set 
one can afford to use, and correspondingly which prepro
cessing method one will employ, will ultimatdy vary 
according to available resources.

Stage 2. R anking of a Single Potent ER-A lpha Antago
nist in a 10 000-M olecule C om pound Set. Tauttmerism 
and protonation states have little synthetic constquence, 
although their consideration may be crucial in enhaicing the 
enrichment level o f a virtual screening protocol. A siccessfiil 
virtual screening protocol should not only prioritise com
pounds for biological testing but also provide useful nforma- 
tion about the stereochemistry o f  the compound should 
synthesis be required. We therefore sought to utilze from 
the previous steps protocols that provide the highestpossible 
enrichment but also give the most information about he exact 
3D or stereochemical nature o f  the compounds icentified. 
The importance o f this with respect to the estrogen receptor 
is clear when one considers that the E  isomer o f  tie ligand
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T ab le  5. Com parison o f  RM SD o f  A lternate SM ILES-G enerated Conform ers versus Conform er Generation Taken from a Single 
SMILES String"

6 SMILES permutations RMSD TOP SCORE PLP = -55.90

CC\C(c1 cxx«c1 )=C(/c:2(xx;(0)c<^)c3cxx;(0CCN(C)C)cx^ 0.75

K
CC\C(=C(/c1ccc(0)cc1)c2ccc(0CCN(C)C)cc2)c3ccccc3 0.76

CC\C(=C(/c1 ccc(cc1 )0)c1 ccc(cc1 )OCCN(C)C)c1 CCCXC1 1.07

CN(C)CC0(c1ccc(cx;1)C(\c^(xc(0)cc2)=C(c3cccc(^)\CC) 1.25

CN(C)CC0(c1 ccc(cc1 )C(=C(c2ccccc2)\CC)\cj3ccx(0)cc3) 0.77

CN(C)CC0c<ccc(c1)C(\c(ccc(c2)0)c2)=C(c(cccc2)(i2)\CC)c1 1.23

TOP SCORE PLP = -54.916 SMILES of equivalent permutation RMSO

CC\C(=C(/c1 ccc(0)(x:1 )c2ccc(OCCN(C)C)cc2){^ccax3 0.6

X
CC\C(=C(/c1ccc(0)cc1)c^<x:c(0CCN(C)C)cc2)c3ccccc4 0.76

CC\C (=C(/c1 (xx(O)ccl )c2ccc(OCCN{C)C)cc2)c3ccccc5 0.99

CC\C(=C(/c1 ccc(0)cc1 )c2cxx:<OCCN{C)C)cc2)c3ccccc6 1.25

CC\C<“C(/c1 (xjc(0)(x:1 )c2cx:c(OCCN(C)C)cc2)c3ccccc7 1.13

CC\C(=C(/c1txx(0)cc1)c2ccc(0CCN(C)C)cc2)c3cccxx:8 0.89

“ RM SD values were calculated using the OpenEye OEChem  RM SD calculator, w hich fully accounts for autom orphism s (self-sym m etry o f  the 
m olecules being compared). The crystal structure o f  hydroxytamoxifen (w hite) is superim posed with the conform er o f  hydroxytam oxifen (colored 
by atom) generated from a SM ILES string with the lowest RMSD value. The PLP values show n correspond to the lowest RM SD structure docked 
in the active site o f  3ERT.
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Figure 4. C olum n data  labels show  the num ber o f  m olecu les p roduced  from  1000 inp u t SM ILE S strings using  the  op tim um  preprocessing  
techn iques as prev iously  evaluated .

tamoxifen exhibits estrogenic activity, while the Z isomer 
exhibits antiestrogenic potency. From our initial individual 
screening runs, it appears that the addition o f stereochemical 
information to ensemble conformer generation provides the 
optimum benefit in pre- and post-screening, where the 
compound collection lacks defined stereochemical informa
tion.

To assess the utility o f the various screening levels in a 
“real-world” application, our dataset o f  10 000 ligands 
containing only a single known active was used. The impact 
o f the various protocols on the ability o f SBVS to identify 
the active is given in Table 6. Optimal ranking is achieved

using only 10 conformers, with no additional benefit seen 
when expanded to a treatment of 100 conformers per ligand. 
In these cases, all levels involved generation o f conformers 
using OMEGA. Ligand conformer sampling is highly 
important in SBVS when the active or binding site is deemed 
to be flexible. The estrogen receptor exhibits a relatively rigid 
binding site upon examination. Nonetheless, slight variations 
in binding site residue positions occur, and a greater treatment 
o f ligand flexibility is expected to improve the enrichment 
rate. Bostrom et al.̂ "* deemed 1000 conformations per 
molecules to be adequate sampling in the context o f a virtual 
screen; while we agree that such a treatment is highly
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Table 6. Ranking o f a Single Active by FRED 2.01 from a 
Screening Database Totaling 10 000 Druglike Compounds Using 
Preprocessing Protocol Levels 9—17.

level rank protocol details

9 146 single conformer
10 1 10 conformers
11 1 100 conformers
12 399 protonation +  single conformer
13 6 protonation +  10 conformers
14 254 stereoisomers +  single conformer
15 6 stereoisomers +  10 conformers
16 163 tautomers +  single conformer
17 3 tautomers +  10 conformers

important when the target is flexible, no apparent benefit is 
seen for the estrogen receptor above 10 conformers. This 
emphasizes the requirement for SBVS protocol optimization 
on a target-by-target basis.

This comparative study highhghts the wide impact on 
enrichment and variance possible when moving from single- 
to multiple-conformer treatments (level 9—“10) and where 
protonation (level 9—'12, level 10—'13, and level 12—*13),

chirality (level 9 ^ 1 4 , level 10-^15, and level 14—*15), and 
tautomer treatments (level 9—*16, level 10—*17, and level 
16—*17) are explored in SBVS.

As a final comparison o f the impact o f  preprocessing, we 
sought to elucidate the RMSD between docked solutions for 
hydroxytamoxifen-generated (colored by atom) conformers 
generated using each o f  the above preprocessing protocols 
and the ligand cocrystal structure pose (white) taken from 
3ERT. All o f the docked structures are shown to be close to 
the crystal structure o f hydroxy tamoxifen (Figure 5). The 
docked structure o f the single potent antiestrogen used to 
seed the database o f 10 000 structures is also overlayed 
(colored by atom) to show its equivalent docked solutions 
for each processing level. Interestingly, although a minimal 
difference is observed in the RMSD values, a large difference 
is seen in the relative rankings o f  the seed antiestrogen.

Stage 3. FP R ate of 40 E R -A lpha A ntagonists in a 
10 000-M olecule C om pound Set. False positive rates for 
the ER-alpha antagonist set are outlined in Table 7. It is 
evident that the use o f  10 conformers again gives the lowest

Single ConfomMr RMSO = 1.01 10 Conformers: RMSO = 076

100 ConfonoMri: RMSD ■ 1.01 Protorwtion
1.06

* 1 Conromier: RMSO ■

Pro«on»tkHi
0.83

* 10 Conformers: RMSO =

F ig u re  5. RMSD difference between docked conform ers generated using each o f  the above preprocessing protocols and the ligand crystal 
structure taken from 3ERT.
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Table 7. False Positive Rates for Recovery o f  50% o f  the True 
Positives

level FP 50% protocol details

LEVEL 18 0.44 single conform er
L E V E L 19 0.35 10 conformers
LEVEL20 1.10 100 conform ers
LEVEL21 0.58 protonation +  single conform er
LEVEL22 2.30 protonation +  10 conformers
LEVEL23 0.65 stereoisom ers +  single conform er
LEVEL24 1.44 stereoisom ers +  10 conformers
LEVEL25 1.87 tautomers +  single conformers
LEVEL26 1.50 tautomers -1- 10 conform ers

FP rate at 0.35% for a true positive rate o f 50%, corroborating 
results from the previous section. The use o f  a more broad 
and diverse set o f  antagonists spiked within a large decoy 
set o f  9960 enables us to definitively show the influence of 
each level o f preprocessing on the database. We observe that 
the database conversion rate is also optimal using multiple 
conformers only. The addition o f multiple conformers with 
protonation or stereochemical generation results in a higher 
FP rate and, thus, an increase in the number o f random 
molecules ranked among the actives. The addition of 
tautomers also increases the FP rate.

CONCLUSIONS

We have endeavored to elucidate the optimal preprocessing 
protocols and determine a method generic for the optimizing 
o f enrichments in SBVS. Establishing a successfijl virtual 
screening process also requires that the techniques used must 
be CPU and resource “friendly”, while keeping database 
physical size to a minimum. This study is a snapshot o f some 
o f  the most popular available techniques used in database 
preprocessing. All o f the programs used were utilized with 
their default settings, and the adjustment of certain parameters 
may further enhance the enrichment rates achieved. The 
results presented here have important implications for those 
embarking on structure-based virtual screening experimenta
tion. With increasing amounts o f commercial and academic 
code available to researchers, the choice o f preprocessing 
technique used to expand and represent a screening com
pound collection can and will have a significant impact on 
the performance o f  the virtual screen. Compound libraries 
are often represented in 2D format as SMILES strings and 
are converted to 3D format for the purpose of pharmacophore 
searching or structure-based virtual screening. SMILES 
strings can be constructed in a number o f ways, and we have 
demonstrated clearly in this study that different representa
tions have markedly different effects, not only on virtual 
screening enrichment rates achieved but also on the quality 
o f the docked structures. If speed is a concern, then different 
tools are available with associated performance benefits, but 
not all methods will convert all input. A clear pattern is 
observed when using Daylight’s MOL2SMI SMILES strings, 
where optimum enrichment rates are achieved over those 
found using CONVERT string representations when com
pounds are enumerated as single conformations. Protonation, 
tautomerization, and the assignment o f correct stereochem
istry appears to have little benefit in this test case, but with 
respect to single conformers, an optimal enrichment can be 
achieved starting from a MOL2SMI string. SMILES strings 
generated from CONVERT require enumeration o f multiple 
conformations to produce a high enrichment regardless o f

K.NOX ET AL.

whether they are protonated, tautomerized, or the stereo
chemistry is assigned.

Importantly, enrichment rates observed when using a 
smaller data set o f 1000 compounds seeded with 40 actives 
show a marked difference to the ranking o f a single active 
in 10 000. The best enrichment is achieved using OMEGA 
in combination with the propagation o f  10 conformers per 
compound. No additional benefit is observed when using 100 
conformers per compound with this particular receptor (ER), 
but this may not be the case when working with more flexible 
target systems. To allow a sufficient amount o f synthetic 
information to be retrieved about each compound, a slight 
decrease in the ranked position of the active must be accepted 
where stereochemical information is added. However, a 
balance between the introduction o f  false positive results and 
the exact structural information needs to be achieved, and a 
cost/benefit assessment must be made for each target studied. 
A marked difference in the ranking ability o f  SBVS imbued 
by alternate preprocessing protocols is observed when using 
the larger test set. We therefore suggest the adoption o f larger 
(“real-scale”) validation and training data sets as being more 
beneficial to those involved in training a docking procedure 
for the identification o f active species in virtual screening. 
We are currently applying these findings to other virtual 
screening protocols optimized for the identification o f novel 
modulators o f the human estrogen receptors.
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Abstract SMILES strings and other classic 2D struc
tural formats offer a convenient way to represent 
molecules as a simplistic connection table, with the 
inherent advantages of ease of handling and storage. In 
the context of virtual screening, chemical databases to 
be screened are often initially represented by cano- 
nicalised SMILES strings that can be filtered and pre- 
processed in a number of ways, resulting in molecules 
that occupy similar regions of chemical space to active 
compounds of a therapeutic target. A wide variety of 
software exists to convert molecules into SMILES 
format, namely, Mol2smi (Daylight Inc.), MOE 
(Chemical Computing Group) and Babel (Openeye 
Scientific Software). Depending on the algorithm em
ployed, the atoms of a SMILES string defining a mol
ecule can be ordered differently. Upon conversion to 
3D coordinates they result in the production of 
ostensibly the same molecule.In this work we show 
how different permutations of a SMILES string can 
affect conformer generation, affecting reliability and 
repeatability of the results. Furthermore, we propose a 
novel procedure for the generation of conformers, 
taking advantage of the permutation of the input 
strings—both SMILES and other 2D formats, leading
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Molecular Design Group, School o f Biochemistry and 
Immunology, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland 
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to more effective sampling of conformation space in 
output, and also implementing fingerprint and princi
pal component analyses step to post process and visu
alise the results.

Keywords Conformers • Docking • Drug discovery • 
Fingerprints • Scoring • SMILES • Virtual screening

Introduction

The advent of drug design, concurrent with the accel
erated evolution of computational power, allows us to 
manipulate and store large amounts of data in different 
formats, for pre-processing, substructure searching, 
3D-matching and finally for creation of a combinatorial 
library [1-3]. A widely used method to handle com
pound structures is to represent them in SMILES for
mat. Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry 
Specification (SMILES), proposed by Weininger in 
1988 [4] is a simple linear chemical language for 
specifying molecules or molecular fragments. Com
pared with most file formats, SMILES is broadly used 
in computational chemistry and is supported by most 
major software tools in the field, reducing data ex
change due to its compact nature. SMILES strings have 
been extensively used in both pharmaceutical and 
academic settings to uniquely code a 2D structure of a 
molecule with correct stereochemical and protonated 
states represented.

However, a molecule although uniquely repre
sented, can be described by differently ordered 
SMILES strings. Rules can be applied that specify the 
generation of SMILES but, intriguingly, we show that 
different software packages produce different SMILES
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strings for the same encoded molecule. If the SMILES 
strings are used for representing the 2D structure of 
the molecules, possible permutations of the string 
should not affect the generation of the 3D structure.

However, when the SMILES strings are used as in
put for the generation of conformers, it becomes clear 
that different permutations of the same string can 
generate diverse sets of conformers. This has a large 
impact for all applications and validations where a 
dataset was initially represented by SMILES strings. 
Our group has previously shown the impact that dif
ferent SMILES strings representations have on the 
docking process in terms of enrichment {E) and false 
positive (FP) rate calculations [5].

To examine this concept we carried out a study on 
the permutation of SMILES strings using data from a 
set of 15 crystal structures extracted from a recent 
study by Vigers et al. [6] and also 2 X-ray structures of 
interest within our group [7,8] (Table 1). Our aim was 
to quantitively show the influence that each permuta
tion of a SMILES string, generated by several software 
programs, has on the production of conformers. We 
also show how this phenomenon can be used, in some 
cases, to increase the rate of production of a diverse set 
of conformers.

Figure 1 illustrates the process whereby a single 
PPAR agonist 3D structure was reduced to SMILES 
format using Mol2smi (Daylight Chemical Information 
Systems, Inc.) [9], MOE (Chemical Computing Group) 
[10], Babel (Openeye Scientific Software) [11] and 
ChemSketch (Advanced Chemistry Development)

[12]. The SMILES string produced by each software 
package, as shown in Fig. 1, are different for the same 
molecule.

As SMILES notation represents a linear form of a 
connection table, we also wanted to investigate if the 
concept was extendible to more elaborate connection 
tables, as those found in formats such as sdf.

Permuted SMILES strings were generated for 
ligands extracted from 17 crystal structures in the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) and then used as input for 
different conformer generating software packages 
(Omega vl.8.1, Corina v3.6, Rubicon and Catalyst 
V4.9.1).

Principal component analysis (PCA) of several 3D 
descriptors and potential energy was employed to 
investigate and compare the conformational space 
explored by the same output quantity of conformers 
arising from a permuted set of a SMILES, in compar
ison to conformational space sampled when using a 
single unique canonical SMILES string.

Methods

Seventeen crystal structures from the PDB were 
selected. Most of the structures were selected from the 
list used to validate FlexX [13]/Gold [14] and also 
MASC [6]. All structures were solved at a resolution 
< 2.5 A, except for 1P93 (2.7 A) the glucocorticoid 
complex) and they represent a wide variety of different 
structural characteristics such as size, number of

Table 1 List of ligands extracted from the PDB and their associated resolutions

PDB code Ligand-protein complexes Resolution (A) Perm- P. Sel.'’

1 lA Q l CDK 2.2 35 6
2 ID IQ Tyrosine phosphatase 1.7 14 3
3 IG LQ Glutathione-5-transferase 1.8 30 6
4 lA B E Arabinose-binding protein 1.7 10 2
5 lA Z M Carboic anidrase 2.0 14 3
6 ICBX Carboxypeptidase 2.0 15 3
7 4DFR DHFR 1.7 33 7
8 lE B P Retinoic acid binding protein 2.2 22 4
9 IH Y T Thermolysin 1.7 15 3
10 IM RK Ribosome inactivating protein 1.6 19 4
11 1P93 Glucorticoid 2.7 28 5
12 IPH F Cytochrome p450-cam 1.6 11 3
13 4PHV HIV-protease 2.1 46 9
14 1I7I PPAR gamma 2.35 28 6
15 IPO C Phospholipase A2 2.0 31 6
16 ISRJ Streptavidin 1.8 22 4
17 ITPP Trypsin 1.4 15 3

‘“Specifies the number of permutations generated by ‘Permsmi’ (Daylight Inc.)
'’Indicates the number of strings selected to carry out the analysis, including the canonical SMILES string, as generated by Mol2smi 
(daylight)
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Fig. 1 Classification of 
conversion program s applied 
and th e ir associated  SM ILES 
strings genera ted

3D structure  V
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rotatable bonds and features. The list of compounds 
studied is shown in Table 1.

Preparation of ligands

Compounds were downloaded and visually inspected 
within MOE [10]. Ligands were extracted from the 
complex and all hydrogen and coordination atoms 
deleted. Mol2smi was utilised to reduce the 3D rep
resentation to an initial canonical SMILES version.

Permsmi [9] was subsequently used to produce 
permutations of the SMILES string, starting with each 
of the atoms in the input SMILES in turn. The set of 
permutations of the molecule are written out in pseu- 
do-canonical order (i.e. ring closures are renumbered). 
Thus, the longer the string, the higher the numbers of 
permutations ‘Permsmi’ is able to generate. An aver
age of 22.8 permuted SMILES strings were created for 
each molecule. We chose to use every fifth permuted 
SMILES string of a molecule as we deemed it to be 
representative of the set of five making sure to include 
the canonical SMILES strings initially produced by 
mol2smi. This procedure narrows down to an average 
of 5.5 permutation strings per molecule, which were 
used as input for generating 3D conformers as illus
trated in Fig. 2.

Conformer generation 

Corina

Corina v3.6 [15] produces 3D conformations by com
bining monocentric fragments of standard bond 
lengths, appropriate angles and dihedral angles. To 
incorporate appropriate torsion angles, Corina uses a 
set of rules derived from statistical analysis of the 
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [16]. Further
more, Corina is able to generate only a single con- 
former per SMILES string.

Corina, retaining default settings, was used to gen
erate conformers of the permuted list and the output 
was saved in mol2 format. One conformer per SMILES 
string was created for a total of 94 conformers.

Omega

Omega vL8.1 [17] generates conformers in three sep
arate steps. First, a generic 3D structure is built. This 
primary conformation can be minimized with the 
MMFF force field. In the second stage, in order to 
generate different 3D conformations, Omega applies a 
depth-first divide and conquer algorithm. More simply. 
Omega disassembles the molecules into small

Fig. 2 Protocol for the 
evaluation of SM ILE S string 
perm utations

r
17 PDB entries

Canonical
representation

V

RMSD
comparison

C[NH2+)C1C(C2(OC(C1)r>3c4
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fragments, and calculates the fragments energy using a 
Deidral FF, and finally reassembles the fragments in 
order. The generated conformations are limited by 
their total energy (e-windows) (Deidral force field, no 
electrostatic interaction) and molecules whose RMSD 
values are too similar (RMSD value cut off) are dis
carded. The third and final step offers the possibility to 
refine conformations with standard MMFF to avoid the 
presence of high energy unrealistic conformations.

Omega was set to generate 50 conformers per 
SMILES string. The output file was set to save as mol2 
format and the number of rotatable bonds increased to 
30, to allow all molecules to pass the Omega filter. All 
other remaining parameters were kept as default. 
1 azm was discarded by Omega filter due to the pres
ence of a zinc atom. A total of 2,406 conformers were 
generated.

Catalyst (fast)

Catalyst [18] uses a poling algorithm for the generation 
of conformers with the CHARM M  force field, which 
does not include electrostatic terms. There are two 
integrated algorithmic methods of conformation crea
tion to choose from: the BEST and FAST algorithm, of 
which FAST was the method of choice for this study. 
Its conformational search algorithm is based on a grid 
search of torsion values in combination with some 
energy minimisation to resolve high-energy configura
tions, such as overlaps of van der Waals radii.

A  maximum number of 50 conformers per each 
SMILES string were created with the output saved in 
sdf format. Again, 1 azm was discarded, and a total of 
3,623 conformers were generated.

Rubicon

Employing Rubicon [19], conformers are initially 
generated with a distance-geometry method that sam
ples random conformations—this is by default a non
stochastic process, yielding reproducible output for a 
given input string in separate runs. These 3D structures 
are then minimized for distance and volume bounds 
violations. Only one minimizer algorithm is provided 
with version 4.3 of Rubicon [20].

SMILES strings were first converted into tdt format 
by smi2tdt [9] since Rubicon does not read the 
SMILES format and the output set to pdb format. A 
total number of 3,845 conformers were generated.

The default settings were used, except where noted, 
when implementing the conformer generation software 
packages. All conformations were superimposed by 
matching non-hydrogen atoms, to the corresponding

unmodified X-ray ligand structure. To remove artificial 
differences resulting from RMSD deviations attributed 
to automorphisms [21,22], the program RMSD 
(Openeye Scientific Software) was used for analysis. 
The minimum RMSD values (the closest conformers to 
the crystal structure) and the standard deviations were 
then calculated for each set.

As it is clear that sampling conformer space with an 
ensemble size of 50 output molecules might be not 
sufficient to allow the software to produce a reasonable 
and diverse ensemble of conformers, two further 
experiments were performed. Thus, a subsequent 
RMSD analysis was carried out allowing the genera
tion of a larger number of conformers (sets A and B 
described below).

Set A: From the original set of crystal structures we 
selected a molecular “probe” characterized by an 
average number drug like rotable bonds (IDFR, 10 
RBs)—representative of the typical drug-like com
pounds encountered in commercial screening datasets 
used in virtual screening. The canonical string (cansmi) 
and subsequently eight permutations (Permsi) were 
generated as described above. In this study case the 
conformers were built using OM EGA. The ID FR 
canonical SMILES string was first used and highest 
number of conformers with the default setting was 
obtained (a total 280 conformers with max_confs flag 
set to 500). To produce a comparable set of conformers 
the same number of output structures were replicated 
for the permuted string setting the m axjcon f flag to 35 
(35 confs by 8 permutations). The results were then 
imported in MOE and 3D potential energy descriptor 
(MMFF94), PCA analysis were then calculated and 
plotted.

Set B: The same canonic SMILES string and its eight 
permutations were then used for a subsequently run. 
OM EGA was used to generate conformers from the 
canonic string with a RM SD (rms flag) cut off of 0.5 
(default = 1) and an increased energy window (ewin- 
dow  flag) to reflect the energy window span demon
strated by the conformers previously generated in A  in 
terms of potential energy, (about 60 kcal/mol calculate 
with MMFF94 force field). Maxjoonfs flag was 
increased to 1,000,000 to remove any restriction in the 
number of output structures. This produced an upper 
ensemble of X conformers from the single input string. 
As in experiment A  a similar final number of con
formers were produced from the permuted strings 
through setting max_confs to 310 and leaving the 
energy window and the RM SD  cut off at the default 
settings. Again, the sets generated were imported in 
MOE and 3D potential energy descriptor and PCA 
analysis were carried out and plotted in graphs.
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Fingerprint analysis

Conformers generated from the ensemble of permu
tations of a single molecule were then considered. For 
example, a set was represented as a collection of con
formers produced from the six permutations of the 
PPA R ligand SMILES string. To measure the number 
of duplicate conformations presents in the set we im
ported the conformational file into MOE and an 
eigenvalue spectrum shape fingerprint ESshape3D 10 
analysis was undertaken. Each fingerprint is of fixed 
length and allows for a comparison of 3D molecular 
shapes considering the heavy atoms of a molecule. 
Duplicate conformers appeared in the database with 
identical fingerprints, allowing us to calculate the per
centage of unique conformers.

PCA analysis

In order to investigate the chemical space explored by 
the set generated for the set A and B previously 
described was analysed with a principal component 
analysis. A total of six MOE 3D descriptors (all x3D 
descriptors, x - y - z  dipole moment, and principal mo
ment of inertia x-y-z )  were selected and computed for 
all the conformers generated to reflect the different 
topological characteristics of the 3D molecules in the 
output datasets. The aim of PCA is to reduce the 
dimensionality of a set of descriptors by linearly 
transforming the data. In detail, in our analysis six 
vectors have been transformed into a manageable 3D 
space described by three principal component vectors, 
where each of the 3D vectors is a combination of the 
selected descriptors.

To achieve this result the number of principal 
components were limited to three and all the other 
options in the MOE PCA module were run as default 
settings, without applying specific weighting to any of 
the 30 descriptors selected. The three principal com
ponents were then plotted as X Y Z  coordinates 
respectively for each compound. At the end of the 
process each molecule in the database is described by a 
set of coordinates, and may be plotted relative to all 
other members in the three-dimensional space.

Alternative 2D representations—connection tables

The connection table is a common and predominant way 
to simply represent a chemical structure—in its simplest 
incarnation we encounter SMILES strings. A typical file 
extension that contains a more complex connection 
table describing the organization of the atoms within a 
molecule is the SDF file format. Typically an SDF file

includes two essential main sections: the first describing 
the 3D coordinates of the individual atoms in the mol
ecules, the second depicting the connections of each 
atom with the others and the bond order present (1 = 
single bond, 2 = double bond) [23].
Section 1 (3D coordinates)

57 0 0 0 0 GO 0 0 0
-0.3250 0.1625 0.0000 c 0 0 0 0 0
2.6042 1.8667 0.0000 c 0 0 0 0 0
-0.3250 -0.9917 0.0000 c 0 0 0 0 0
0.6458 0.7083 0.0000 c 0 0 0 0 0
2,6042 0.7083 0.0000 c 0 0 0 0 0
1.6250 0.1625 0.0000 c 0 0 0 0 0

Section 2 (Connection table)

3 1 1 0 0 0
4 1 1 0 0 0

12 1 1 0 0 0
1 22 1 0 0 0
2 9 1 0 0 0
8 2 1 0 0 0
2 23 1 0 0 0

For this part of our study a bespoke peri utility was 
written to produce random permutation of the connec
tion table. In detail, the utility randomises the position of 
the first section of the file and, while keeping trace of 
movement, it rewrites a new different connection table 
underneath. To avoid the production of duplicates an 
adjacency matrix is first calculated from the connection 
table and subsequently its connectivity stack [24].

The connectivity stack of a matrix is a sequence of 
the adjacency matrix values = a,y :

S— (.yj, Sjy S2 • • • Sk . . .  Sfi)

where the position of the /cth element is given by 

'+( /  1)0' - 2)k= with («■<;■)

Identical stack matrixes correspond to identical 
adjacency matrix and, thus, identical connection tables.

To investigate if permutation of connection tables in 
more complex formats such as SDF resulted with the 
same effect observed for the permuted SMILES strings 
on conformer generation, we first generated an SDF file 
from the ligand co-crystallised in PDB entry ID FR  [25]. 
OM EGA  was then used to generate 280 conformers 
{maxjoonfs set to 500 and remaining parameters as 
default). As described above, the peri script was used to 
produce 10 permutations of the crystal structure sdf file.
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Finally, to reproduce the same amount of conformers as 
above, max_conf was set to 10 to furnish 280 conformers 
from the list of permuted connection tables of IDFR. 
RMSD calculation was then carried out between the 
resulting conformers and the co-crystal ligand in ID FR  
using OpenEye’s RMSD [26],

Results and discussion

Two categories of data are reported in the results: a 
quantitative result taking into account the number of 
conformers generated by each software package and a 
qualitative result, where we considered the character
istics of the conformers generated. From a quantitative 
point of view, some software tools show interdepen
dence between string permutations and the numbers of 
conformers generated. In others words, a different 
number of conformers were generated when starting 
from a different permutation of the same SMILES 
string.

In particular, Omega and Rubicon exhibited this 
behaviour, as although the maximum numbers of 
conformers to be generated was set to 50, this number 
was not always constructed. For example, Rubicon 
generated 27 conformers from the initial canonical 
SMILES string and up to 32 for one of its permutations 
for the ligand extracted from IDFR. Omega produced 
only 9 conformers for the canonical string and 14 for a 
permutation of it in the case of the X-ray ligand taken 
from IMRK. Less affected was Catalyst, which in the 
worst case (ICBX) generated 39 conformers for the 
canonical and 36 for most other permutations. The full 
set of results is shown in Tables 2-8. Results in 
Tables 2, 3, 4 report the RMS standard deviation val
ues calculated for canonical SMILES strings and their 
permutations. Cells labelled with ‘D ’ were molecules 
discarded by the software in the cases of both Omega

and Rubicon. Label ‘A ’ indicates that standard devia
tion was not computable because just one conformer 
per string was produced. Empty cells indicate that no 
permutation was produced for that string.

It is clear from Table 2 that each set of the permuted 
SMILES string generated molecules exhibits a differ
ent SD of the RMSD values for each set of conformers 
compared to the X-ray structure. That suggests that 
each set includes a different pool of RMSD values 
when compared with their respective crystal structures. 
Similar results generated by Omega are also observed 
in the case of Rubicon, with different RMSD values 
also being produced (Table 3). Table 4, however, 
shows that Catalyst is not as affected as Omega or 
Rubicon, in the conformers being generated from the 
permutations of the canonical SMILES string. 
Approximately the same SD values appear for the set 
indicating that identical conformers were created by 
each permutation. In the case of Corina, no SD cal
culations could be carried out as only one conformer 
per SMILES string could be produced.

We next sought to assess the quality of the con
formers produced by each software package with re
spect to the different permutations of a SMILES string. 
Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 show the minimum RMSD values re
trieved from each sets. Label D and empty spaces have 
the same significance as in the previous tables.

Table 2 depicts that minimum RMSD values (the 
closest conformers to the crystal structure) are de
rived from a permuted string rather than the canon
ical one which would be normally used in a virtual 
screening process. Importantly, in some cases, the 
lowest RMSD value is nearly half that observed with 
the canonical SMILES string (eg.lPOC, 4DFR, 
lA BE). As before, we see that the same holds for 
Rubicon as in the case of Omega, where the mini
mum values retrieved in the permuted sets are lower 
than those of the canonical string (Table 6). A  less

Table 2 RMSD standard deviation for Omega

laql Idlq igiq labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isrj Itpp

Can* A 0.21 0.407 0.28 D 0.353 0.291 0.369 0.36 0.426 0.12 0 0.717 0.434 0.417 0.417 0.516
pib 0.007 0.021 0.398 0.249 D 0.258 0.53 0.355 0.269 0.394 0.184 0.304 0.741 0.666 0.342 0.698 0.516
P2 A 0.2 0.456 0.224 D 0.344 0.316 0.308 0.135 0.445 0.163 0 0.568 0.888 0.324 0.85 0.6
P3 A 0.177 0.461 D 0.338 0.365 0.349 0.337 0.316 0.099 0.304 0.602 0.88 0.345 0.253 0.0554
P4 A 0.477 0.461 0.332 0.443 0.163 0.612 0.767 0.476 0.864
P5 A 0.476 0.346 0.177 0.496 0.649 0.425
P6 A 0.487 0.437 0.532 0.426 0.433
P7 0.504 0.695
P8 0.495
P9 0.496

“Can = canonical SMILES string
*’‘P1, P2, P3...’ = different permutations of the canonical SMILES string
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Table 3 Minimum RMSD for Rubicon

laq l Id lq igiq labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isrj Itpp

Can“ 0.45 0.31 1.53 0.38 D 0.49 1.67 0.57 0.24 0.91 1.17 0.1 2.02 2.46 1.26 0.17 0.39pib 0.38 0.31 1.28 0.11 D 0.61 1.73 0.89 0.23 0.94 0.99 0.09 1.72 2.12 1.46 0.19 0.46
P2 0.45 0.31 1.49 0.47 D 0.46 2.07 0.45 0.24 0.8 0.66 0.11 2.09 2.54 1.76 0.18 0.39
P3 0.47 0.31 1.35 D 0.49 1.84 0.76 0.25 0.85 1.12 0.09 2.24 2.57 1.3 0.18 0.47
P4 0.35 1.29 2.37 0.61 0.81 1.12 2.53 2.50 1.25 0.17
P5 0.37 1.42 1.93 1.12 2.02 2.31 1.53
P6 0.43 1.32 2.22 2.29 2.43 1.68
P7 2.05 2.2
P8 2.29
P9 2.02

“Can = canonical SMILES string
*’‘P1, P2, P3...’ = different permutations of the canonical SMILES string

Table 4 RMSD standard deviation for Rubicon

laq l Idlq igiq labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isrj Itpp

Can“ 0.447 0.067 0.348 0.217 D 0.303 0.422 0.455 0.369 0.337 0.288 0.149 0.642 0.385 0.264 0.834 0.300
PI*’ 0.337 0.047 0.296 0.215 D 0.267 0.357 0.493 0.327 0.333 0.330 0.182 0.607 0.482 0.249 0.754 0.252
P2 0.401 0.063 0.405 0.193 D 0.340 0.325 0.45 0.411 0.351 0.345 0.154 0.548 0.405 0.206 0.781 0.261
P3 0.424 0.046 0.294 D 0.367 0.35 0.519 0.350 0.307 0.321 0.181 0.533 0.348 0.290 0.853 0.253
P4 0.428 0.33 0.251 0.471 0.363 0.321 0.503 0.329 0.282 0.761
P5 0.382 0.327 0.322 0.352 0.628 0.411 0.235
P6 0.404 0.338 0.316 0.565 0.34 0.215
P7 0.338 0.477
P8 0.544
P9 0.628

“Can = canonical SMILES string
‘’“PI, P2, P3...’ = different permutations of the canonical SMILES string

Table 5 Minimum RMSD for Omega

laql Id lq ig'q labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isrj Itpp

Can“ 1.82 0.3 1.52 0.61 D 0.42 1.7 0.53 0.68 0.8 1.3 0.24 2.41 3.41 1.06 0.39 0.3
Pi" 1.26 0.52 1.73 0.68 D 0.68 0.76 0.74 0.45 0.95 1.3 0.24 1.72 2.1 1.18 0.39 0.3
P2 1.77 0.32 1.44 0.37 D 0.49 1.98 1.19 1 0.71 1.64 0.67 2.38 1.98 1.26 0.18 0.3
P3 0.86 0.29 1.72 D 0.68 1.96 0.61 0.45 1.06 1.26 0.24 2.28 1.97 1.04 0.46 0.3
P4 1.27 1.17 1.17 0.66 0.83 1.61 1.99 1.73 0.78 0.19
P5 1.51 1.27 1.98 1.25 2.57 2.49 0.95
P6 1.43 1.66 1.15 2.41 3.44 1.1
P7 1.09 1.86
P8 2.45
P9 2.57

“Can = canonical SMILES string
*’‘P1, P2, P3...’ = different permutations of the canonical SMILES string

dramatic difference is observed when using Catalyst 
or Corina.

Table 9, A  and B, show the RMSD values obtained 
comparing the crystal structure of ID FR  and different 
sets of conformers.

In detail, Table 8A  shows that operating with 
default parameters and allowing OM EGA to produce 
as many conformers as it can, the output from the

treatment of permuted input strings delivers conform
ers closer to the bioactive conformation when com
pared to those generated from the canonical string (280 
final unique conformers were produced both form the 
canonical and the permuted string of IDFR).

The graph in Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the 
potential energy of the conformers generated from the 
canonical and the permuted strings. It is quite clear

^  Springer
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Table 6 RMSD standard deviation for Catalyst

laql Idlq ig'q labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isrj Itpp

Can“ 0.445 0.179 0.596 0.285 0.346 0.413 0.519 0.476 0.3S2 0.419 0.209 A 0.670 0.S06 0.377 0.76i 0.278
pfb 0.487 0.177 0.586 0.264 0.346 0.413 0.519 0.476 0.3S2 0.470 0.209 A 0.598 0.S06 0.377 0.76i 0.278
P2 0.340 0.177 0.5S6 0.198 0.346 0.302 0.519 0.476 0.384 0.470 0.209 A 0.598 0.764 0.319 0.76: 0.278
P3 0.483 0.177 0.626 0.346 0.413 0.519 0.476 0.382 0.439 0.209 A 0.598 0.764 0.319 0.761 0.278
P4 0.483 0.626 0.519 0.476 0.477 0.209 0.670 0.764 0.319 0.761
P5 0.483 0.622 0.519 0.209 0.670 0.806 0.319
P6 0.4S3 0.622 0.426 0.598 0.806 0.377
P7 0.519 0.598
PS 0.670
P9 0.670

“Can = canonical SMILES string
'’‘PI, P2, P3... ’ = different permutations of the canonical SMILES string

Table 7 Minimum RMSD for Catalyst

laql Id lq igiq labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isr Itpp

Can“ 0.53 0.42 0.99 0.06 0.32 0.57 1.16 1.22 0.72 0.S2 1.53 0.25 1.91 2.02 1.27 o.r 0.43
Pl" 0.26 0.42 0.99 0.06 0.32 0.57 1.16 1.22 0.72 0.82 1.53 0.25 2.18 2.02 1.27 o.r 0.43
P2 0.26 0.42 0.99 0.38 0.32 0.58 1.16 1.22 0.29 0.82 1.53 0.25 2.18 2.08 1.48 o.r 0.43
P3 0.26 0.42 1.35 0.32 0.57 1.16 1.22 0.72 0.82 1.53 0.25 2.18 2.08 1.48 o.r 1.31
P4 0.26 1.35 1.16 1.22 0.8 1.53 1.91 2.08 1.48 o.r
P5 0.26 1.35 1.16 1.53 1.91 2.02 1.48
P6 0.26 1.35 1.3 2.18 2.02 1.27
P7 1.16 2.18
P8 1.91
P9 1.91

“Can = canonical SMILES string
'"PI, P2, P3... ’ = different permutations of the canonical SMILES string

Table 8 Minimum RMSD for Corina

laql Idlq igiq labe lazm Icbx 4dfr lebp Ihyt Imrk lp93 Iphf 4phv Ipoc li7i Isr Itpp

Can 1.14 0.76 2.3S 0.63 1.31 0.56 2.57 1.35 0.91 1.09 1.47 0.46 3.78 1.82 4.15 0.1* 0.42
PI 1.85 0.76 2.38 0.78 1.35 0.56 2.57 1.34 0.91 1.71 1.44 0.46 2.74 1.86 4.15 0.1* 0.42
P2 1.82 0.76 2.41 0.73 1.35 1.52 2.58 1.46 1.49 1.71 1.46 0.46 2.75 2.24 4.15 O.h 0.42
P3 1.83 0.76 2.38 1.35 0.56 2.57 1.29 0.91 1.94 1.81 0.46 2.58 2.22 4,9 O.h 0.42
P4 1.83 2.38 1.98 1.02 1.96 1.22 2.05 2.24 4.9 0.1*
P5 1.82 2.41 1.97 0.56 2.59 2.19 4.15
P6 l.Sl 2.41 1.75 2.75 1.82 4.15
P7 1.97 2.48
PS 2.05
P9 2.05

that the potential energy span produced by the con- 
formers from the permuted input is wider then that 
originated from the canonical input.

To greater examine this phenomenon we undertook 
to represent the conformational space explored by the 
two output sets using PCA analysis. These data are 
shown in Fig. 4.

In red is depicted the conformational space location 
of the co-crystal ligand (the bioactive conformer) from

IDFR. Interesting, we note that the immedia;e con
formational neighbourhood around the bioacti^e con- 
former predominately originates from the pcm uted  
string output. Moreover, the conformational space 
explored by the conformers from the canonic ippears 
to be smaller and less diverse then that from permuted 
strings.

In Table 9 the unique conformers produced from 
the permuted strings are once again closer to the bio-
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Tabic 9 RMSD minimum, maximum, average and standard 
deviation calculation for the ligand contained in PDB entry 
ID FR: the top panel A shows the set where 280 conformers were 
produced; the panel below B shows the set where 2,239 and 2,326 
conformers were produced for respectively the canonic (Can) 
and the perm uted (Perm) SMILES strings

Can Perm

A
Min 1.29 1
Max 3.44 3.44
Average 2.52921429 2.492357143
Dev St. 0.39585861 0.478173962

B
Min 1.23 0.76
Max 3.47 3.44
Average 2.53093345 2.398963887
Dev S t. 0.38276039 0.476240746

active conformer (RMSD 0.76 calculated for permuted 
strings against 1.23 from canonical), when comparing 
ensembles of similar size. From the canonical input, 
OM EGA produced 2,239 conformers. The set origi
nating from the permuted input comprised 2,326 con
formers.

As for set A , the potential energy has been calcu
lated as previously described. In this case, the potential 
energy span originating from the permuted strings in
put is larger. Members of the ensemble are energeti
cally much closer to the energy calculated for bioactive 
conformation then those members of the ensemble 
originating from the canonical input (Fig. 5).

Figure 6 shows the plotted result of the PCA. It 
depicts clearly how the conformational space ex
plored by the conformers originating from permuted

Fig. 3 Potential energy 
graph for conformer set A, 
generated using omega (280 
members). Black line 
illustrates result for permuted 
input string, grey illustrates 
result for canonical

Fig. 4 PCA analysis of 
conformers generated by 
Omega: in violet are showed 
the 280 conformers produced 
form the canonical string of 
ID FR . In green the 
conformers generated from 8 
permutation of the same 
string. In red the crystal 
structure of ID FR

Potential Energy
— Canonic
— Permuted

200

100
1 21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201221241 261

Conformers

PCA2
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input is diverse and closely surrounds the bioactive 
space.

Fingerprint analysis

A critical method for incorporating ligand flexibihty in 
a vHTS (Virtual High Throughput Screening) process 
is to generate multiple conformers of each molecule. 
One of the key things to take into account at this stage 
in the process is the balance between the number of 
conformers generated and the diversity of each with 
regard to conformational space sampling. Generally, 
less conformers with a wider degree of RMSD sepa
ration between each is beneficial.

To investigate the uniqueness of the conformers 
generated from each permuted SMILES string and 
the software used, all the conformers were read into 
MOE and fingerprint analysis carried out using 
EsshapeSD. By exploring the percentage of con
formers that were identical in each set for a molecule 
it was possible to determine whether this was due to 
the orientation of each conformer. For example, it 
was possible that the ensemble of conformers derived 
from different SMILES permutations of lA Q l, con
tained duplicates.

Figure 7 shows the result from the fingerprint anal
ysis for Omega, Catalyst and Rubicon. The numbers of 
conformers produced by each software package were

Crystal P o ten tia l e n e rg y caronic
Structure —  pemuted

120  ■

*100 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I T T r r ' n  i  r  i  i i  i i i  i i i  i i i i ' i  i  i i  i  i

1 201 401 601 801 1001 1201 1401 1601 1801 2101 2201

Fig. 5 Potential energy graph for conformer set B, generated 
using om ega (ca. 2200 members). Black line illustrates esult for 
permuted input string, grey illustrates result for canoni:al

normalized to the one with the highest valut. Thus, 
Rubicon (3,845) was 100%, Catalyst (3,623) )4.22% 
and Omega (2,406) 62.57%. The percentage of unique 
conformers generated from the permuted SVIILES 
strings by Omega was 99.38% of the total. If tie con
formers were generated from only the cmonical 
SMILES string, the percentage of the total w)uld be 
just 11.33%. It is apparent at this stage that geierating 
conformers using Omega with default settings i> highly 
efficacious when combined with permuted SVIILES 
strings. In the case of Rubicon, 87.73% of tie total 
numbers of conformer were unique in confornational 
space.

Fig. 6 Fingerprint analysis of 
conformers generated by 
Omega. In violet the 
conformers (about 1200) 
generated setting an energy 
window equal o f 60 and a 
RM SD cut off of 0.5 from the 
single canonical string of the 
co-crystal ligand from ID FR . 
In green the conformers 
generated from the 8 
permutations o f the ID FR  
ligand keeping all the 
parameters in O M EG A as 
default (with the exception of 
-m ax_conf, that was set to 
310 to generate a comparable 
number of final conformers 
with the canonic set. In red is 
showed the PCA coordinate 
calculated for the crystal 
structure

PCA1
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ffl % conform ers generated  
0  % uniques 
H  % from cansmi

o m eg a  cata ly st rubicon

Fig. 7 Fingerprint analysis o f conformers generated by Omega, 
Catalyst and Rubicon. The height o f the 3 bar graphs is 
proportional to the total amount of conformers generated. 
Cansmi: Canonical SMILES string

Again starting from a single SMILES string, only 
18.11% would be unique. To a lesser extent, but still 
evident, was Catalyst with the percentage of unique 
conformers being 23.98% of the total. Beginning from 
a single SMILES string would allow 17.06% unique 
conformers to be produced.

Since Corina produced just one conformer per string 
(94 total amount == 100%) it is represented on its own 
in Fig. 8 so as to keep it to scale. The percentage of 
unique conformations using Corina was 71.28%. With 
only the canonical SMILES string it would have been 
18.18% of the total.

Connection table analysis

Table 10 depicts the RMSD difference between the co
crystal structure conformer and the conformers pro
duced using permuted connection table input. As the 
values suggest, the same result obtained above for the 
permutation of input SMILES strings is reproduced for 
the permutation of more complex (SDF) connection 
table input. As explored for the SMILES strings, dif
ferent conformers were generated for the input sets 
(different standard deviation). Moreover, beginning 
from 10 unique input permutations, the 280 output 
conformers generated are closer to the crystal structure 
(average: 1.78, min: 0.37) than the 280 conformers 
originating from a single connection table (average: 
2.37, min: 1.14).

Conclusion

In this study we have shown that permutation of 
input strings leads to the generation of different

100-1

9 0 -
i» 80- H  % conformers generated 

0  % uniques 
H  % from cansmi

•£ 60- 
8  50- 
O 40- 

30- 
20

corina

Fig. 8 Fingerprint analysis o f conformers generated by Corina

Table 10 RM SD minimum, maximum, average and standard 
deviation calculation for IDFR: the table shows the set where 
280 conformers were produced using one connection table (one 
CT) and 10 permutation of a single connection table (Permuted)

ID FR One CT Permuted

Min 1.14 0.37736
Max 3.26 3.26
Average: 2.373614865 1.787744
D ev St. 0.377360288 1.280565

numbers of conformers and that some software pro
grams are affected more than others by this 
depending on their innate algorithm. Depending on 
the software used the conformers generated from 
permuted SMILES strings are more diverse than if 
they were generated from a single representation. 
The differing amounts of conformations generated 
are not an inherent fault of the software packages 
used, rather it is an outcome of the input SMILES 
string and how the software deals with that SMILES 
string. When a SMILES string is permuted this pos
sibly has an incidental effect on the order of the 
torsions which are subsequently used to generate the 
conformations.

Conformers produced from permuted SMILES 
strings exhibit a smaller RMSD value, when compared 
to the X-ray structure, than do conformers generated 
from the canonical SMILES string. Other work carried 
out by our group has shown the dramatic effect that 
this phenomenon has on Enrichment and False Posi
tive rates. Thus, many validations of rigid docking/ 
scoring combination platforms where the same dataset 
was used, but converted to SMILES strings using dif
ferent software, may show better or worse perfor
mance as a direct result of this phenomenon and not 
due to the platforms utilised. We suggest that all vah- 
dations of rigid docking/scoring platforms account for 
this effect prior to the docking step. Increasing the

^  Springer
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number of conformers generated, may possibly reduce 
this effect.

Importantly, all of the software tested compares the 
generated conformers and discards those that are 
judged to be too closely related. The ultimate measure 
of this is an RMSD assessment. For example, one of 
the comparison steps in Omega involves applying a 
conformation RMSD exclusion threshold of 0.8 A. If 
this value is reduced an increased amount of confor
mations will be accumulated but they will be more 
conformationally similar.

Conversely, when using permutation of the same 
SMILES string those conformers would not be dis
carded and thus some of the conformers obtained 
might have similar RMSD values.

Finally, we suggest a novel way of generating con
formers when using Omega, Rubicon or Corina with 
their default settings. Permuted input strings, in con
junction with the canonical SMILES string, could be 
utilised to more rapidly and comprehensively sample 
conformational space of a molecule. This method 
extends to connection table representations of 2D 
molecular structure such as SDF. PCA analyses clearly 
illustrate superior conformational sampling arising 
from use of permuted input. To ensure that the final 
result does not include any duplicates a quick finger
print analysis can be carried out as we have shown. We 
also propose that future versions of software employed 
in the generation of conformers from SMILES strings 
could include a switchable flag allowing the canoni- 
calisation of the SMILES strings before conformer 
generation. The same flag, when off, would allow the 
users to generate multiple molecular conformations 
starting from permutations of the same SMILES string.

The effect is also observed using more complex 
molecular connection tables rather than SMILES 
strings. To this end, the same method described above 
may be used for the efficient generation of a diverse 
unique set of conformers. Clearly, SMILES notation 
presents a far more limited set of possible atom/bond 
orderings unless the use of dot disconnections or 
closure bonds are employed. Thus, exploiting SD or 
indeed any format incorporating a connection table 
may be used to generate (#atoms!)*(#bonds!) possible 
orderings, resulting in efficient sampling of confor
mational space. Finally, although not currently

implemented in any software, canonicalisation of 
connection tables would also be useful in the valida
tion process of vHTS tools.
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Ligand bias can contribute significantly to the number o f false positives observed in a virtual screening 
campaign. Using a receptor-based docking approach against a well-established target o f therapeutic importance, 
estrogen receptor a  (ER a), coupled with several common scoring fiinctions (ChemGuass, ChemGauss2, 
ChemScore, ScreenScore, ShapeGauss, and PLP), taken both individually and as a consensus, we sought to 
examine the characteristics o f molecules retrieved by each. It has been previously shown that scoring ftinctions 
(mainly empirical) exhibit bias in prioritizing more complicated molecules arising from additive components 
within the function. Using Spearmen’s correlation coefficient, we show that a large set o f descriptors calculated 
for a docked set o f molecules exhibit positive correlation with the ranked position in a hitlist. Moreover, 
most o f  these descriptors correlate well with MW. To this end, rather than penalizing the docked score of 
all heavy molecular weight (MW) molecules and rewarding those o f lower MW, as is common practice, we 
examine the impact o f penalizing the score only o f  those molecules which were o f  higher MW, leaving 
lower MW molecules unaffected. Here, we introduce a new power function to aid the process. Using scoring 
frequency analysis and SIFt fingerprints, we acheived a more meaningfiil analysis o f virtual screening (VS) 
performance than with enrichment calculations, facilitating target-specific VS method development.

INTRODUCTION

Improvements in crystallography, genomics, and proteoin- 
ics have permitted a deeper understanding o f the interaction 
between proteins and their endogenous ligands. More specif
ically, in the realm o f computational chemistry, development 
o f  algorithms and new mathematical approaches to describe 
the binding between receptor and ligand has allowed 
characterization o f many important interactions such as 
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic contacts, and van der Waals 
interactions. This knowledge is now commonly used in 
processes such as receptor-based virtual screening (RBVS), 
whereby the goal is to be able to simulate and accurately 
predict the docked position o f a molecule inside a binding 
pocket allowing identification o f “binders” from “nonbind
ers”.

Subsequently, each docked compound receives a score 
equivalent to the free energy o f binding, generated from the 
predicted binding pose. The general assumption is that 
molecules that bind tightly to the receptor should be given 
a higher score. Once scored, molecules can be ranked and 
sorted, and the top x% is generally retained for biological 
evaluation.

A large variety o f  methods have been described in 
literature to calculate and predict in silico the binding affinity 
between a receptor and ligand; however, it is also well-known 
that most fail to accurately predict it.' Currently, scoring 
fiinctions can be classified in four main categories: force- 
fiield, semiempirical, empirical, and knowledge-based meth
ods.^ Empirical and knowledge-based methods are the most 
commonly used scoring functions in a VS campaign because 
o f  their inherent speed and ease o f calculation.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. Phone: +353-1- 
8962904. Fax: +353-1-6772400. E-mail: lloyddg@tcd.ie.

In this work, we focused our attention on the empirical 
method, such as that described originally by Bohm,^ who 
dissected the overall Gibbs free energy o f  binding into 
singular contributions

^^b ind  -  ^ ^ 0  +  X +
h-bonds

AGionic X /rA^,Aa) + AGM,p„| +
ion lc_in t

where AGbind is a summation o f hydrogen bonds interactions, 
ionic interactions, and hydrophobic interactions, minus an 
entropy penalty depending on the number o f rotatable bonds. 
A wide variety o f empirical scoring ftinctions now exist as 
a result o f  Bohm’s pioneering work, several o f  which we 
have used for the purpose o f this study (ChemGauss,'* 
ChemGauss2,'' ChemScore,^ ScreenScore,^ ShapeGauss,^ and 
PLP^) to rank a set o f  docked molecules generated from the 
FRED docking algorithm. Empirical scoring functions by 
nature are additive and generally exhibit a dependence on 
molecular weight resulting in a bias toward heavier molecules 
in the top o f  a ranked list o f  molecules postscoring.^ It has 
also been widely shown in literature how different scoring 
functions produce markedly different results when applied 
to same t a r g e t . T h e  combination o f two or more of 
these individual scoring functions into a consensus score can 
be more effective in the retrieval o f  active molecules and 
ameliorate this effect.

By plotting the ranked position produced by each scoring 
function for each molecule versus their associated calculated 
descriptors, we employed Spearmen’s correlation coefficient 
to evaluate their intrinsic ligand bias. The descriptors which 
exhibited a trend toward the higher ranking molecules were 
selected, and the correlation among them was explored. A 
normalization procedure was applied to each o f  the scores.

10.1021/ci600471 m CCC: $37.00 ©  2007 Am erican Chemical Society
Published on W eb 06/07/2007
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Figure 1. Structure of 19 Estrogen Receptor antagonists selected 
from literature.

depending on the strength o f the trend exhibited by selected 
descriptors.

To minimize the occurrence o f  false positives at the top 
o f a ranked hitlist caused by high MW, we introduce a power 
function whereby only high MW molecules are penalized 
according to their score. This serves to evenly distribute the 
probability o f a molecule being retrieved because o f dispro
portionate MW contribution and is shown to reduce false 
positives overall. The impact o f  this rescoring strategy within 
a consensus scoring scheme is also investigated.

Comparison o f enrichment rates before and after the 
rescoring procedure was carried out to illustrate the benefits

Rank position

M olecule A: 
M W : 200 
R anked 30

Figure 2. Descriptor (y-axis) plotted against ranked position 
(x-axis).

1.0

0.0.

0.0 0.5 0.7J

Figure 3. Plot of the function y = (\ —

in reducing the number o f false positives ranke( highly 
because o f  increasing molecular weight. Enrichrrent is a 
commonly used measure o f VS performance but ii fails to 
depict the effect that each adjustment to a VS proticol has 
on the whole o f the database, not just the actives In line 
with this, Warren et al.^ have observed that enrichmait alone 
is not sufficient for optimizing a VS protocol. Tius, we 
propose that scoring frequency, that is, the distribition of 
scores observed for a set o f ranked ligands, is a bettei method 
for assessing the discriminatory power o f  these scoring 
fiinctions.

Finally, to analyze the binding modes o f  the ligaids used 
in the docking studies, structural interaction finjerprints 
(SIFt'”') were employed as a means o f determining whether 
ligands with better interactions are shifted to be ttr ranks 
following application o f our rescoring strategy.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

M ulticonform ers D atabase P rep ara tio n . The ftllowing 
protocol was fiilly automated through Pipeline Pila (PP).'^ 
Using PP, we trained a Bayesian to extract compouids with 
similar characteristics to known active ligands accading to 
the following; number o f H-Bond donors/acceptors.number 
o f rotatable bonds, A log P, molecular W eight, andFCFP_4 
fingerprint.

The Bayesian algorithm was run against Ma/bridge, 
Bionet, and 1BS2004 databases to select similar rrolecules 
to known E R a actives. All molecules were standardi;ed (e.g., 
keep largest fragment, check valences) and ionized at pH 
7.4.

Nineteen estrogen antagonist structures were letrieved 
from literature (Figure 1) and standardized as abcve. The 
active and decoy set were merged and duplicaes were 
removed to ensure that the final database size was 10 000. 
Omega 1.81*^ was employed for the generation of conform- 
ers. Default settings were kept with the exception o f 
maxconfs =  10, finalopt =  true, and output — mol2to retain 
charges.
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Figure 4. Effect of the rescoring procedure on the molecular-weight distribution plotted versus the rank position for the Shapegauss scored 
set. The jr-axis depicts number of conformers of a 10 000 molecule set. Top; Before the normalization. Bottom: After normalization. 
Molecular weight above 500 is highlighted in both the plots.

Docking. The coordinates o f estrogen a  cocrystal structure 
3ERT*’ with agonist 4-hydroxytamoxifen were downloaded 
from Protein Data Bank (PDB).'* W ater molecules were 
removed. MOE.2005.06'^ was used to add hydrogens to the 
protein, and a minimization protocol using MMFF94 force- 
field was implemented to adjust the positions o f hydrogen 
keeping the heavy atoms fixed at their coordinates. The 
ligand was extracted and used to define the 5 A search box 
for docking. FRED2.1I‘' was then used to generate poses 
inside the binding pocket using the standard default settings.

Scoring. Scoring o f the docked poses for each ligand 
was achieved using the scoring functions implemented in 
FRED2.1.1 (ChemGauss2, ChemGauss, ChemScore, PLP, 
ScreenScore, and ShapeGauss). Consensus scoring (testconf 
=  none) was also calculated. Knox et al.̂ ® have previously 
shown FRED2.0I in conjunction with ChemGauss and 
PLP to provide excellent enrichment with E R a vali
dating our choice o f docking algorithm and set o f  scoring 
fiinctions.

D escrip tor C orrela tion . A variety o f 2D descriptors 
(available in M O E)'’ were calculated for all molecules and 
plotted against the ranked position produced by each scoring 
fiinction for each molecule (Figure 2).

A trend line was calculated for each scoring fiinction. The 
descriptors which exhibited a trend toward the higher ranking 
molecules were selected, and the correlation among them

was explored. Correlation matrices were calculated using 
MOE.2005.06 by application o f  Spearmen’s formula

R s =  1  T -----N(N  ̂ -  1)

Spearmen’s rank correlation measures the correlation be
tween two sequences’/va lues. The two sequences are ranked 
separately and the differences in rank are calculated at each 
position (D). Spearmen’s correlation is from —1 to 1. 
represents the total number o f  elements in the list.

R escoring P rocedure. To negate the trend toward higher 
molecular weight compounds being prioritized at the top o f 
the database, a normalization procedure was introduced as 
follows. First, the scores resulting from each scoring fiinction 
and the corresponding MW of each were normalized ac
cording to

norm  Value — (x — m in)/(m ax — min)

where x  represents either the MW or the actual score for 
each compound and min and max are the minimum and 
maximum values, respectively, o f the ranked set.

The ranked list was then rescored to reduce the dependence 
o f  the scoring fiinction on molecular weight. A new power 
function formula was introduced to penalize only those
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Figure 5. Enrichments curves before and after rescoring. Wscore represents the enrichment curve post rescoring. Original model represents 
the enrichment curve prior to rescoring.

molecules which exhibit high MW and leave the remainder 
relatively unchanged

corrScore =  norm Score (1 — normMW)®'^^

where normScore is the normalized score and normMW is 
the normalized MW according to the previous formula.

A visual representation o f  the power function is depicted 
in the Figure 3.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Enrichm ent. The potential o f the scoring functions in the 
identification o f  a set o f  known active ligands from a set o f 
druglike “decoys” is typically measured using the metric

enrichment (£). Enrichment is a measure o f  the proportion 
o f hits retrieved in a subset o f compounds compared with 
the proportion o f hits expected from a random sample o f 
compounds

^   ^^^^sampled^^sampled

Enrichments were calculated over all the scoring functions, 
before and after rescoring procedure.

Scoring Frequencies. Scoring function results can be 
analyzed by plotting the score frequencies. In other words, 
how many molecules (%) receive a certain score. Scoring 
frequencies were normalized for ease o f plotting, and results 
prior to and post rescoring were analyzed by this method.
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S IF t F ingerp rin ts. Structural interaction fingerprints 
(SIFt)^' are used in this study to capture the interactions 
occurring between each docked pose o f a compound and the 
residues o f  the active site o f  ERa. VS results for a set o f 
protein-kinase inhibitors have previously been shown to 
produce superior enrichment using SIFt compared with 
traditional scoring functions.''* It has also been used to design 
target-focused libraries because o f  its inherent sensitivity.

In this light, we have employed SIFt, available in 
MOE.2005.06, to calculate the ID binary strings. The 
Tanimoto coefficient^^ was used to discern the similarity 
between the string generated for the PDB entry 3ERT and 
the ranked poses. The top scoring 200 molecules for each 
scoring fiinction were assessed for similarity to the crystal 
structure with an overlap o f 65, 70, 75, 80, and 85%.

RESULTS

A large number o f descriptors correlated well with MW 
according to Spearmen’s coefficient (>0.60 x  ICO), and for 
this reason, we selected MW as the descriptor to apply our 
power ftjnction. It is important to note however that 
additional descriptors such as Oprea’s number o f  rigid bonds 
(opr brigid), number o f rings (opr_nrings), and number of 
rotatable bonds (nrot) did not correlate well with MW, giving

values o f 0.59, 0.52, 0.49 x 100. Thus, limiting o f the 
score normalization to solely MW values with a view to the 
removal o f ligand bias may not be wholly inclusive to effect 
maximal impact on performance. However, given the clear 
correlation with MW in this study for the ER, for the 
purposes o f this article we apply our methodology to only 
MW for illustrative purposes. The concept/methodology can 
however be expanded and applied to any descriptor with an 
associated score or rank in a hitlist.

The graphics depicted in Figure 4 show the effect o f the 
rescoring procedure on the molecular-weight distribution 
plotted versus the rank position for the Shapegauss scored 
set.

Molecules with MW above 500 are highlighted, and 
moving from the first plot to the second, we can observe 
these molecules are more evenly distributed throughout the 
ranked set. This will serve to concentrate the scoring by each 
function on actual interactions rather than because o f  MW.

The enrichments curves retrieved for the scoring fiinctions 
as implemented in FRED 2.I.I before and after rescoring, 
are showed in Figure 5. Shapegauss and Chemgauss rescored 
results (Wscore) show higher enrichment values when 
compared with the original scoring functions. Chemgauss2 
exhibits neither improvement nor a reduction o f enrichment. 
PLP, Chemscore, and Screenscore original score enrichments 
outperform the rescored enrichment results.

To further investigate the increase in enrichment observed 
for Shapegauss and Chemgauss, but reduction for PLP, 
Chemscore, Screenscore, MW versus the ranked position was 
plotted for all scoring functions. The upper and lower MW 
for the active set lies between ~ 3 4 0 —480, and from Figure 
6, it is clear that prior to the rescoring procedure, both 
Shapegauss and Chemgauss retrieve molecules with a MW 
outside this range. After implementation o f our rescoring 
method, the molecules retrieved by Shapegauss and Chem
gauss are now in the same MW range as the active set, thus 
producing a higher enrichment. It is also shown that
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F igu re 6. M olecular weight versus the ranked position o f  each 
m olecu le plotted for all scoring functions. Broken-line indicates 
the upper and low er MW  for the set o f  ER actives.

Chemgauss2 remains unaffected, correlating well with lack 
o f  change observed in enrichment.

However, there is an appreciable shift toward the retrieval 
o f  molecules that have a lower MW than the active set. This 
would obviously result in an enrichment reduction for those 
particular scoring functions (Chemscore, PLP, and Screen
score).

To examine the full effect o f our re-scoring procedure on 
both the active and decoy sets, it is necessary to look at the 
score distribution o f  each molecule for all the scoring 
functions (Figure 7).

The graphs in Figure 7 represent the score distributions 
for Chemgauss, Chemscore, and Chemgauss2. For concise
ness, the results for just three scoring functions are depicted, 
being expressive o f  three the different scenarios obtained 
from the enrichment results: (1) rescoring outperforms 
original score (Chemgauss), (2) the original score outper
forms the rescoring method (Chemscore), and (3) no ap
preciable change (Chemgauss2)

In the case of Chemgauss, a shift for the whole ranked 
set can be seen, with greater separation o f the actives from 
decoys also. The discrimination between actives and decoys 
appears to decrease significantly for Chemscore, with the 
distribution o f the estrogen remaining almost unchanged, and 
the decoy set shifting higher. In the case o f  Chemgauss2, 
no significant difference is observed in the scoring distribu
tion o f the dataset.

Finally, to critically analyze and classify the type of 
compounds being retrieved from each screen, we introduced 
the SIFt analysis to the procedure. The goal was to establish 
if  compounds that exhibit the best interactions within the 
binding site o f  E R a are shifted higher in the resultant hitlist 
post rescoring. The x-axis indicates the allowed overlap and 
in the >^-axis the numbers o f molecules with that percentage 
overlap. Thus, the higher the number o f molecules retrieved 
for a given overlap translates into closer protein—ligand

■ Estrogen Upper ifld 
Lowvr Lknit 

■> Log ^CheniijtuH^
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Figure 7. Score distributions for Chemgauss, Chemgauss2, and Chemscore. Set A: Before application o f  power function. Set B: After 
appHcation o f power function.

interactions to the ones observed in the crystal structure now 
being made for the top molecules in the ranked dataset.

The graphs (Figure 8) illustrate that after the rescoring 
procedure the molecules recovered with an overlap o f  65 — 
70% increase for all the scoring fijnctions. For the scoring 
functions, Shapegauss, Chemgauss, and Chemgauss2, better 
interactions are observed for all the higher ranked molecules 
with better overlapping at 70—85% also.

As we have seen, afiter rescoring there are improvements 
in the abilities o f  Chemgauss and Shapegauss to discriminate 
between actives and decoys in the database used. To further 
illustrate the value o f unbiasing the scoring fiinctions with 
respect to MW, we formed a consensus score consisting o f 
adding the rank by rank values from the original positions 
o f PLP, Chemscore, Screenscore, and Chemgauss2 and the 
rescored ranks o f  Chemgauss and Shapegauss.

The new consensus enrichment (Table 1) obtained higher 
enrichment value in the first 0.20% o f the database, while 
the values in the rest o f  the database remained the same. 
The benefit o f this procedure is evident considering the 
formula can be tuned accordingly by altering the exponential

value to penalize more heavily compounds with higti or low 
MW. We have not attempted to tune the fiincticn to its 
maximum potential because the purpose o f  the stidy was 
not to achieve high enrichment values but to prevjnt high 
MW compounds from ranking highly in a database screen.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we propose a procedure to unbias scoring 
fiinctions with regard to MW. It has been noted prjviously 
by Jacobsson et al.^^ that ligand bias is a source o f false 
positives in structure-based virtual screening. Importantly, 
scoring fianctions are generally correlated with molecular size 
because o f their inherently additive nature. Par et al.’ 
proposed size normalization by dividing by the sp a re  or 
cubic root o f  the heavy atom count (HAC) to negate the 
effect o f  this dependence.

Plotting the ranked position o f compounds versus their 
associated descriptors is a fast way to inspect the charac
teristics o f the compounds which scoring fiincticns rank 
better than others. We found the Spearmen coefficient can 
be readily employed to explore possible relations between
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Table 1. Enrichment Calculated for 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5% 
of Conformer Database®

0.20% 0.50% 1% 1.50% 2% 3% 5%

ligand no. 9 23 47 70 94 142 236
enrichment 193 140 79 57 42 28 18

(pre-rescoring)
enrichment 220 140 79 57 42 28 18

(post-rescoring)
theoretical maximum 248 204 100 67 50 33 20

“ Consensus enrichment obtained with the original consensus scoring
function versus that obtained after rescoring.

descriptors values and ranking position. Using this knowl
edge, we have introduced a function that can be tailored or 
tuned to lightly or heavily impact this MW bias. This formula 
penalizes exponentially higher molecular weight molecules 
and leaves other molecules untouched. O f great importance 
in this respect is that it is calculated post-scoring and thus 
can be reevaluated easily. The ranked set can also be easily 
heavily biased toward the retrieval o f more leadlike MW 
compounds without loss in their ability to interact correctly

with residues o f the active site by increasing the value of 
the exponential in our function.

It is important to note that not all descriptors correlated 
well with MW, and application o f  our function to these 
descriptors would probably enhance the prioritization of 
actives. In fact, typical molecules containing heavy elements 
such as Cl or S may be treated unfavorably by this strategy, 
and so we suggest application o f  our strategy to a broader 
range o f  descriptors. We suggest its use in a consensus 
weighting scheme to remove ligand bias overall.

Although improvements in enrichments were observed for 
Chemgauss and Shapegauss after the application o f our 
formula, a reduction was also seen for the remaining scoring 
fimctions with the exception o f Chemgauss2. However, SIFt 
analysis showed that, although there is a fall in enrichment 
for some o f  the scoring functions, there is conversely an 
improvement in the quality o f possible false positives in the 
ranked dataset.

A better understanding o f  the fiill impact o f applying our 
formula can be derived from the score distributions because
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it brings more information about how scoring functions rank 
all the compounds in the database and not just the positive 
control. Important feedback results from analysis o f  the 
scoring frequencies. For example, for Chemscore, it was clear 
that it outperformed most o f  the scoring fianctions in 
discriminating between actives and decoys. The rescoring 
procedure clearly decreases the enrichment value; however, 
analysis o f  the score distribution shows that on average the 
score o f  the positive controls remain more or less unchanged. 
Thus, the rescoring procedure brings up more m olecules from 
the decoy set among the higher rankings. It is possible that 
som e o f  these m olecules that are now ranked highly with 
equivalent scores to those o f  the antiestrogens are actually 
actives because the database chosen was one compiled from 
commercially available compounds.

Finally, w e demonstrate the benefit o f  adjusting the bias 
o f  individual scoring functions for incorporation in a 
consensus scheme. U sing the ranks obtained for rescored 
Shapegauss and Chemgauss in conjunction with the ranks 
obtained for the original versions o f  Chemgauss2, PLP, 
Screenscore, and Chemscore, w e generated higher enrich
ment values.

Our findings, though centered on examining the phenom
enon in relation to a single receptor, are derived from an 
examination o f  the additive nature o f  the scoring functions 
selected. As such, w e anticipate similar improvements can 
be attained in other target classes: indeed, w e advocate 
similar target-specific examination o f  scoring bias during 
method development to maximize the performance o f  virtual 
screening.

These methods can be readily applied to any descriptors 
(QSAR, etc.) to tune the scoring functions toward retrieval 
o f  m olecules with defined properties and unbias particular 
parameters within a scoring function if  the user has prior 
knowledge o f  the type o f  ligands needed to be selected.
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Conform ational sampling is a problem o f central 
im portance in com puter-aided drug design. A  good 
conform ational search m ethod must not exhibit 
any intrinsic bias, and m ust provide confidence 
th a t im portant regions of conform ational space 
are not missed during the search. A recent study 
by Carta e t at. showed th a t this is not always the  
case, and that several popular conform ational 
search methods, such as Omega, are very sensitive 
to  the relative ordering o f atom s and bonds in the  
connection table. Here, w e examine the perform 
ance of a newer method known as stochastic  
proxim ity embedding, or SPE, using five diverse 
bioactive ligands extracted from  the PDB. Our 
results confirm that the conform ational ensembles 
produced by SPE using d ifferen t perm uted inputs 
are statistically indistinguishable, and w ell w ith in  
the range of variability that would be expected  
from  the stochastic nature o f the method itself. 
This, along w ith  the results o f a more comprehen
sive com parative study (Agrafiotis e t al., J. Chem. 
Info. Model, 2007 , in press), provides fu rther evi
dence that SPE is one o f the most robust and com
petitive conform ational search methods described 
to  date.

Key words: bioactive conformation, boosting, conformational 
analysis, conformational sampling, distance geometry, SPE, stochastic 
proximity embedding
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The properties and reactivity of organic molecules depend intimately 
on their three-dimensional shape. Most organic molecules of non
trivial size can assume a multitude of three-dimensional conforma

tions. Identifying which of these conformations are relatively stable 
and likely to be populated at room temperature has been the subject 
of extensive study in the computational chemistry literature (1). This 
problem is particularly critical in computer-assisted drug design. 
Recent studies of crystal structures of protein-ligand complexes 
have shown that bioactive conformations tend to be more extended 
than random ones (2), and may lie several kcal/mol higher in energy 
than their respective global minima (3). Several applications depend 
critically on the diversity of conformations sampled during the 
search, including protein docking, pharmacophore modeling, 3D data
base searching, and 3D-QSAR, to name a few. Since the bioactive 
conformation of a ligand also depends on the geometry of its host, 
it is imperative that the search for conformational minima casts a 
wide net over the potential energy surface.

Conformation generation algorithms fall Into two broad categories: 
deterministic, which exhaustively enumerate all possible torsions at 
certain discrete intervals, and stochastic, which use a random ele
ment to explore the molecule's conformational space. Validation 
studies (4-7) and practical experience suggest that no individual 
method is decisively better than the others. Systematic search can 
be very effective for molecules with limited conformational flexibil
ity, but the exponential grow/th of the search space with the num
ber of rotatable bonds and problems associated with ring closures 
limit its utility as a general conformational sampling technique 
(8-11). Stochastic methods, particularly those based on iterative 
perturbation such as molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo sampling 
(12-14), have broader applicability, but tend to generate many 
transitional conformations between local minima and, as a result, 
they are generally slower.

An alternative approach, known as distance geometry (15,16), is to 
generate conformations that satisfy a set of interatomic distance 
constraints derived from the molecular connectivity table and 
defined in the form of lower and upper distance bounds { y  and 

Distance geometry methods involve four basic steps: (i) gen
eration of interatomic distance bounds, (ii) assignment of a random 
value to each distance within the respective bounds, (iii) conversion 
of the resulting distance matrix into a starting set of Cartesian 
co-ordinates, and (iv) refinement of the co-ordinates through minimi
zation of an error function measuring the violation of the input

'^In addition  to  d istance constraints, d is tance g eom etry  m ethods also em ploy  
volum e constraints th a t prevent th e  signed vo lum e form ed by four atom s  
from  exceeding certa in  lim its . These constrain ts a re  used to  enforce p lana ri
ty  o f conjugate system s and correct ch ira lity  o f stereocenters .
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:onstraints. To ensure that reasonable conformations are generated, 
;he original upper and lower bounds are usually refined using an 
terative triangular snnoothing procedure. Although this process 

nmproves the initial guess, the randomly chosen distances may still 

)e inconsistent w ith  a valid 3-dimensional geometry, necessitating 
ixpensive metrization schemes (16,20,21) or higher dimensional 
imbeddings (13) prior to error refinement, or lengthy refinement 

Kocedures if random starting co-ordinates are used.

Stochastic proximity embedding (SPE) is a relatively recent tech

nique for finding molecular geometries that satisfy distance con- 
itraints in an effic ient manner (17-19). The method starts from 

random initial atomic positions, and gradually refines them by 
repeatedly selecting a pair of atoms at random, and updating their 

respective co-ordinates toward satisfying the corresponding distance 

bounds. This procedure is performed repeatedly until a reasonable 

conformation is obtained.^

While SPE was originally shown to provide a good sampling of con- 
jformational space, it was observed that 'extreme' conformations 

I located near the periphery o f conformational space were not as 
likely to  be visited, and in principle some important conformations 

lould be missed. To remedy this problem, a boosting heuristic was 
Introduced that can be used in conjunction w ith  SPE to bias the 

iearch toward more extended or more compact geometries (20). 
th e  method generates increasingly extended (or compact) conforma

tions through a series of embeddings, each seeded on the result of 
I the previous one. In the first iteration, a normal SPE embedding is 
'|performed, generating a chemically sensible conformation C;. The 

'lo w e r bounds of all atom pairs { y  are then replaced by the actual 
1 interatomic distances {c/,y} in conformation c,, and used along w ith 

ithe unchanged upper bounds {u,y} to perform a second embedding 

'to  generate another conformation, c^. This process is repeated for a 

Prescribed number of iterations, yielding additional conformations, 
^ h e  lower bounds are then restored to the ir original default values, 
I and a new sequence of embeddings is performed using a different 

random number seed. This process w ill never yield a set of distance 
constraints that are impossible to satisfy, because there exist at 
least one conformation (i.e. the one generated in the preceding iter- 

jation) that satisfies them. An analogous procedure can be used to 
^generate increasingly compact conformations. The method was val

idated against seven w idely used conformational sampling tech

niques, and was found to be significantly more effective in 

fc m p lin g  the full range of geometric sizes attainable by any given 
molecule compared to the other methods (21).

However, it is well known that many stochastic 3D modeling tech
niques are very sensitive to starting configurations and random

*The actual algorithm involves stochastic refinement of all geometric con
straints, both distance and volume. The co-ordinate adjustments differ for 
each type of constraint, for example, a volume constraint is minimized by 
moving the positions of the four atoms associated w ith that constraint in the 
direction opposite to the gradient of an error function that measures the 
deviation from the target value. The algorithm also uses a number of parame
ters such as learning rates and sampling frequencies to control the self- 
Drganization process. We refer the reader to ref. 19 for a complete descrip
tion, validation, and performance benchmark of the algorithm, as well as a 
comparison to other distance geometry methods.

number effects, and the results are often d ifficu lt to reproduce 
when the search is repeated under slightly different initial condi

tions. Carta e t al. (22) demonstrated that this reproducibility prob

lem plagues systematic methods as w ell. More specifically, they 

examined how different permutations of the connection table 
affected the conformations generated by Corina^, Omega*’, Cata- 

lyst^ and Rubicon.'’ The authors used Daylight and in-house u tilit

ies to generate different (non-canonical) variants of SMILES and 
SDF representations for 17 bioactive ligands, effectively changing 
the order of the atoms and bonds w hile keeping the topology 

intact. Each variant was subjected to  conformational search, using 

the same set of parameters for conformer generation. The results 

were evaluated by comparing the distributions of several 3D 

descriptors in the conformational ensembles produced by each 

permuted input. W hile Catalyst showed negligible sensitivity. 
Omega and Rubicon produced substantially different ensembles, 
suggesting that these methods have an intrinsic bias that is 
highly dependent on the atom and bond ordering. The work 

clearly indicated the benefit of including multiple input permuta
tions in improving the sampling of conformational space by estab
lished methodologies.

Here, we examine the sensitivity of SPE to permutation of input 

structure representation using a diverse subset of five bioactive 
ligands from our reference collection. Our results confirm that the 

conformational ensembles produced by different permuted inputs 

are statistically indistinguishable, and w ith in the range of variabil
ity that would be expected from the stochastic nature of the 
method.

M ethods

The comparison was based on five bioactive ligands extracted from 
the Protein Data Bank (23,24), containing between 5 and 13 rotata

ble bonds. Their structures, PDB codes, and number of rotatable 
bonds are listed in Table 1, along w ith  the number of SPE trials 

and the number of conformational boosts employed in each tria l 
(vide infra). Each ligand was neutralized and the proper chirality 
was assigned to each chiral center, as inferred from the PDB 3D 
co-ordinates. For 1CBX, 4DFR, and 1GLQ, these chiral flags were 

subsequently cleared to study the performance of SPE in the pres

ence and absence of stereochemistry. For 1ETT and 1HVR, the chiral 

flags remained as shown in Table 1.

For each ligand, five different SMILES and five diffe rent SDF vari

ants were generated, using the Daylight u tility  permsmi (25) for 

the former and an internally developed program for the latter. 

Each variant was used as input to SPE, which was instructed to 

produce between 1000 and 10 000 conformations for each one, 
depending on the size of the molecule (1000 conformations for 
each 1CBX variant, 5000 for each 1ETT and 1HVR variant, and 

10 000 for each 4DFR and 1GLQ variant). The SPE conformer gen

erator reads both SMILES and SDF files, and does not necessitate 
explicit file  conversion. The input structures are read into an inter
nal c+-f data structure, which preserves the order in which the 

atoms and bonds were specified in the input stream (i.e. no can- 

onicalization takes place). Thus, we are certain by virtue of the
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Table 1: PDB codes, structures, number of rotatable bonds, number of SPE trials, and number of boosts for each of the molecies in the 
data set

PDB code Structure Rotatable bonds Trials Boosts^

1CBX

1ETT

1HVR

1000

5000

5000

4DFR 10 000

1GLQ 13 10 000

^Number of boosts per trial. For example, the 5000 conformations for 1ETT were obtained by generating 2500 conformations using standard distane bounds, 
and boosting each of these conformations once to obtain 2500 additional conformations.

architecture of our program that each variant resulted in a unique 
internal atom and bond numbering order as well.

Given the size and flexibility of the molecules in our data set, we 
used one level of boosting for 1ETT, 1HVR, 4DFR, and 1GLQ, and no 
boosting for ICBX (Table 1). For example, the 10 000 conformations 
for 4DFR were obtained by generating 5000 random conformations 
using the standard distance bounds derived from the connection 
table, and boosting each of these conformations once to obtain 
5000 additional conformations (10 000 = 2 x  5000). As SPE proper 
favors compact geometries, boosting was applied to the lower 
bounds only, leading to more extended conformations.

All SPE embeddings were carried out on hydrogen-depleted graphs 
using the following parameters: l ^ = X y = \ ,  C =50,

= d k ,  = 0.9/(C -  1), 5  = 50 X /V, and

V =  mini 0.5,8.0 x Nv
)■N{N+^) /2 + 8Nv

where and are the initial distance and volume learrng rates, 
C is the number of cycles, S is the number of steps, 6/ .  and 
are the decrements of the distance and volume learninc rates in 
each cycle, v is the ratio of volume to distance refinemnts, N  is 
the number of atoms in the molecule, and Nv  is the totJ number 
of volume constraints [for a detailed description of thesf parame
ters, see Ref. (19)]. Each conformation was derived by riming the 
algorithm with a different random number seed.

All the raw conformations generated by SPE were minim:ed using 
the MMFF94S force field (26-30) and the BFGS variate metric
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minimization algorithm, as implemented in the d ir e c te d d iv e r s i ty  (31) 

software. This software has been tested thoroughly and has passed 
the entire MMFF94s validation suite.® For each permuted input, 

duplicate conformations were identified and eliminated in a post
processing step using an RMSD threshold of 1.0 A. More specific

ally, each new minimized conformation c was compared to all 

previously unique conformations, and if the RMSD to all of them 

was >1.0 A, c was added to the unique set. If, on the other hand, 
there was an existing conformation c *  in the unique set such that 

RMSD(c, cT  <  1.0 A, the one w ith  the lowest energy between the 

tw o  was retained, and the other was discarded as a duplicate. The 

RMSD was computed by taking topological symmetry into account, 

i.e. all possible mappings of topologically equivalent atoms were 
considered, and the alignment w ith  the lowest RMSD was used to 

measure the sim ilarity of tw o conformations. From the resulting 
non-duplicate lists, the lowest energy conformation for each variant 

was identified, and all conformations w ith  energies >Z0 kcal/m ol 
from that conformation were discarded.

A ll calculations and postprocessing were performed w ith in the 
DirectedDiversity (31) and Third Dimension Explorer (32) environ
ments, except ANOVA, which was carried out in M icrosoft Excel. All 

calculations were carried out on an IBM Intellistation running 

W indows XP Professional, and equipped w ith  tw o 3.2 GHz Xeon 
processors and 2048 M b of RAM.

Results and Discussion

Following the approach of Carta e t al. (22) we analyzed the con
formational ensembles produced by the diffe rent permuted inputs 
through both statistical and visual means. Being a stochastic 

method, SPE is not guaranteed to produce the same results when 
run under different initial conditions. D ifferent runs, starting from 

different random number seeds, are expected to produce slightly 

different sets of conformations, but these should converge as 

sampling becomes more exhaustive and the search space becomes 
saturated. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the number 

of unique conformations discovered at the end of each tria l for 
Bach SMILES (black) and SDF (red) permuted input for each of the 
five molecules. When contrasted w ith  multiple independent ran

dom runs of only one of the permuted inputs (Figure IE  tor 
4DFR), it becomes clear that the input representation does not 
have any discernible impact, and that the variation in the samp

ling profiles is w ith in the range expected by the stochastic nature 
of the method.

The lowest energy and the number of unique conformations iden

tified after the prescribed number of tria ls for each molecule and 
each permuted input are summarized in Table 2. These numbers 

represent the conformations w ith in 20 kcal/m ol from the lowest 

energy structure identified by each permuted input. For 1CBX, 

which is a small molecule w ith few  conformational states, every 

run identified the same global minimum ( f  = -5 0 .5 8  kcal/mol). 

However, there were some differences in the number of local 
minima identified by each variant, which ranged from 21 to 25, 

w ith  no apparent dependence on the input format. As the size of 

the molecule and the number of accessible conformations increa

ses, differences between variants become more likely, and this is 
reflected in both the lowest energy minimum and the number of 

local minima identified by each method (170-189 for 1ETT, 340- 

353 for 1HVR, 411-433 for 4DFR, and 3103-3543 for 1GLQ). 

Again, there is no apparent interdependence between the input 

representation (SMILES versus SDF) and the number of conformers 
generated.

The ensembles produced by each permuted input were further com

pared using three different conformational properties: (i) the poten
tia l energy computed by MMFF94s; (ii) the root mean square 
deviation (RMSD) from the X-ray crystal structure; and (ill) the 

radius of gyration, which measures a conformation's degree of com
pactness (or extendedness). The cumulative distributions of the 

RMSD from the crystal structure of the low-energy conformations 

identified for each molecule and each permuted input are illustrated 
in Figure 2. In all cases, the conformational ensembles seem to be 
drawn from the same probability distribution and the variation 

appears to be random and not dependent on the input representa

tion.* To obtain a more robust statistical estimate, we compared 

these distributions using single-factor a n o v a . a n o v a  is a well-estab- 

lished technique that attempts to test the null hypothesis that two 
or more mean values are equal, by comparing the variation 
observed w ith in each class against the one observed across the 

entire sample. The key parameters of an a n o v a  study include the 
/^statistic which is compared to the critical value of the F distribu

tion, Fcrit. and the p-value which represents the smallest level of 
significance for which the observed sample information becomes 

significant, provided the null hypothesis is true. The results, which 

are summarized in Table 3, show that the differences in the con
formational property distributions of the permuted inputs are statis
tically insignificant, except for the energy distribution of the 
conformations of IGLQ.^ This result is not surprising in light of the 

fact that the conformational space of that molecule is grossly un
dersampled, As seen in Figure 1, the rate at which new conforma

tions are discovered decreases exponentially w ith  the number of 

trials, as the probability of visiting a previously seen conformation 
increases. W hile for 1CBX, 1ETT, 1HVR, and 4DFR the search 

appears to have converged, for 1GLQ new minima continue to be 

discovered at a fast rate even after the 10 000 trials. These plots 
also show that the permuted inputs explore the same range of con

formational space throughout the sampling process, i.e. the number 

of unique conformations identified by each variant is comparable 
after any number of trials.

These results contrast w ith  the original findings of Carta e t al., 

who showed that the low-energy conformations generated by 

Omega and Rubicon for each permuted SMILES string exhibited a

^Similar distributions were observed for the potential energy and radius of 
gyration as well. The results are not shown here to conserve space.

^Strictly speaking, a n o v a  tests the equality of mean values and not the gen
eral similarity between two distributions, for which other statistics such as 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov's may be more suitable. Although one could imagine 
different distributions w ith the same mean but very different shapes, visual 
inspection of the plots in Figure 2 (and those of the other conformational 
properties which are not included here) show that their shapes are virtually 
identical.
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Figure 1: Number of unique conformations (within 1 A  RMSD) discovered at the end of each SPE trial for the SDF (red) anc SMILES 
(black) permuted inputs of each molecule under investigation. (A) 1CBX; (B) 1ETT; (C) 1HVR; (D) 4DFR; and (F) IGLQ. (E) Five independent runs 
of the first SDF permuted input of 4DFR, each starting from a different random seed.

different distribution of RMSD from the X-ray co-crystal conforma
tion (22). Catalyst, on the other hand, was found to be insensitive 
to permuted input, yielding identical distributions for all SMILES 
variants. This is consistent with our recent comparison of SPE to 
seven other widely used conformational analysis programs, which 
showed that Catalyst's sampling capacity was comparable to 
SPE's, and significantly higher than all the other methods evalu
ated (21).

We should point out, parenthetically, that for the two chral mole
cules (1ETT and 1HVR), not all trials resulted in valid geometries. 
SPE uses volume constraints to generate conformations that pre
serve the chirality of all explicitly defined stereocenters in the 
input file. As we noted in our original publication (19), :he prob
ability of failing to generate a correct 3D geometry increases with 
the number and proximity of chiral centers. As shown in Table 4, 
this has not been a serious issue for 1ETT and 1HVR. On average,
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Table 2: Global minimum and number of unique conformations 
within 20 kcal/mol from the 'global' minimum identified for each 
permuted input

PDB code Variant ^min
Number of 
conformations

hCBX SDF 1 -5 0 .5 8 23
1CBX SDF 2 -5 0 .5 8 22
1CBX SDF 3 -5 0 .5 8 22
1CBX SDF 4 -5 0 .5 8 25

IlCBX SDF 5 -5 0 .5 8 22
hCBX SMI 1 -5 0 .5 8 22
MCBX SMI 2 -5 0 .5 8 22
1CBX SMI 3 -5 0 .5 8 23
1CBX SMI 4 -5 0 .5 8 21
1CBX SMI 5 -5 0 .5 8 22
1E H SDF 1 -3 4 .37 173
1E H SDF 2 -3 6 .0 5 182
1EH SDF 3 -3 5 .60 178
1ETT SDF 4 -3 4 .46 179
1EH SDF 5 -3 3 .9 8 170
1EH SMI 1 -3 3 .90 174
1 E n SMI 2 -3 6 .0 5 189
l E n SMI 3 -3 5 .5 5 181
l E n SMI 4 -3 3 .9 5 182
1E H SMI 5 -3 4 .43 189
1HVR SDF 1 102.37 341
IHVR SDF 2 102.32 346
1HVR SDF 3 102.32 344
IHVR SDF 4 102.32 347
IHVR SDF 5 102.32 351
IHVR SMI 1 102.32 348
IHVR SMI 2 102.32 352
IHVR SMI 3 102.32 340
IHVR SMI 4 102,32 342
IHVR SMI 5 102.37 353
tOFR SDF 1 -3 0 .02 416
IDFR SDF 2 -3 0 .00 422
IDFR SD F3 -2 8 .80 420
»DFR SDF 4 -2 8 .19 421
IDFR SDF 5 -2 7 .5 5 423
IDFR SM I 1 -3 0 .00 414
»DFR SMI 2 - 3 0  00 420
»DFR SM I 3 -2 9 .3 8 433
»DFR SMI 4 -3 0 .0 0 418
(OFR SMI 5 -3 1 .16 425
4DFR SDF 1.1 -2 9 .3 6 427
4DFR SDF 1.2 -2 8 .3 4 411
4DFR SDF 1.3 -3 0 .0 2 419
4DFR SDF 1.4 -3 1 .2 0 416
4DFR SDF 1.5 -3 0 .0 0 412
1GLQ SDF 1 59.70 3543
1GLQ SDF 2 58.62 3225
1GLQ SDF 3 58.40 3103
1GLQ SDF 4 58.40 3226
1GLQ SDF 5 58.62 3197
IGLQ SMI 1 58.62 3197
IGLQ SMI 2 58.40 3151
IGLQ SMI 3 58.40 3154
IGLQ SMI 4 59.25 3421
IGLQ SMI 5 59.25 3418

only 17 of 5000 trials failed to produce the correct stereochemis
try for 1ETT, and only 38 of 5000 for 1HVR (which contains four 
adjacent chiral centers), and in both cases that failure rate was 
insensitive to permuted input. Note that energy minimization can
not correct such problems because of the enormous energy barri
ers involved in inverting a stereocenter. Because SPE is extremely 
fast (it can generate hundreds of conformations per second on a 
modern PC for a typical drug-like molecule), the raw conforma
tions produced by SPE can be tested for the correct stereochemis
try in a postprocessing step, and discarded if they fail to 
reproduce the input specification.

To provide a more visual assessment of the overlap in the conform
ational space covered by each permuted input, the unique low- 
energy conformations produced by the 10 variants of 4DFR were 
concatenated into a single list and were embedded into a 
two-dimensional nonlinear map using SPE. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, SPE was originally devised as a method to generate 
low-dimensional Euclidean embeddings that best preserve the simi
larities between a set of related observations (17,18). Unlike classi
cal multidimensional scaling and nonlinear mapping, SPE scales 
linearly with respect to sample size, and can be applied to very 
large data sets that are intractable by conventional embedding pro
cedures. In the case at hand, the map was constructed in such a 
way that the distances of the points on the map approximated as 
closely as possible the (dis)similarities of the respective conforma
tions, as measured by their pairwise RMSD. As 4DFR is a flexible 
molecule with many conformational degrees of freedom, this projec
tion leads to some loss of information, in the sense that the distan
ces cannot all be preserved to perfection (the intrinsic 
dimensionality of the conformational space of 4DFR is roughly 
equivalent to the number of rotatable bonds, which is considerably 
>2). That loss of information is measured by the stress function, 
which in this particular case was 0.262.

Embedding all the conformations produced by all the 4DFR variants 
(4221) into a single map allows them to be placed on a common 
reference frame. The 10 panels in Figure 3 show the conformations 
generated by each permuted input on that common reference 
frame, color-coded by energy (from blue to red, in order of decreas
ing energy). Unlike other conformational search methods (22), the 
ensembles generated by SPE for each permuted input cover the 
same regions of conformational space and with the same relative 
density. Minor differences in the maps are attributed to two factors 
related to the stochastic nature of the method. First, if each unique 
conformation is seen as a representative of a cluster of related 
conformations within an RMSD radius of 1 A, different ensembles 
may contain different representatives from each cluster, which are 
closely related but not identical. Secondly, because of the 20 kcal/- 
mol energy cap, an ensemble that contains a 'global' minimum of 
lower energy than the other ensembles will be missing conforma
tions on the high end of the energy spectrum. For example, the 
'global' minimum identified by the fifth SMILES variant of 4DFR 
was -31.16 kcal/mol, whereas that identified by the first SDF vari
ant was only -27.55 kcal/mol (Table 2). As seen in Figure 4, there
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Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of RMSOs from the bioactive conformation of the conformational ensembles generated from thf SDF 
(red) and SMILES (black) permuted inputs of each molecule under investigation. (A) 1CBX; (B) 1ETT; (C) 1HVR; (D) 4DFR; and (E) 1GLQ.

Table 3: a n o v a  of the conformational properties of the ensembles produced by the permuted inputs for each molecule under investiation 
(when Fis less than fait, the differences are considered to be statistically insignificant)

POB code

Energy RMSD Radius of gyration

F F :rit p-Value F Fctit p-Value F ^crit pValue

1CBX 0.269 1.924 0.982 0.027 1.924 0.999 0.073 1.924 0999
lE H 0.124 1.885 0.999 0.214 1.885 0.992 0.189 1.885 0995
1HVR 0.281 1.883 0.980 0.189 1.883 0.995 0.283 1.883 0980
4DFR 0.834 1.693 0.632 0.316 1.693 0.992 0.185 1.693 0999
1GLQ 13.337 1.880 1.45E-21 0.346 1.880 0.960 0.499 1.880 0376
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional SPE maps of the conformational ensembles generated from each SDF and SMILES permuted input of 4DFR, 
color-coded by their MMFF94s potential energy. These maps are constructed in such a way that the distances of the points in the map match 
as closely as possible the RMSDs of the respective conformations.

are considerably more conformations on the high end of the energy 
scale, which explains some of the observed differences in the 
maps'.**

These results are not at all surprising, if one considers the way in 
which the SPE conformer generator works. The process starts by

**To conserve space, the SPE maps for the other four molecules are not 
included, but they do exhibit similar qualitative trends.

establishing a set of distance and volume constraints from the 
molecular connectivity table. This is accomplished using a set of 
rules encoded in the form SMARTS patterns. These rules define 
groups of atoms that form a local substructure, along with the geo
metric constraints imposed by the local geometry of that substruc
ture. The rules are supplied to the program in a separate file and 
can easily be extended and customized by the users. When a new 
molecule is read in, the patterns in the rule base are mapped onto 
the target molecule in sequence, and the corresponding constraints
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a. CORINA 3.6, distributed by Molecular Networks GmbH (Ittp :// 
www.mol-net.de).

b. OMEGA 1.8.1, distributed by Openeye Scientific Software (Ittp:// 
www.eyesopen.com).

c. Catalyst v4.9.1, distributed by Accelrys, Inc. (http://vw w .icce l- 
rys.com).

d. RUBICON, distributed by Daylight Chemical Information Systems 
Inc. (http://www.daylight.com ).

e. http://www.ccl.net/cca/data/M MFF94s/
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